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LEGKLATION 
CONCERNING 
AGMCULimE
A  RcBUmo of ®vcntB andi LegMlsttlyc 
Enactments by ?Parliatneii>t During;  ̂
the Past Year, as They Affect 
<: Agriculture
l o c a l m e m b e r
ONPOUTICAL 
PILGRIMAGE
CITYBONDS 
SELL AT 
GOOD PRICE
Tour'Pf 1 With COn-
Odyo' Etiadcr Extended To
w r .............. * ---------
serVi
rashingtcm And Idaho
Okanagan Loan & Investment Trust 
Co. Is Thie Successful Tenderer
(By,'the Hon. W. R. MothcrwcUy.ji 
\  Ottawa, July 9th, 192a.
■■ An effort' has' bce.'i made, by not 
altogether disinterested parties,! to bcr 
little the net rcsults pf the i-ccent ses­
sion of Pariianicht, ; ^ . ■
; Speaking more pirticjilarly, With 
respect to dgriculturcLJ^mliy isay that 
I  cannot recall' any Session of Parha- 
meht since Confederation that passed 
irdore beneficial .legislation on behalf of 
agricultut'c than the one recently pro­
rogued. True, five months was a Ippg 
time to spend in performing the work 
ifiut that IS ohe of the prices we , must 
pay for groups in Parliament,, all ,of 
whom have to have their say.
, A numberiof Acts have be.en passed 
fiuch as f  An act to amend and consoli­
date the Acts I respecting Live Stock" 
arid “An Act to regulate the sale and 
inspection* of pruit and Fruit Contain­ers," which can be merely referred to 
Ijyre as containing ycry important arid 
rip-to-date legislation in their respective 
fields. !The same may be said of the
atriendments to. Feeding Stuffs Act and' ----- ■ - - -  -the Dairy Industry Act, the latter of 
which provides for the prohibition of
ihc
•pi __
filled Wtter,v. filled m fk, and filled 
cream-frthreie pernicious practices that
were! quietly I but perisisteritly  ̂ê  ̂
f<irig a oot-hold in Canada to the great 
detriment of the dairy industry.
In a:dditi6n to this important legis-f, 
lation affecting one of qur chief corner 
stones ■; of i Canadian agriculture—dairy-' 
ing— was the fight to a finish during 
the last' Session on the question pf. 
whether’ the prohibition Of the manu­
facture and V ̂ importation of ^ leo . 
would be agiairi ; reverted to,' as it ex­
isted for thirty years prior to- 1917. 
By a non-party vote of ■ fifty-four to 
one: hundred and twenty-five,. Oleo, for 
the'tim e beirig^^receiv a sblar plex- 
iis ' b low that ,will-t some • recoverr.
,irig;Jrqin. No daunted, however, 
the”;packers’. professional lobbyist Was 
ariiansOousiJnquirjer around,,thcr corrid- 
orft̂  the weeh ,following the y'ptei doubt-! 
less with a view to renewing the battle 
' atlsomc: Jater" date.. '
' The report of" Dairy Commissioner 
Mri J..' Ai ' Ruddick arid, ; Mr. W. A. 
■Wilsonfori:,iheir 'return from New Zea- 
larid and ' Australia,coupled witlL all 
the before-mentioned beneficial legislai* 
tion on behalf of the dairy iridustry, 
inakes the last Session of I?arliariient 
an; outstanding one, so far as the d^ 
industry of Canada is concerned.^ ;̂ ^ 
Although the removal of the-British 
Embargo on Canadian cattle >did not 
req,uife -legislative action on the prirt qf 
the Canadian Parliament, it did on 
^ e  part of the Imperial Government, 
which was the outcome of a conference 
between the Imperial and Canadian 
authorities —  hence, properly refer­
red to in this article as one of the ad­
vanced steps taken on. behalf of agri­
culture during the past year.
The removal of the British Embar­
go, against Canadian cattle has had.a
S eater direct result in improving the rmers’ market than any other single 
move that has 'been accomplished dur­
ing the past few years. '
Canada was in the unfortunate posi­
tion of being largely slriit out of the 
only two available markets for her live 
cattle—the American tariff and the 
British Embargo accomplishing this 
end.!
An agitation has been carried on 
both in Great Britain and Canada for 
a  number of years for the removal of 
the Embargo, and a great many people 
on both sides of the water, have given 
valuable assistance in this effort, and 
not a few of them claim that the re­
moval of the Embargo is entirely due 
to their efforts. But to say that a 
great many people helped in bringing 
this about, is much nearer the truth 
of the matter.
For the last two or three years, while 
it was generally expected that the Em­
bargo would be ultimately removed, 
it was of vital interest to the business 
of raising cattle in Canada, that it 
should be. removed quickly, and the 
delay was not only disappointing, but 
it was xuinous to the cattle business. 
The present Canadian Government not 
only acted promptly, but effectively, in 
this matter, and when the Ministers of 
the Government and the officials of 
the Department of Agriculture entered 
into a conference with the members 
of the British Government and officials 
of the British Ministry of Agriculture, 
they had a very difficult task on their 
bands. Thoir accomplished something, 
however, of real importance for the 
Canadian farmer when they came to a 
satisfactory settlement of the case, 
which as a matter of fact, was only 
concluded the morning after the Llovd 
George Government had resigned.
A new Government took, office in 
Britain,, and then for a time it looked 
like another year’s delay. A special 
Session of the- new Parliament was 
called in November to pass the Irish 
Bill. The Canadian Government pres­
sed to have the legislation removing 
the Embargo enacted at this special 
Session, but tlie new Government urg­
ed̂  that it had just taken office, that 
this Session was for a special purpose, 
and that the Embargo- legislation 
should remain in abeyance until the reg­
ular Session after the first of the year. 
It was only after repeated and persist­
ent urging on the part of the Canadian 
Government that this question which 
had been of such long standing w- 
finally solved by the British Govern­
ment passing an Act removing the
Mf. J. W. Jones, M.L.A., and lilr.
R. F. Morrison; returned home on the
............... “ ' 121"""''............evening! of t̂h e l2 th  from | a very cx-
tchded trip ’ by 'car, which took them 
through West and East Kootenay and
(Continued on Page 6)
large portions of .Idaho and Washing­
ton. Both describe their journey as 
having been, a , vefy delightful one and 
a! huge success from a political point 
Of view. Mr. Joncs^ i s ' particularly 
pleased at the reception received! by 
his chieftain, !Mr~ W«;'J. Bowser, who 
joined thetn at I?fsnti(i,tOn, stating that 
whcrCvcr' they spoke the Gonserva- 
tiyC !lea!dcr, received an pyation, and 
that the audiences at u'o single place 
where poUtical,, riieetings held
showed the 'sliightest ^personal hostility 
to, him, although this personal anta­
gonism had been lai'gely' adyertis.cd as 
a fact by. the government press.
After lesyin^ Penticton . th e ; party 
first made an inspection of the - Sou­
thern. Okanagan Irrigation ,Project at 
Oliver! .where they took in all!that wais 
to be seen pi tjhe coinpleted work and 
the new! extension to psoyoos. On 
this ‘irrigation ^cheme,' the coat' of 
which, according to the original esti­
mate, should have been in the neigh­
bourhood ;of;' nine ,huridre!d .rind thirty 
thousand dollars, already: three riiillion 
dollars hris beeri expended, and, accord­
ing to Mr, Jdries, ^  is by no 
means in sight, as' at least another 
million,, diollars will be required to 
complete the system. About thirty- 
five acreage lots,.'pf varying size, have 
been . taken up by settlers, some ! of 
whoiri have built, fairly good homes on 
their holdings. On some of the lots the 
trees planted have rriade a good 
groWth, but 'on others !the reverse' has 
been the case! The -best ;Iarids! those 
near the old settlement at Osoyoos, 
will be placed on the market before 
long. Howiever, Mr. Jones stated, there 
has .been, no proper effort made to 
induce settlement in this irrigated area, 
and at the present rate it would be 
many years, in , his opihion, before the 
rribney . spent in ' .this project . could 
possibly be recouped by the province.
After leaving Oliver the party mo­
tored by way of the Anarchist Moun­
tain road to Sidley. They describe the 
highway as being verjr rough travell­
ing, little, if any, attention haying! been 
given it since.the recent heavy rains, 
which cut bad ruts in it. Lunch was 
trikein at Sidley’s and Bridesville was 
visited. “The crops in that section are 
.ve^y  ̂ good this! year, especially hay 
and: !^heat, a but good
crops yvere seen all the way on through 
.Rock Creek to Midway.
’“' On arrival at Greenwood a deputa­
tion: pipt file Conservative leaders, and 
the riCeds of the Greenwood Riding, 
were fully gone into. The people there, 
those who take alri interest in provin­
cial affairs, are , coheerned over the 
prospects of their riding being merged 
into Grand Forks. A smoker and re­
ception was tendered the party there, 
which was attended by people from all 
parts of the district.
The next day the party drove on to 
Grand Forks through the Doukhobor 
settlements, and the same afternoon 
Mr. Jones went to.make an inspection 
of the pumping plant which serves the 
new! irrigation system for the Grand 
Forks valley, which is Working very 
successfully. . /
Grand Forks itself Mr. Jones des­
cribes as being quite lively and on the 
eve of a period of great prosperity. 
Both he and Mr. Bowser spoke at a 
meeting held there the same evening 
at the theatre, 'wriielL'Was very largely 
attended.
The following day, June 22nd, the 
party proceeded on to Rossland over 
the Trans-Provincial Highway. Tlie 
grade from Cascade to the first sum­
mit had to be taken on intermediate 
gear. The road bed was found to be 
very rough, very little money having 
been expended on it in the way of re­
pairs since the recent heavy rains. On 
arrival at Rossland, My. Bowser was 
entertained by the leading members of 
the community and Mr. W. K. Esling, 
M.L.A., joined the party, and, on the 
following day, at Trail, a big smoker 
and reception was tendered them.
On the following Monday another 
reception was given the Conservative 
members at Nelson arid the party was 
augmented by Mr. -J. H. Schofield, 
M.L.A., Col. F. Lister, M.L.A., and 
Mr. N. A! WalHnger, M.L.A., attach­
ing themselves to it. Wynndell and 
Creston were the next stopping places 
and while in that vicinity Camp Lister 
was visited. This soldier settlement, 
which has been operated by the pro­
vincial Land Settlement Board, is not 
a success, Mr. Jones stated, though it 
should have been one. Magnificent 
crops of alfalfa arc to be seen, and the 
district itself is undoubtedly one of 
the finest as regards natural richness 
of soil in the entire province, but, 
though nearly three-quarters of a mill­
ion dollars has been expended by the 
Board, only fifteen families are to be 
found , there, some hundred settlers 
having pulled out and gone to other 
portions of the country or abroad. At 
Creston a public meeting was held 
and short speeches made by each mem­
ber of the party to a packed house. 
Mr. Jones confined himself to the 
province’s financial condition, and Mr. 
Bowser to the platform which his par­
ty intends to adopt at the next pro­
vincial election.
Leaving Creston the following mor­
ning, and taking the route by way of 
Yak, Cranbrook was reached in the
While the fortnightly session of the 
City Council on Monday; oight was the 
shortest held this year, it was marked 
by the transaction of a piece of busi­
ness that reflected credit upon the fin­
ancial standing of Kelowna and vvas 
a source of gratification to the City 
Fathers, in that the, bonds offered in 
connection with the issues recently 
authorized for aid to the Hospital and 
for, purchase of land for park purposes 
were disposed of at very satisfactory 
figures. All the members were pres­
ent with the exception of Aid. Shep­
herd, who is enjoying a well-earned 
holiday.
Six tenders were received as foll­
ows for the six per cent debentures,
the bids in all cases being with ac­
crued interest; Gillespie, Hart &: Todd, 
Ltd., 'Victoria, 98.577; R. P. Clark &
Co., Ltd., Victoria; 98.55; A. C. Airies 
& Co., Victoria, 98.84; C. H. Burgess, 
Toronto, 98.80; Royal Financial Cor­
poration, Vancouver, for the $18,000 
issue, 99.031, and for the $3,500 issue, 
97.41; Okanagan Loan & Investment 
Trust Co., Kelowna, for the $18,000 
issue, 100.5, and for the $3,500 issue, 
100. The offer of the local corporation 
wds accepted, upon motion.
A letter from Provincial Fire Mar­
shal J. A. Thomas drew attention to 
the forthcoming convention of Do­
minion Fire Chiefs, to be held at Van­
couver from Juljr 31st to August 3rd, 
when demonstrations will be given by 
Vancouver fire-fighters in the best and 
most up-to-date methods of handling 
equipment and controlling fires under 
different conditions, for the benefit and 
instruction of visiting chiefs. It is the 
first time that the Dominion Fire 
Chiefs, will have met on the Pacific 
Coast, , and , ,Mr. Thomas pointed out 
that it'would: be greatly to the advan­
tage of the City of Kelowna to have 
the local chief or some other member 
of the Fire Brigade attend.
Some provision having apparently 
been made in the estimates, the Coun­
cil will probably offer Chief Pettigrew, 
or some other member of the Brigade 
who is able to go, an opportunity to 
attend the convention. ,
Mr. A. S. Wade, secretary of the 
Fire Brigade, forwarded a strong com­
plaint from the Brigade in regard to 
the! practice of parking cars at hyd­
rants, contrary to civic regulations, 
particularly bn Saturday nights. In 
some cases that had come under the 
observation of the Brigade, cars had 
been left" directly in front of a hydrant 
all night. The practice rnight cause 
serious results, and the Brigade asked 
that steps be taken to remedy matters.
I t  was decided to ask the Chief of 
Police to give particular attention to 
enforcement of the parking regula­
tions. .
Mr. W- Blackwood was given per­
mission to haul tomato refuse to h,s 
property on the outskirts of the town, 
provided he keeps it ploughed under.
Aid. Meikle' reported that work on 
Pendozi Street was proceeding slowly, 
owing to the nature of the job. It was 
also difficult to get men to stay at 
work on the rock crusher on account 
of the hot weather;
The Council adjourned rintil Mon­
day, July 30th.
evening, where a banquet to the Con­
servative leader and members was 
given by the ladies of that place in 
the Knights of Pythias Hall. Here* 
Mr. Jones remarked, the reception giv­
en Mr. Bowser was more than en­
thusiastic. The women of Cranbrook, 
according to the member for South 
Okanagan, are keen politicians, much 
more so than those of aiiy other place 
he has yet been in, and put up a really 
magnificent spread, which shows that 
they are practical housewives as well. 
Cranbrook shows every sign of being 
a very flourishing place just now and 
all that portion of East Kootenay tri­
butary to it is enjoying very good 
times, mining and lumbering and other 
industries prospering exceedingly. 
There is no unemployrnent problem 
there, Mr. Jones stated.
After leaving Cranbook, WycHffe, 
which is a large lumber camp, was vis­
ited and the party then journeyed on 
to Kimberley, where the Consolidated 
Mining and Smelting Company, of 
Tadanac, has erected an immense con­
centrator at an expenditure of nearly 
a million dollars, and also took in 
Fort Steele, where another banquet 
was held, the whole party finishing up 
a long day’s sightseeing by motoring 
back to Cranbrook the same evening.
The following morning, the 29th, 
the members of the Provincial House 
motored by way of Fort Steele, "Wasa 
and the Canal Flats to Windermere, 
where they stayed the night, proceed­
ing next morning to Kootenay Cross­
ing and taking in the ceremonies con­
nected with the official opening of 
the Banff-Windermere Highway, 
which Mr. Jones states is a, magnifi­
cent unddrtaking, one that is bound to 
attract an enormous amount of tour­
ist traffic from the United States. On 
leaving Kootenay Crossing the party 
returned by way of the Sinclair Can­
yon to Golden, where they spent the 
following day, and the next day pro­
ceeded to Windermere, where they 
took in the Dominion Day celebra­
tions, which were attended by people 
from all parts of East Kootenay.
After holding well-attended meetings 
at Michel and Fcrnic on the 4th and
MARKET ^  
PROPOSAL 
IS DROPPED
Board Of Trade Finds Producers Un­
interested In Such An 
Institution
5th, the party returned to Cranbrook, 
where the Kootenay members returned
(Continued on Page 4)
It has not been the custom of the 
Board of Trade in past years to meet 
during the torrid mbnth  ̂ of July anc 
August, and it was probably due to the 
fact that the evening was' pleasantly 
cool that a quorum was sQcurcd for 
the monthly meeting held on Tuesday 
President Stirling was in the chair.
Cicerone For Tourists
Reporting on business arising out o ' 
the minutes, Mr. Stirling stated that an 
arrangement had been reached with the 
City Council to bear a proportidn of the 
cost of Mr. W. M. Crawford’s-services 
in the capacity of guide, comforter anc 
friend generally to tourists arriving in 
the city. He will meet the Kclowna- 
Westbank ferry and the C. P. R. stea­
mers and will, give tourists arriving by 
these means of transportation and by 
road all possible information and as­
sistance. The arrangement vvill con­
tinue until the end of September or 
middle of October.
C. N. R. Branch
The status of C. N. R. branch con­
struction had been fully treated in the 
press, said Mr. Stirling, and there was 
little to add except that it had been 
pointed out that if traffic continued to 
increase on the C. N. R. system in pro­
portion to recent. imir. r)V(;rri''nt, the de­
ficit provided for in the' appropriation 
tnade by' Parliament of $73,000,000 
would decrease, and there would be 
nothing to prevent building the Ok­
anagan line out of the money thus ren­
dered available.
Branch Of Automobile Association
Referring tp a visit paid to the city 
by Mr. Sigmore, manager of the B, G. 
Automobile Association, during which 
that gentleman met the Executive 
Council of the Board, Mr. Stirling sta­
ted that the result was that a subse­
quent meeting was held with a number 
of car owners, when it was decideci to 
form a local branch of the Association, 
with Mr. F. W. Sintmons as temporary 
President and-Mr. E. O. MacGinnis as 
temporary Secretary.
Okanagan Lake Level 
President Stirling aliso reported as 
to the status of the Okanagan Lake le­
vel question. He had met Mr. Doncas­
ter, the Dominion Government engin­
eer at Nelson, recently, and that gen­
tleman had expressed a keen desire to 
have a meeting at an early date of all 
the interests concerned in the matter. 
Such a conference had been proposed 
for the late fall, of last year, but for 
reasons not learned it had not been 
held. Mr. Doncaster had prepared.the 
following! memorandum, a copy of 
which had been received by the Board:
“After the high water period of ,1921 
on the Okanagan Lake and River sys- 
terii, considerable investigation was 
made to determine the range of water 
heights within which the lake and river 
could be controlled.
“At a joint meeting of the various 
interests concerned, held in Penticton 
in 1922, it was provisionally agreed 
that it should be endeavoured to main-» 
tain the lake level as nearly as possible 
between elevations 99.5 and 102.5, or 
within a range of 3 feet. For informa­
tion it may be noted that the follow­
ing elevatiojis have obtained:
Year Miniriium Maximum
1912 99.8   ...103.8
1913 ................. —     103.6
1914 .............. ........ ................  103.2
1915 ........    99,6    101.6
1916 .......  98.8   ....101.8
1917 .............   98.9 .........1...... 101,8
1918 ............ . 99.4 ........... . 101.3
1919 ..........  99.6     102.0
1920 .......    99.5    102.1
1921 .............. 100.8 ...:.........    103.7
1922 .......    99.65    102.0
1923 .........!... 99.55 ........... . 103.15
“To indicate the difficulty of antici­
pating the amount of precipitation 
which can be expected, the following 
figures are submitted for the month 
of June in the years shown;’
Year Inches ' .
1918 .................   .19
. 1919 ......... ...... . .58
1920 ........................98
1921 ...........   1.90
1922 ........................20
1923 ............... . 3.25 to June
21st only
“In view of the experience of the 
last two years, it is * felt 
that there is now sufficient data 
in hand to justify a further meeting of 
joint interests, to again discuss the 
minimum and maximum heights which 
they consider necessary or desirable 
to meet their requirements.
“It has been suggested that this 
meeting be held at Penticton in Aug­
ust oL this year, and this preliminary 
notice is forwarded in advance, notify­
ing that such a meeting will be held. 
The exact date will be notified at a 
later date.’’
Mr. Stirling added that Mr. Don­
caster informed him he was guided 
largely by reports from the mountain 
renges, where a very light run-oT had 
been reported this year, but the heavy 
precipitation in May and June quite 
upset all calculations. When at the 
Irrigation Convention at Penticton, the' 
speaker had enlisted the interest and 
support in the question of Hon. Dr. 
King, Hon. Dr. Suthetjand, ^enator 
Bcstock and Mr. P. Pliilip. Provincial 
Public Works Engineer, The import­
ance of normal lake level to the Pro­
vincial Government was demonstrated 
by the fact that high wat ;r was taking 
several bites out of the main road from 
Penticton north. As the result of the 
various conversations and interviews
ORANGEMEN 
COMMEMORATE 
ANNIVERSARY
IVIcmbera Of Order Gather Hero From 
All Parts Of Similkamcen And. 
Okanagan .
Being unable, through pressure of 
work, to cover 'the. celebration held 
here of the “Glorious Twelfth" last 
Thursday afternoon,_ we arc indebted 
to one of the participating^ brethren 
for contribution of the subjoined re­
port, which naturally- breathes^ a spirit 
throughout of Orange enthusiasm.
(Continued on Page 4)
The 233rd anniversary of the Battle 
of the Boyne was celebrated in a very 
appropriate manner in Kelowna. From 
early morn till diisk the sound of the 
fife and drum was heard and Orange 
colours w ere, everywhere. Several 
boatloads came from dovyn the lake, 
some of the visitors from as far as 
Princeton, and several car and truck 
loads came from Vernon. Kelowna by 
this time began to look like a second 
Toronto. ,
At 2 p,m., Brp. G. Schofield, of Rut 
land, D. of (T., formed up the parade. 
Bro. A, Gather headed the procession 
with the grand old Union Jack, then 
followed in order Peachland Lodge 
No. 408, Vernon Lodge No, 1735, the 
L. O. B. A. lodges of Vernon and Ke­
lowna,’ headed by Mrs. Taggart, of 
Kelowna, arid York Lodge No, 1870 
of . Kelowna. Then came the -Similka 
meen County lodges, comprising Pen 
ticton, Keremeos, Cawston, Prince­
ton and Summerland, under the direc­
tion: of the County Master. The line 
of march was along Bernard Avenue 
to the United Church and back to the 
Park, at the entrance to which was er­
ected an arch with, the motto, “Equal 
Rights To All, Special Privileges To 
None,’’ on one side, and on the oppos­
ite side, “One School, One Flag,; One 
Language," principles which the Or­
ange Association stands pledged to 
protect. The parade then surrounded 
the platform, where Bro, Geo, Scho­
field was called to take the chair. On 
the platform were His: Worship the 
Mayor of Kelowna, Rev, Alex, Mac- 
Lurg, Mr., J. M, Robinson. G. P. M. of 
Manitoba, and the Rev. R. J. McIn­
tyre, Vancouver, P. G.M.
The chairman first, called for three 
cheers for His Majesty King George, 
which was heartily responded to and 
the National Anthem was sung. The 
chairman then gave a resume of why 
we were celebrating the “Glorious 
'Twelfth,” and pointed out that a great 
many people thought that the Orange 
Association was merely an Irish or­
ganization formed for the purpose of 
combating the Roman Catholic indiv­
idual. He explained that this was en­
tirely wrong, that the Association was 
first forrried at Exeter in England 
three days after the Prince of Orange 
landed in Torbay, and twelve days af­
ter the jfirst Orange convention was 
held there, that the Orange Associa­
tion did not oppose or had any grudp-e 
against, the individual Roman Catho­
lic, but that it certainly did oppose the 
political activities of the Papacy, that 
it stood for freedom and religious lib­
erty for every one, that every one is 
entitled to worship the Almighty ac­
cording to the dictates of his or her 
own conscience, that we should work 
for a united Canada rather than a 
divided people, which the _ Separate 
School promotes. Bro. Schofield show­
ed how the Orangemen sprang to ariaS 
to defend the Public School in Ontario 
in the last election, the school ques­
tion being the real issue, although it 
was kept in the dark in the election 
carripaign.
His 'Worship the Mayor then add­
ressed the meeting and received very 
hearty applause. He commented on 
the great amount of good the fraternal 
societies were doing ,and pointed out 
the great need of such to offset the 
evil andP disloyal propaganda that is 
being introduced into Canada. He gave 
a hearty welcome to the visitors* ex­
pressing the hope they would all enjoy 
themselves and that when they re­
turned home they would have a happy) 
remembrance of Kelowna, the Orchard 
City of the Okanagan Valley. •
“I'lic chairman then called for three 
cheers for King William and the Or­
ange Association, which were given 
with a vim.
Bro. Robinson, Prist Grand Master 
of Manitoba, was the next called on. 
In his remarks he said he felt like a 
‘has been.’’ Where were the itien he 
used to meet years ago, Bro. McKenzie 
Bowell, General Hughes," Dalton Mc­
Carthy, Clarke Wallace, John Dil- 
worth, who used to live in KclowJia? 
All had passed to their reward, but 
Canada lived and Canada , today was 
reaping the benefit of their life work 
in the shape of our present liberties. 
He begged every one to be careful 
and watch that the Roman Catholic 
Church did not ‘ericroach on the lib­
erties which these brethren had lived 
and died for.
Rev. Alex. MacLurg was the next 
speaker and as soon as he spoke it 
was quite evident that we were listen­
ing to a good Ulster man. He gave 
a very concise and instructive talk on 
the defence of Londonderry, how thir­
teen apprentice boys closed the gates 
and shouted “No Surrender!” and he 
pointed out’ how indebted we are to 
those boys for closing the gates, for, 
had James’ army been successful, there 
might never have been fought the 
Battle of the Boyne and civil and reli­
gious liberty might have been postpon­
ed for many years.
Rev. Bro. McIntyre, P. G. M. of B, 
C., Vancouver, was next received with 
loud and prolonged cheering. He went 
straight into the history of the Orange 
Association and showed how men
OKANAGAN 
FRUirCROP 
ESTIMATE
As Compiled By The District, Horti­
culturist, Vernon, For The Season 
Of 1923
Bcipw will bo found the /crop esti­
mate fo r , the season pf 1923, based on 
Conditions as rit July 14th. Figures for 
districts arc given in terms of boxes, 
and the totals for, the different classes 
arc given in terms of bpjccs and cars 
In computing the number "of crirs 
these arc estimated at 700 boxes to 
the car in the case of : apples, 800 
boxes to the car in the Case pj pcarp 
arid crabs, and 1,000 cases in the case 
of plums, prunes, peaches and apri­
cots.
! Apples are estimated at '3,233,0011 
boxes, or 4,620 cars, this being a 2(| 
per cent increase over the season o! 
1922. Crab apples arc estimated at 
.205,400 boxes or ' 257 cars, being an 
Jricrease of 8 per cent. Pears are es­
timated at 94,900 boxes or 118j^ cars, 
being aa increaSc,of;8 per cent in this 
friuit over last season. Plufns anc 
prunes show an increase o f ; 10 per 
cent, or an estimate of 287,500 cases 
6r 2 8 1 cars. Reaches slipw a heavy 
drop of about 30. per cent less than 
1922 and an estimate of 141,600 crates 
ot 1 4 1 cars. Apricots^ s.hPxV a d 
d ine  of 15 ,per ccqt, b.ung; estiiririted 
.at 657,000 crates, o r'65 cars!
It will be noticed in the estimates 
jby districts in the case of apples, that 
the relative increase or decrease on a 
percentage basis - has. been given. In 
inearly alb cases an increase is .shown, 
except in the Main Line points, which 
include the territory from Lyttori to 
Chase, arid at Keremeos; All other 
points shoSV' a. heayy increase, par­
ticularly from Kelowna south. ̂ Peach- 
land, however, only shows ri slight in­
crease, due to hail injury at that.poiiiit. 
Hail damage is also reported from 
iSalmon Arm, and it is estimated that 
approximately 19,000 boxes will be
(Continued on Page 3)
STANLEY! CONFESSES TO .
SHOOTING MRS. HALL
SALMON ARM, July 18.-;-Eric 
Stanley, t]he, EiigHsh lad only a,: few 
weeks but from the' Old Country who 
was working bn the Hall farm near 
here, has confessed that he is guilty 
of the murderous assault upon Mrs 
Hall, who is in a critical condition.
The; seventeenth rinnuat cbijiycntion! 
of the Western Canada Irrigation Ass­
ociation. which was held at Penticton ! 
on Wediiesdoy, Thursday and Friday , 
of last weclCyrWas attended by a very 
large number of delegates wlio hailed'; :! 
froiTl' the neighbouring. provinces of' , 
Alberta and Saskatchewan as well as ’ 
from pearly all portions of the B. C. ! 
Dry licit. !: /
'I'hc sessions took place at the audi­
torium of the Senator Shatford School 
and were presided over by Mr. O. E. ' 
Fisher, of Penticton, the formal op- : 
cuing being performed by His Honour, ' 
the Lieutenant-,Governor, W. C. Nic- . 
hoi, \vhb in the course of a brief ad­
dress referred to the Oliver Irrigation 
Project as a clean-cut illustration of 
what can be done in the [Jvay of chang­
ing .'in arid section of country into! a  ' 
thriving community.
After a brief address of welcome had : 
been extended the delegates by Reeve 
E. J. Chambcrs. of Pcnticton.' Hon. Dr^ : 
J. H. King, federal Minister pf Public 
made a short speech in 
r.,\ vvhicn he drew' attention to the fact 
that! the expense incurred in develop­
ing irrigated areas in this province is; ! 
considerably higher than on the pralr- ; 
ies, hence it was absolutely necessary .' 
for the B. C. producer to specialize iri !!; 
order to grow a profitable, crop; ,> H e :' 
also touched on the. immigration; pbo-- ' 
blem, stating that it was essential that , 
there should be a flow of new settlers , !' 
in order to keep; this country in a pros- !; 
perous condition. ' : !
■ The next speaker, Dr. J. D. Mac-; 
Lean, Provincial Secretary, expressed ! 
'the regrets of the Premier and Hori.. ! ; 
T. D. Pattullo, Minister of Lands, a t ; 
not being able to attend the convention, !! 
and stated that some solution must be; ! 
found for the. various , problems con- 
fronting the fruit growers of the In -  !:! 
terior of B* C.,,many of whom had be>v̂ /̂v 
come discouraged ‘owing to the poor ; 
prices received by them for their pro- ! 
duce during the past two seasons. ; ;Hri :. 
had. travelled around a grerit deal late- • ! 
ly, he stated,, and one of the most cn* !; : 
couraging signs at the prcsent'time was ; 
the immense, crop which would be har- ,; 
vested this season in the prairie proy--
VANCOUVER CHINAMAN
KILLS W H ITE MAN
VANCOUVER, July 19:—Madden­
ed, Recording tb his own story, when 
John C. Jones, 3775 Union St., slapped 
his face at the corner of Pender and 
Main . Streets yesterday, Ching San 
Bow, Chinaman, shot and killed the 
white man. Finring frorri behind, the 
Oriental, so eyewitnesses allege, shot 
Jones once and, as the wqUnded man 
stumbled on for five or six steps, he 
fired three more shots into his victim’s 
body. The Chinariian is now charged 
with murder, He is" said to have been 
under the influence of drugs at the 
time of the tragedy.
The Dominion Cannery at Pentictbn 
has completed a pack of one hundred 
and five tons of cherries. This ga-/c 
employment to one hundred and fifteen 
women.
Considerable quantities of apricots 
are now being shipped from. South 
Okanagan points.
The provincial Department of Lab­
our has opened a labour agency at 
Penticton.
Owing to undue-pressure of late 
material upon our time and available 
space, we are compelled to omit some 
late local news matter and- bur usual 
Thursday budget of press dispatches.
fought and died jn ages past for the 
principles we arb fighting for today, 
such as John Muss, of Prague, Wy- 
clifte, Cranmer, Martin Luther and 
many others, and pointed .out how 
Providence protected the British Isles 
by scattering the Great Arriiiada. He 
also gave a brief sketch of events lead­
ing up to and during the last great 
war, and showed that Roman Catho­
lics have more liberty under Protestant 
rule than when the Church ruled. He 
quoted Mr. Donnelly, a great Roman 
Catholic writer, who said that Roman 
Catholics ought to celebrate the Bat­
tle of the Boyne as well as Orange­
men, as it brought them rnqre liberty 
than it did the Protestants. The speak­
er then referred to the activities of the 
Knights of Columbus and warned ev­
ery member of the Orange order to 
be on the watch. He asked them to 
lead such lives that any mother'might 
be proud her son had joined the Or­
ange Association. He prayed that the 
day might be near when intolerance 
and bigotry might be a thin^ of the 
past, that we might all live in peace 
and love, love for our Heavenly Fa­
ther, our brother, our principles that 
our boys died for in France.
Mr. J. W. Jones, M.L.A., was to 
speak on “Loyalty to the Empire,” but 
could not make it in time, as he had 
to attend the Irrigation Convention at 
.Penticton. But he was in time to give 
the visiting brethren a hear*” welcome.
The chairman thanked the ladies for 
their great support and help in mak­
ing the celebration a success. The 
National Anthem was then sung and 
the meeting was turned over to the 
Sports Committee. • •
IRRIGATION 
CONVENTION 
ATPENTIGTON
Addreases And. DiacuaaionB Of Much 
Value At Gathering Held 
'■ Loat Week
4"
in  CCS* '
A lerigthy paper on' the “Operation, 
of Irrigation Systems” was then read 
by Major J. C. MacDonald, Superin­
tendent’of Construction, Water Rights. 
Branch of the B. C. Department of A- 
griculture, which' went into great der 
tail as to the organization and opera­
tion of the Water Districts in the Dry 
Beit, explaining what has been accom­
plished since the passing of the 1920' 
Amendment to the Water Act, which 
divided the districts into two fairly dis­
tinct classes; those for which the Icgis- . ,
lation was intended, and those which 
lack any special legislation and organi­
zation, all of which, however, are, with 
one exception, financed by the, B. C- 
Government. : ^
Majcr MacDonald’s paper gave dc- , 
tailed statistics on the acreage of lands 
in each Water District, placing the 
total acreage under district organiza­
tion as slightly over 33,000 acres, and 
showed that for all practical purposes 
the water districts are municipalities ; 
with limited functions and special bor-? ,. 
rowing privileges, and that while there 
is a requirement that all their by-laws 
be registered with the Department of ;, 
Lands! there is practically no interfer­
ence from atty outside source. It also- 
pointed out that the various districts 
have not yet settled down to what will 
eventually be their permanent interior; 
organizations, there being construction, 
work still going on, which at pre.?cnt 
makes that work the main work of the. 
management in some instances. The- -̂ v 
combined taxes’ and tolls under the dis­
tricts have varied from about eight to 
fifteen dollars per acre* the latter figure 
ha'ving been exceeded in some few 
cases by heavy users of stored water*.
So far, the paper stated, the districts 
have been operated quite satisfactorily 
and the organizations have answcrccl, 
the purpose for which they, were in­
tended. 1 1.Major MacDonald’s paper ended by 
stating some of the points which the 
trustees of the various districts would 
like to have discussed at the conven­
tion, these being:— .
(1) The advisability of charges oa
a basis of quantity delivered. . ^
(2) The advisability of district 
control of or assistance in drainage
orks to care for surplus water. _
(3) The advisability of cutting oft 
water for non-payment of rates.
(4) The basis of taxation. .
(5) The type of interior organiza­
tion best suited to districts of Ihia- 
cIhss*Following the reading qf Major Mac­
Donald’s paper, there was a very genr 
cral discussion on matters pertaining; 
to irrigation, some of the questions 
cen up being the 'advisability, orof cutting off irrigation water whea
dues remain unpaid, and the proper 
control of unused water, whiCh is at 
present wasted. On the former ques­
tion the very general opinion appeared 
to be that it would be impossible to 
find a better method of collecting for 
water supplied than by cutting off the 
upply when dues remain unpaid, and
oil the latter questibri the consensua-
of opinion was that any damage from 
waste water should be charged to the 
prnnprtv from which that water was
i®.
' (Continued on Page 6) M
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DIAMOND RINGS
PETTIGREW
THE DlA|M[bND MAN
W arm
force
W eather w ill
' \f - ;■' »V* ■’;■■' . ■ /' ■ /''" •; W;' ■',' •' • .'■ '.
you to  the ,
Verandah
You will need VERANDAH BLINDS, GRASS CHAIRS
' ■ and. RUCrS.'* " ■
W e‘have these at Reasonable Prices.
For cither camping or motpring you should have one of
our FOLDING MOTOR BEDS.
Kelowna Furniture Co.
The Home of the Victor Records
CHEAP FIRE WOOD
For a limited time we will deliver 16-in. 
SLAB WOOD to any part of the City
for.
Per
PROMPT DELIVERY
$2.00 RICK
Cash with Orders
THEIKELOWNA SAWMILl CO., LTD
Y O U R S
Five-sixths of the timbered area in B.C. belongs 
to the People.
Each year, it is increasing in value as the more 
accessil^le timber is cut.
In 1922 there was received from the sale of such
This helped to keep your taxes down, and to build 
up the Province.
Green Timber is British Columbia’s assurance of 
Perpetual Prosperity.
WHY BURN IT?
46-4c
ST U R G EO N 'S
(Near Post Office)
ICE CREAM PARLOUR  
NOW  OPEN.
THE TEA ROOM 
is now under the charge of 
Mrs. APPLEBY (of Vancouver)
T ]^ , COFFEE, COCOA & LIGHT 
LUNCHES can now be obtained, ser­
ved with Delicious Home Made Cakes.
Also Sandwiches, all at. reasonable 
prices.
GET YOUR TOBACCOS, CIGAR. 
.ETTES, CANDIES and 
MAGAZINES HERE.
Don’t forget the Tea Room is under 
the management^ of an experienced 
party. Call and see us when you wish 
anything.
S
Phone 132
Ellis Street Kelowna
KeiUer's
Marmalade
Shelled
Walnuts
35c
40c
Wesson 
Oil ...
BOY SCOUT CtHiJMN
, f . . ' >
From Pettigrew will give the recipient added pleasure. Our 
Diamonds are high in quality, mounted in distinctive
settings.
Troop First! Self Last!
3, C. Boyer (Wolf).
‘ 50, yards sprint, open. 1. J. Aitkcn 
(Lynx); 2, W. Knowles (Beaver). 3, 
G. Mciklo (Wolf), V,
Runtiiiig Jump, under 15. 1, J2._Ly.
EAST KELOWNA
Wc did not send in any notes last
Edited by “Pioneer."
sons (Eagle) 13Tt SJ4 ins.; 2, C. Boy- week as wc were in hospital suffering 
cr (Wolf), 12 ft. 2>4 ins.; 3. L. Wil-H*'®”* » severe strain caused by work- 
lianis (Wolf), 12 it. i i ' ins. " hard (liarI). It gave us the
If yqu have a pot idea for your own ring wc can carry it 
out on the premises, give you sketches and estimates, and
do the manufacturing.
Let us examine your Diamond Setting. W c note lately that 
a large, number of claws are worn. Do not^ take chances on 
losing a valuable stone. This free examination is puri of bur
store, service.
Iiilv 17th 1923 I t^uniiiiig jump. open. 1, J. AitkcnI
A . arra„gcd, we ?: i t  J l a t
of his Cubs, who were kindly conveyed . ’nover (Wolf) 28 ft '0 ^  ins'̂ ’ l was an unlucky week for more
£  w X m n w i i o f a "  f t 'i l  i:" :| UUlc Renald felMantle in their cars aiia tiic remainder, _ .j j . ■ I while running and broke his left arm
I with their personal effects, bŷ  Run, Hop, S?|p and Jump, open, hadiy and had some days in hospital
- 'laiff (Otter), 38 ft. picking for Mrs. Pbolcy fcl
1 down the cut bunk at the back of her
[truck. Mr. Bartholomew had assisting 
him Second J, Foster of the Scouts 
land until Monday, A.C.M. Gaytoir,’ who 
left his work and camc'up from Sum-
Todd, Kiiowlcs and Loaiic); chcrncs madc hard work for growers 
Cubs. They arc coming and Penticton (Cunningham. Pickers and the packing house. The
S r „ “  L °L ,!  £. te b lB '- l jl" " . .!".4 WilliamJ); 3,|tw o  cc»t. a
l” 1, C. Cunmiigli ilf ( tt r),  ft. 6>4
® ins.; 2, J. Aitkcn (Lynx), 36 ft. IJ^ , i u i i u .i * i i° ins,; 3, W. Knowles (Beaver), 34 ft. Pja^c and had to be rushed to hospital 
*” 11 ins. I Nor was it better for the fruit growers
■ 1 general. The large number of split
te"  Sv^^uclf a  ^ufm WolTcs (Meikle: M c M  will c* ^  ̂  ̂ ^up, and the bi  ̂ truck will go i,anm and Foster). I the best steps the Co-operative has ta-
mbrroW to bring in the tents,' stove I Throwing the Basketball. 1, G. I Itcn, but th;s year,' when there is soI and other camp impedimenta. Mcikle (Wolf), 67 ft. 3 ins.; 2, F. Mor- much cull fruit through no fault of the
I growers, it works a hardship. The
unfortunate pbsition also of our big
■ oilBoyer I gest orchard is a blow to the wh le 
), 3 ft, 10 ins.; 2, L. Williams Community, for, now that wc arc al 
), 3 ft. 9 ins.; 3, E. Lysons (Ea- M« the same Irrigation District, what 
I f t  4 ins. hurts oho hurts all,
Las. Thursday I  U  succc.afu
Schoo! 
and
further car trips not previously" men-1 \  a
tioned we wish to thank Mr. W. S. I ^
was
d ? n r i o r .o  camp C 'r c ’'a i;S |« « i 3, should have
atirl irmrH Hitman Obstaclc Racc. 1, W-Kiiow- becn more supporI very gratefully received and much ap 
I p redated:— ĵam and green ]
Mrs, Mcikle; pop-corn from
oeas from l'^ (Beaver); 2, G. Mpi 
PJJ® j p  J. Williams (Otter).
Fumerton; potatoes from Mr, and Mrs! L  r  B Windsor* ice cream from M r . I E .  Todd (Beaver), 3, H. Cunmngr and kindly supplied by Mr. Hicks E t
.......... .....sup ort from the Benches,
c kle (Wolf); 3 ,1 but the attendance from town was 
larger than expected. Seated beneath
C. B. indsbr; ice crea  fro  r. r -  i
Ball and papers froni Knox Chhrch r*®!J^yi^° *'p„ . tt rnnnincytam u
Sunday School. Through ‘Tioncer’s” t and listened^ to
bad hand-writing our intended thanks | (Penticton), | an excellent programme of xnusic.Mrs.
to Mr S w ^ n i  la^  ̂ Knowles (Beaver). _  DcMara gave a recitation, Mr. G
fnr "rhnrnlatft Bars" was J i  J:' McKenzic followcd With one of hlSfor “Chocolate Bars’V was expressed r  *.i, i, ,[for “Chevrolet Cars !" At that, to o .K ^ y ^V ' (Wolf), 3, W. inimitable songs, Mrs. Trcnwith c ^ ^
I the former were, we believe, much med every on^ Miss-  ̂ ■ The final results in points were of Galgary, who is here for themore appreciated than the latter would Wrvivpc fVrT J iil Wo®*!*. *-algary, wno js nere lor me
have been, “In Bounds" not providing pickmg, proved to be quite a find,
much space for car trips. orchestra of the Union•Lynxs ace t r car tri s Quite the outstanding event of the 
camp was the hike and during the | ® J" 
two days easily over 30 miles must p hai/P hppn pnvprpH atiH nvpf g^-h I GOUgars With 0,have been covered, and over 
country too! Through jack pine and 
I growth so thick in places that the sun- 
I light never reaches the ground, straight 
I up steep rocks, over rocky boulders, 
under, over, up and along fallen trees
and Mr. 
his violin
£rget the accom'. We are glad 
to say the funds of the Sunday School 
will benefit to the extent of $75.00.
On Sunday the "Ven. Archdeacon T 
Greene conducted the usual: monthly 
Church of England service.and logs, up hill and down hill, and I second Guide Camp has come
how we ever did it we do not quite srone, and we are all back again
a X le f rC e d a r  feST at'’°ttn X « e a  ”iB K'orious »cet we spent I On- Saturday evening tte  annual
to nine on M ondaynprning, M ow - w '^ S lh o w  atnali the attend-
mg_the road to Mr. Willis’ place, where weather ance was. We asked one parent why
he joined us; after that we vear was eveii he didn't attend,. He said he never
trail to the old .log run behind Mr | obs“sibiy”be soT a'^re'ater I heard of it. Well, we put up one^no-Varty’s, up which we then clambered, \“ ‘t couw^^ oe so; a g on the School, another in the PostV C»& i  Jf a t  AVpI I  ' W  w vAA V AA .V>Xm 11AI.^v Aw U ^ I  4.1*- t  ^
and kept .eotag with-.short.intervals|™ “ “ s ^ j ™ j j , , o ^ a s l o r f i c T a n d  iVhird^at.RowcIto^
for rests, the longest o.t. which was for I i” ‘hese Notes
. -• , u J i” ■ 1. a. • I eleven'this vear counting the officers*. I and inserted two •advertisements, oftime we had reached water m what IS I ..........
lunch, up to about 6.30 p.m.
kitchen and supply tents. We had with j the meeting, so it is difficult to see how
this year a big jpoplar/ swamp, about I igg^'tonef Llovd^ones I tb bring it more prominently to peo-
VA rades beyond 'he burn pn t h e | ^ M i s s  pie's attention. I t  wouid,Teally serve
'^ I k . D t h v i M  and Mrs."“phrpps, "on; | P ^  if the nteeting doubled
IJ J . * l An- J £ I solenciid cook Hnd they all worked I their school taxes or did sdniething, e-
‘S l w i t h  a will to iiv e  ns sneh a good time, qnally unpleasant. Perhaps,.however, 
The programme of camp w as varied  j the poor attendance is a subtle eo*”
luugn CO oc ut;uucuiy luicicauiig. i paaa.a'w... - - - -------, ---- -- „ ^
One fine morning we decided to go people trust them. However, if that is
the water fairly dry, with gobd feed
preparations for supper. Into the mill 
iigan 
everyth
syrup, tv  {pt V at, caa Avia. vvciiiivt via aaata, I • , al * i,' t. '
B eafw eren o tY o ^S h ,ts‘ a fth e ’ oth'er amonn.ad to
P n g re E te  t t  be cooked, b u t c o S f d  >ly ‘suoSues “ m"e“ t t  S
not wait for them, and by tlie time ' “.k' “ 4 ° S,“fnn aoT a H o  ehildre^^^vv#a wprp thrmicrh all thai wac l^ft nf aggin Up the Side of the hill. Wc $2,70Q_gnd, as 09 cttiiaren aiienoea me
that mulliean would not have fed a a lovely spot for lunch, School during the year, .the expenses
® I where, the ■water was as clear as crys-| per head are among the lowest in the
After a bathe and liinch we were province. The School assessment tor
Picking Time will soon be here. Come in and inspect our
Stock ol
PICKING BAGS AND BUCKETS 
Also Good, Strong PICKINCl LADDERS at 60c per foot
All sizes kept in stock
W E W ILL HAVE OUR GASOLINE 
t a n k  i n s t a l l e d  THIS; W EEK
Pay us a visit to our new store next the Creamery.,
Open during the nqon hour and Saturday nights.
F R E E  C IT Y  D EL IV ¥ fR Y PHONE 29
_OhI R  yon Imvo to l>oll, boll, boll your ifiralb
so Ions la a hot
With Gorto tbo **Jell" point is zeach- 
1 with only one uifamtb 
Save frai^ fooh hard
worry.
tare's
meat
boilins. 
Wrork and 
Certo never fails,' ft is No- 
tho natural ioUylns bio- 
froits. Your Januor jel
Will cost , less and keep pexft . 
You cim't help gettins tho liaost de-
licibos Jam or JeUy you ever' tasted!
aplete JI^o" ‘
every bottla If
Com Bo klet of Recipes Witii 
 your grocer does not 
have Certo, sbnd bis name and 40c and 
vre wQl mail yon a bottle. Write today 
for revised Certo Booklet of 78 recipes 
(free).
DimlM PwUnv Gooipanr, X(d«CeboiiiEa .. C6 •.
How to Make Delicious Cherry Jelly
stem and crush well about 8 lbs. 
of ripe sour fruit. Remove and m sh  
S heaping taUespoons of pits,'and 
add to eherri^  Add ^  cup water, 
stir until boiling, cover pan, and sim­
mer 10 minutes. P la^  prepared
id squeezefruit in dwese-elotb bag, an
out juice. ' Measure 6% l e ^  jxge
<2% lbs.) sugar, and 8 cups
intb'larc^ saucepan. Stir'and brbiff 
to a  boU. At once add 1 bottle (scaw
cup) Certo, stirring constantly^ 
bring again to a  fnUJboil for. Wmin>
ute.' R ^ o v e from fire, le t  stand 1  
minute  ̂skim and pour quickly.
07Order from Any Government Vendor
humming bird.
The next morning Mr. Willis broke UH* “ J'*'*''I the sameall records by getting up at 3.30 a.m., r ‘-?̂ -‘‘®®hed and eager to go on, and we | next year remains at
Mr. L. Gillespie was
I and a. interval, (some, a little longed I ii,lr ¥ ^ ^ ^ S ''w S f"o v k ^ ied ^  Trustee and Secretary,«<*•*« V UAO C* aVi/Il̂ V>A I f I I .
w a 's ' 'r a S h e T o r S i  w ater's ,°ntt?lsting‘ VhV\Te ttnVwam^^ noil and" Mr."G7 E. Ferret, was re-elected
tethers changed by 5 o’clock We had seem to tire us. though we did not get Auditor. The Secretory s and Auditor s lemers cnangea oy o o ciocK. we naa ,  ̂ ao-ain till after six o’clock iust reoorts were" read. There is now m thebreakfast and were away again with- again tin aiier six o ciock, just reporis wcic » will re-
out the horses by 10 to 7, our objec-I , . . , frnm the necessitytive being the too of Okanagan M oun-r experienced something entirely heve the Trustees from the^ necessity
tain We had to Hron down to nnrl I this year in camp, that was, the j they have hithertOi had of borrowing 
™ "'. 1^ :1  wet day and night we îTad. The rain from the bank at tht.com.mcnccmcnt o
BALE
BEER
some ^ore*"'in^'pl^*es'"too*'where^^ seemed to com*e down in bucketfuls I each quarter. The educational standard some more, in places too wnere w e|^^  to our unfortunate tents, which of the School: has risen rapidly since
through S d “i!i:allv'’''abo« 'q Js '^w Jii'^ked  on to 'o ^ n  nnforwnat’e hedT I Mr.'A. P rS m iirb e ti^^ ^
1 of the mountain, elevation about S.OM ?"'* i i th  f K
i feet. We here found that the ridge . i,*" Ji a ^  far our School’swhich we should have climbed was to Spurrier wery kindly canie down Class Certificates. So far, our School s
the west of us about 160 feet higher day to teach us to shoot,^ As most record has been one P * ^ ® ^
and the other side of a valley, so we 8  ̂ ® »nd _we hope next year will be no ex-
did not have time to climb it as well. before, it was a great exper- ception to the rule.
By climbing trees  a t  one end of the w e felt very  indeb ted  * *
ridge we were able to see Suitimerland, him for coming and we^all wish to The S. E. K. I. D. Trustees'had a 
Penticton, Dojg Lake, Vaseaux Lake, phank mm \^ry^ very much.^ , meeting on Tuesday. Mr. T. L. Gilles-I  and the mountains beyond with a won- , had the Brownes out to spend pjg absent through illnes^ Mr. R.
I derful panorama ol forest, water and) ,̂ day with us on Tuesday. _ ^ h e n  ^ _  Hart was in the chair. Consider- 
! mountain intervening. Away off to j f**’st arrived they went juto the j -jjygjĵ ggg ^as transacted. As there 
the west across the Fiddler’s Green swim, after which they had jg plenty of water this year, it was de-
valley we could see the K.V.R. train j*^,* lu  the afternoon we | eided to give extra water to those de­
making its way to Penticton, At the —*2™ with a concert got up ou the î,g game at the discretion of
.other end of the ridge a ir the north end | ?P moment. We hope they all j ĵ̂ g manager and if the laterals will
1 of the lake and surrounding country time and that they will come I Next meeting, Tuesday, 24th.
t could be seen. We spent about an hour ‘*̂ 5*** . n/r I ---- -—T~̂ ------ - TT "I is**Ton tile mountain top and then left f o r l , .^ “”°^y was our visitors day.  ̂ Mr. | came for us to say good--bye to Dick-
A LIGHT, clear, am bcr-colored  
beverage, a s refreshing and  
appetizing os th e finest beer 
shourd be. Its consistent pur­
ity  is  assurefi by scrupulous 
care given to  th e m ethod o f  
brewing.
This advertisement is hot 
published or displayed by 
the Liquor Control Board 
or by the (Government of 
British Columbia.
vice and information. “Bonnycastle 
Dale, R. P. Lincoln, W. C. Motley, 
C. S. Landis, and J. W. Winson all 
appear in the July issue while the sixth 
in the series of “Close Calls,’’ by Marten 
Hunter, and the concluding instalment 
of the serial “Men of the Hudson’s Bay 
Company,’’ by N. M. W. J. McKenzie, 
will be of interest to all who have 
followed this fine story. The new 
department, “Outdoor Talk,” which is 
an especially interesting section of theour Poplar Swamp Camp again, and son’s flats, but even the best of timesit was on this trip that Mr. Cameron h  ® *®w people inust come to an end.  ̂ magazine to o th e r  with a host of other
.gave us a good illustration of t h e w e  took them We are very sorry to part with j  t.,i„
woodsman’s instinct, by getting Us out and showed_ them with pride Lieutenant Doris Jones, who has gone arucics anu siunva,
of a jack-pot of jack pine, ■where we | ‘ . • |to  her home in Port Alice, where she
temporarily lost our way, and from We had very jolly evenings while m will teach next term. The girls 
where wc could not tell in what direc- After supper wc would liEht Uhought very highly of her and appreci-
tion we had to travel to reach camp P  bonfire on the beach, then sitK ted the fact that she gave up two or
We got back about 1.30 and by the M? ^ semi-circle around it singing all three weeks of her holidays to accom-
, time we had had dinner and, packed ®?"'̂ ® accompanied with two pany us to camp.
|-up for the home trip it was nearly five I three ukeleles, a few kazoos and I There arc a number of unclaimed
o’clock, but wc reached Cedar Creek though per- thimrs at the home of Mrs. Foster,
without any mishap and in very Rood I very musical we made plenty the owners will please look after
time by about 8 o’clock. Were we hap- which kept us cheery. Some- k s  soon as possible,
py? I sh9uld say! Mr. Robson had would get up concerts or ^  meeting of the Association E ;
remained in charge of camp with thel^^?^*^ music of a Rrsmaphone Friday of next week will
three Scouts who did not go and w i t h g i r l s  brought.  ̂ settle the business affairs of the camp.
Mr. Hughes, the cook. | We would like to end up by saying
make the July 
number one which no fisherman, fire­
arms enthusiast, tourist or general 
sportsman can afford to miss.
“Rod and Gun in Canada" is publish­
ed monthly at Woodstock, Ontario, by 
W. J. Taylor, Limited. ,
WESTBANK
Those who went oh the hike were I  ̂ 9̂"̂  words of praise of the camp t-itt v  ISSUE O Fwnirn -wprp pvppllrnl'lv rnnlfpri i J **̂ _Messrs. Alistcr Cameron and ~H. hich were excellently cooked
W illis, S.M. Weddell, P.Ls; J. Beddali p y  Phipps, also we wish to thank 
and B. Montgomery bf Penticton P Ls those who were so kind as to send 
'F . Morden, G. Meikle, J Aitkcn and I 1° Dundas for
“ ROD AND GUN’
__  W ith a special cover, numerous good
C. Cunningham, Seconds'J.'Foster,” G I M r s .  Tilley for pop, Mr. Hunt] pl^otographs, and interesting articles 
Haug J. Laidlaw and John Williams »cc cream, Mr. Ferguson for green aud s to r^ , the July issue of Rod and 
and Scouts.E. Todd, D, Lowers, m ’| p®̂®’ Mrs. J._N. Thompson for cherries,I Gun in Canada is a parUculArly good
ICE CREAM AND TEA PARLOUR 
at
ST U R G E O N 'S
(Near Poat Office)
Kelowna
Butter
McKenzie, C. Boyer7’H. Cunningham I ^̂ *'®- Geo. Brown for ice cream, M r! | one- “Six Days with Paddle and Pack
n :
Mrs. Packham and Mrs. I ‘̂ Coutuing
A. Alsgard, K. Shepherd, K  LysorisH ^  ^ case of tomatoes, M r ,Ion the Steel River” is a good story of
E. Harvev. J. Cumming, R. Williams | cherries. Mr. Chapin for] a  interesting by Douglas Hains.
and L. Williams, that is, 25 altogether iSe cream, "  with
with the four pack horses. Foster for lettuce and salad dressing, J- E. Richardson, is also one of the out-
Thc results of the sports held in •"‘"d Mr. Fumerton for pop corn. We standing features of. this issue, while 
^ , camp on Thursday last are given in the panders could have been “Excitement with a Sailing Canoe" by
The statement has been made by this issue of The Courier, and the re-k"^*’? how much tlicy^wcre ap- k -  p  “Fishing by the Way
Prem w Oliver that if the car owners | suits of the other competitions will be| vYej .T  ̂ of the ab-
iii B.C. v?ill consent to a tax of two given next week, 
or three cents on gasoline, the Provin- j _  RESULTS OF SPORTS
cial government is willing to commen­
ce the construction of the Trans-prov­
incial Highway from Hope to the In­
terior.
Results of Scout sports held at Cc-5 (
dar Creek on Thursday, July 12th.
50 yards sprint, under 15. 1, E. Ly-| 
sons (Eagle); 2, L, Williams (Wolf);
'.re acknoiylcdgiiig kindnesses wc I Canada” arc only a 
would like to mention the Okanagan J sorbing stories and articles by cx- 
Loan Co., who provided the camp site. I pericnccd men. The favourite contri- 
\nd of course people have been vcryj|jjjjQj.g appear regularly have their 
kind about providing cars for our var-| . , . t. • r « -.u"onp needs. {various departments brim full with
Wc were so sorry when the time j material of interest and practical ad-
Rev. J. Rouse arrived, here on Sat 
urday evening’s boat.
Mr. B. Robinson, who has been 
working at a sawmill near Penticton, 
is home for a few days.
Mr. G, Brown left last week for Kale- 
den, where he will help manage a pack­
ing-house for the rest of the season.
Miss I. McIntosh and also Miss H. 
Basham were under operation at the 
Kelowna Hospital at the end of the 
week.
Miss M. Hannam, who has been 
teaching at Penticton, returned home 
last week for her summer vacation.
Misses B. and J. McLennan arrived 
on , Friday from Red Deer. They arc 
spending'the summer with their rela­
tives, Mr. and Mrs. McIntosh,^
The old B. C. packing shed will now 
soon be in its new position, Mr, T. 
Recce and his gan**. moved it last week 
down to the Union shed by means of 
some cleverly planned work.
The Boy Scout Troop is now go­
ing ahead speedily. The Scouts arc 
working at present on their first-class
tests and on their jiroficiency badges; 
of the latter the majority of. the Troop 
have two and some are ready to pass 
more. A Court of Honour meeting 
was held last Wednesday evening at 
the home of T. L. Moffat to plan for 
the annual camp, which will commence 
in about a week. Everything is plan­
ned satisfactorily and with a little 
backing the Scouts will have the best 
camp this year they have ever had 
before. I t was difficult for the Scouts 
to live up to the eighth scout law a few 
days ago'but they all managed it. Last 
year their, camp was on Rac’s Point, 
which is the best camping grounds 
around here, but this year Mr. A, Dob­
bin has it rented and has refused to 
let them camp there, wh(ch was very 
disappointing.
The annual school meeting held a t , 
the School-house on the evening of 
the 14th was well attended. On behalf 
of the School Board the meeting was 
called to order by Mr. Howlctt, who 
asked the ratepayers to elect a chair­
man for the meeting. Mr, M. Russell, 
on motion of Mr. Laing and Mr. Falk- 
ner, took the chair and charge of the 
meeting. The Board secretary was 
then asked for the minutes of the I;* 
meeting, and the report of their bal­
ance sheet for the past year, both being 
approved. Mr. Jones was next called 
on for the Board’s proposed expendi­
tures for the present school year, 
which were about twenty per cent less 
than last year. Considerable disens- 
sion ensued over school room accom­
modation, teachers, the School Act, 
etc. The amount asked for by the 
Board, which covers the general expen­
ses of the school, loans, interest and 
a new floor in the junior room, was 
voted. Mr. W, jBrown was rc-cicctcd 
auditor. Mr. W. B. Gore was declared • 
re-elected 1^ the chairman as a mcm'  ̂
bcr'of the Board, there being no other 
nominations. • Mr. Gore has faithfully 
served on the Board for nine years. 
Mr. Russell conducted the meeting 
splendidly.
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pa g e  t h r e e
Are You Ijoyal To B. C. ?
A big majority, vote was cast when nearly 4,000 
growers of fruits and vegetables decided by written 
ballot and a five-year ught contract that British 
Golfimbia powers ha^  ̂ their own co-operative or- 
giinizatibn that would represent the industry. ^
Nearly; 90% 6f the B. C  Growers are already 
members. Recognized loyalty to ‘ B. C , in this 
common problem w ill, certainly and rapidly_|n- 
creasc this membership towards the id^al 100%, 
as any grower who' thoroughly acquaints himself 
with Its purposes will recognize in this movement 
his duty to himself and his fellow growers.
. It is a duty and a privilege. 
Bo a part of us. Talk it over.
ASSOCIATED GROWERS OF B. C. LTD.
G. A. BARRAT, Local Representative
W INFIELD
(WOODS LAKE)
GLENMORE
Mrs. Stanley,, of Calgary, and her 
son arc spending a few weeks here txs 
the guests of Major and Mrs. Robic,
Mrs. Sauder, of Vernon, is paying 
a short visit to Mr. and Mrs. Rowics.
Miss Oxley, of Vernon, will j)C the 
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Read for a few 
weeks.
The annual meeting of the Winfield
Keiowna - Penticton
INDER NEW MANASEMENT
Quickest way and cheapest fare to the 
Coast. N ew  six Siudebaker means
Comfort.
School District was fcld in tlio Conri- 
munity H;iU on Saturday, July 14th. 
The minute? of the last annual meet­
ing and the Auditor’s report were read 
and approved. The term of office of 
the Auditor and one Trustee having 
expired, the chairman called for nom­
inations to fill these vacancies. Mr. 
W. R. Powicy was rc-clcctcd as Trus­
tee and holds office for three years, 
and Mr. yV. T. Middleton was rc- 
clcctcd as Auditor.
The following resolutions were car­
ried:— That the back of the steps m 
the furnace room of school be covered 
with fireproof material before the end 
of the holidays; that a committee be 
formed to, act 'with the School Board 
for the purpose of organizing a “bee’’ 
to do some levelling to the school) 
pfrounds (Messrs. Middleton and Pet^ 
rie, Mesdames Prior and McDonald 
being elected); that a levy of $2,500 
be made for the ensuing year; that 
High School be discontinued next
*̂̂ It is regrettable that so few people 
attend these meetings, considering 
that the work iŝ  of the utmost im­
portance to the, district.
The Secretary of the Women’ŝ  
stitute reports that the sum of $25.00 
was taken at the ice cream and straw­
berry social held on June 22nd. The 
expenses amounted to $8.95, leaving 
$16.00 to be sent to the headquarters
6f the Crippled Children’s Fund at 
Victoria. A Ic
Phone 853; see Barker & Laird, or call at Palace 
Hotel for .yourjreservations.
letter of appreciation, has 
been received from the committee 
which states that it may interest our 
district to know that four very sad 
cases have been reported to them an,d 
are receiving treatment. The thanks 
of the Institute are tendered to all 
who helped to make their social a 
successs.
Some of our readers will think that 
we know little about the cost of thin­
ning when they read in last week’s 
Notes that "it will cost anything from 
$15 to $20 to thin an orchard.’’ By a 
slip of the pen, the words "per acre" 
were omitted after "$20."
Thinning is still' going ahead and 
ranchers arc finding much 'cull stuff, 
due to the ravages of the different 
pests, leaf roller, bud moth and lesser 
apple worm. R. H. Hclmcr, in a re­
cent article, says, “Thinning is an ex­
pensive operation, but a most neces­
sary one, and what we wish to point 
oiit this year is that there will be two 
thinnings needed—an early thinning 
and later in the season for worm-stung 
apples. The leaf rollers and bud moths 
seem to be in great numbers this year, 
and early thinning will not remove 
all the fruit injured by these pests, as 
the  damage will be done later. Thin 
well and do not allow any culls to add 
to the operating expenses of the new 
organization." . *
4i If '
"Dry Valley." How that name ap­
peals to tĥ 5 old timers! If these old 
timers traverse our valley now, they 
must realize that this is a misnomer. 
Beautiful orchards, clothed in green, 
with thousands of apples peeping out; 
a soil covered' with a green, carpet of 
vetch, alfalfa or clover, with purple 
and other coloured flowers adding to 
its beauty; huge stacks of hay which 
cannot escape the notice bf every visi­
tor .stacked on the very roadside. We 
would ask our neighbours therefore— 
Why Dry Valley?^ ^
TJie Glenmore Ladies’ Club met on 
Tuesdajr afternoon, July 10, at the 
home of Mrs. P. A. Lewis. The next 
meeting will be at the home of Mrs. A 
Loudotih, on Tuesday,. July 24.- 
•  ♦ ♦
Mrs. Irving, with her daughter, Mrs 
Noice, returned home from the Coast 
on Tuesday afternoon.
S h & i i i p o o
This Way
with Olive Oil
and you will have hair with 
gleam and softness of silk
Olive oil for the shampod, say leading hair 
spccalists. Olive oil for the shampoo, agfee 
women 'who have learned the secret—who 
arc admired for their loyoly hair 
And this, specialists tell you, is why:
Olive oil cleanses thoroughly but gently. It 
never leaves hair dry and brittle—robbed of 
the delicate gloss and sheen that means 
beauty.
It washes away all dirt and oil. Dissolves 
and removes clogging dandruff. I t leaves hair 
fluffy and soft. iBut never dry, never dull. 
Pliant and shimmering as new silk, instead.
And this means beautiful, attractive hair— 
without which no beauty of face or dress is 
quite sufficient.
Olive oil treatment in its finest, most conve­
nient form, is PALMOLIVE SHAMPOO. 
Thousands and thousands of women use it 
today.' They find it most economical—for 
a treatment that costs a great deal when 
given by specialists.■ i . • • I ' . 1 , • , . • '
You may have a 15c trial bottle free, by send­
ing the coupon.  ̂ Or you can get full-sized
bottles at yopr dealer s. A single shampoo 
will amaze you.
THE PALMOUVB COMPANY OP CANADA, limited 
Mootxeal, Quc. Toronto, Ont. Wjlnnlfiov, Man,
The winners of the music prizes, at 
school were:— Mary Hoffman, Holly
SERVICE DEPENDABILITY
Berry,.Lola Joslyn and Margaret Cor­
nish. The $5,00 for the_prizes was de­
ducted from the proceeds of the 
ren’s Concert in aid of the Hall. Mrs. 
McDonald has been giving the child­
ren music ‘ lessons on Friday 'afterr 
noons since the New Year.
THE c o m  MARK RUBBER STAMPS
Mrs. R. Carruthers is spending a 
few days here as the guest of M^; and 
Mrs. Griece.
G O O D  M O N E Y  I N  G O O D  F A R M IN G
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IN E  years ago Canada’s na­
tional debt was about one- 
third of a billion. It is more 
than two and one-third billions 
today.
Our debts have greatly in­
creased——our revenues must 
also go up. TTie farmer has to  
bear his share o f the increased 
burden. T hat. means he must 
increase his revenue.
Complaint has been heard 
that farm ers u nd er, present 
conditions in Canada cannot 
noake farming pay. And yet 
many thousands of Canadian 
farmers do make it pay.
H ow  Is  I t  D o n e ?
Patient and industrious “ carry 
on” will do wonders, but some­
thing more'is needed. Too often 
“pattent industry” is coupled w i^
■ d u ll p e r sista n c e ” in poorly 
thoue^t out methods.
-Farmers' today more than ever, 
must plan ahead, as well as "plug 
along**; indeed they have no op­
tion, if they wish to succeed. .
Co-ordination of head and hwd 
w ill m ew real success. Farming 
in Canada has paid, and pays now 
on many farms. It can be made to 
pay on almost every farm. Cam  ̂
dian agricnltore has passed through 
low profit-making eras success­
fully in the past and can do so 
again.
With the increased cost of pro­
duction, the higher standards or 
living now prevailing cannot be 
maintained by poor farm manag^ 
znent, “ boarder**; milkers, scrub 
beeves, poor quality hogs or non- 
profitable hens.
That even under present cond^ 
tions profits may be made is testi­
fied by many skilful, observwt and 
non-plunging farmers, who believe 
more in the policy of slow but 
sure** and ‘̂ ay as you go rather 
than speed, with excessive bor­
rowing and the ofteu consequent 
disaster.
The results on our Experimental 
d?arms also bear testimony to the 
value of thorough, skilful work.
T h e  F a rm e r  M ust 
M an u factu re
C r o p  R e tu m a  S h o u ld  b e  In c r e a s e d
On tke Central Eiqierimental Farm at 
Ottawa some crop costs and crop profits 
In 1922 as contrasted with all-Ontario 
averagt crop costs and crop profits are 
riven below. The all-Ontano figures are 
In brackets:
Cost per acre
Hay $21.13 ($13.50)
Com for
ProSt per acre
$11.21 ($5.09)
Forage $47.50 ($33.75) 
Oats $26.47 ($1942)
$10.38 ($2.86) 
$ 7.33 i  .04)
Slmilay t wnilte can  b* aliown froM the Dominion 
'Eje^crlmmtel P u m s  In  orciy  province.
But crops alone are not enough. 
The farmer must change his crops 
into less bulky and more high|" 
priced products—milk, pork, beef, 
mutton, poultry, etc.
With fair yielding cows dair^ng 
shows good profits in Canada. The 
average cow has increased her 
yield 25% in the last ten years. 
She can quite readily go up an­
other 25% and more, and there s 
where the profit lies. Better feed­
ing, better selection and better 
breeding will do the job——feed* 
weed, breed.
To do better feeding means 
better pastures and more generous 
supplies of palatable roughag^
Short rotations including clover and
ensUagfr crops tcom, sunflower, 
pea and oat, etc.) will provide feed 
In abundance for both summer and 
winter. The experim ent and m- 
vestig;ations which the Dominion 
Department of Agriculture have 
earned on prove that fam ing- 
scientifically and systematically 
undertaken will pay profits. The 
records and particulars of suck 
work in every province are avail­
able to the Canadian farmer.
A n  y o a  «rowln« grata , o r pndectaff
BMd or tatereoted In fm ltT  Wo can
riro yon Information taat will hclp̂ yon.
Do: ■ ■ " * *-• *u yooJ»«d IlTO atoekT Aro tng daliT cattloT Are yon jntereat^ to
Experimmtal Farm crops are 
sometimes claimed to be produced 
at too grieat cost. Thousands of 
experiments, however, show ,that 
increased cropping costs • wisely 
applied up to a reasonable point 
alwaya increase crop profits. Thia( 
is true on the Experimentad Farm 
r—and on any and every farm.
p^^ttry_w  bcea? Aak na fo r Inform—
tkm. W«.^o bar*  aome th a t  wUl help yoa. 
Wo liaro published and haro  fo r f r ^  
diatefboUon 390 different reporta, bnl- 
letina and drcnlara dealing with matter* 
• f  in terest to  yoa. Aak fo r w hat yoa 
w f o r  a ^ t  of our pabUcatlima.
We shall have something more 
to say later. Meantime write the 
Department of Agriculture, Ot­
tawa, about your problems.
Have Faith, in  Cuiada
Aatkorised for pabllcatkm by tho
Dominion Department o f Agriculture
awmXkMtaistar. Dr.3.H.GBlSDAl.B,llw .  B . MOTBBBWBLL, Mtolate . l UI  Deputy Mtaistatr.
I  X i i H  X X X " X
IIJH Jgiiij f 'A—Jiy JL*rar
Mrs. Stocks, mother of Mrs. G 
Moubray, motored up from Penticton 
on Monday last to sn«nd a week or so 
with Mr. and Mrs. ' “’̂ ray.
* *'
Miss Alma Sheridan, of Cowston, B 
C, is" visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. E 
Conner.
The Glenmore Ladies’ Club served 
afternoon tea and held a very success­
ful home cooking sale bn Saturday, by 
the courtesy of Messrs. Jones & Tem­
pest, in their store on Bernard Ave. 
The tables were daintily arranged 
with -flower?, and the home cooking 
stall was heavy with good things which 
were quickly disposfid_of. In this, their 
first town venture, and in such ex­
cessive heat, the ladies deserved the
success that came to them.* * ♦
There was a full attendance at the 
Council meeting oh Tuesday, 10th.
A letter was read from Messrs. James 
and Todd, the Police Commissioners, 
suggesting that the bushes in the low­
er road be trimmed so as to afford an 
unobstructed view for motorists,.team­
sters, etc., and especially at the corn­
ers, and “ go slow” boards, it was 
thought would be an advantage. The 
Council received the suggestions fav-̂  
ourably. The idea of clearing the Glen­
more roads of the constantly increasing 
bushes and weeds is alluring, but the 
financial side of the question must not 
be ignored and to put the matter plain­
ly, the Council do not feel justified m 
the expenditure of much money in this 
direction, as they have to “ca’ canny 
in view of the uncertain .financial con­
ditions prevailing. They feel, though, 
that ranchers can help a great deal if 
they will mow the weeds in front of
their holdings. ,
Linked up with this, comes the idea 
contained in the resolution passed by 
the G; F. G. A. at their Monday meet­
ing as to the roads, and which was 
ably presented to the Council by Mes- 
srs. Wallace and L. E. Marshall. Most 
people consider they are fully compe­
tent to build a road, but when it comes 
to discussing the right and the wrong 
way, the right one always demands the 
expenditure of .much of the needful, 
and, as this is conspicuous by its ab-
OKANAGAN FRUIT
CROP ESTIMATE
(Continued from page 1)
hail-marked at that point.
By varieties it is reported from prac­
tically all points that Wealthies, Duch­
ess and all early apples will be heavy. 
McIntosh will about equal last years 
production on the ■whole, due to Scab 
injury, which is becoming apparent at 
Northern points. In fact Scab injury 
may seriously reduce the tonnage in 
many places. Jonathans will be fewer 
in number than last year,- and all 
the later varieties will be much heav­
ier. The quality on all varietieslitv  il ri ti s is Mua.iijr - -  — t ' V ' m e /
above par. Some damage U rep p ite l 
from Leaf Roller in various sections.
is being removed during thinning op-
1920
PALMOLIVE
S H A M P O O
The Blena of Palm and Olive Oils
15c TRIAL BOTTLE FREE
Juet flll In namo and addroaa and mall to.Tta* 
Palmolive Company of Canada, L«td., Dopt. „  _
Toronto, Ont, -for 16o trial bottle free. lc-243
Name...
Addroaa.. 
Clty.._— . ..Province......
sence, we must be well content with 
the results of the best efforts of the 
Roads (Committee, Messrs. G. C. 
Hume and W. J. Rankin, who have 
spent much valuable time on the ■work.
The receipt of $282.05 from the Fin­
ance Department, being GJenmorc’s 
share: in the division of the liquor pro­
fits was received. A goodly portion of 
this mpney goes to the school funds, a.s 
does that also received from the Poll 
Tax returns. In connection with this 
latter, it is proposed that Mr. S. Pear­
son shall collect any that may come to 
his notice. , ,
The apt impresses upon us ml that 
this Poll Tax is a community affair, 
for should : we not all bear our share of 
the financial burden of the country we 
have adopted ? The act contains these 
words: "Every employer of labour shall 
be primarily" liable for, the said tax in 
respect of every male person in his em­
ploy at any time during the year for 
which the said tax is payable, and unj 
til the tax is paid in respect of such 
person,” The Clerk will be pleased to 
supply any further information upon 
the subject or receive payment of taxes.
There was a quantity of other busi­
ness, not pf consuming public import­
ance, and ■ the Council rose at 10.45.
. . . .  .■ * '
The first game of the play-offs, be­
tween the Elks and Glenmore for the 
District League Cup, took place at 
Glenmore on Tuesday evening, the re­
sult being a 7—5 victory for the Elks.
Our old friend "Norm,” m the box 
for the Elks, pitched air-tight ball for 
three innings, retiring the ̂ valley boys 
in one, two, three order. He weakened, 
a bit in the fourth, when, by the aid of 
two hits and a costly error by the Elk.s 
first baseman, Glenmore secured lour 
runs. Glenrnore made its fifth run on 
a wild pitch by Norman in the fifth in­
ning. This was the home team s big 
chance to tie up the game, and 'Wth the 
bases loaded and two down, LeQuesne 
came to bat, but after taking hearty 
swing at a wild one, he seemed to go 
out of action and had the< next two 
called on him. Norm, tightened up m 
the sixth and only three men went to 
bat. The Elks took LeQuesne’s offer­
ings kindly, and seemed to hit him at 
will for four innings, while two over
innings our boys tightened up, retiring 
their opponents in short order.
: There was a very good turnout of 
fans, considering the. uncertainty of the 
weather. The next game is to be play­
ed on Friday, July 20th, at the K. A. 
A. C. grounds at 6 p.m. sharp. Every­
body come and help the boys tie-up thq 
series. ,
ELKS. Reid, 3b.; Kincaid, s.s.; Mci 
Clymont, lb.; DeHart, p.; Lewis, 2b.; 
White, c.; Hill, - l.f.; Spurrier, r.f.; 
Wyrzykowski, c.f: i ' ,
GLENMORE. T. Free, c.; D. Al­
exander, s.s.; A. Free, 2b.; R* WaU, 
3b.; D. Whitham, r.f.; J. Vint, c.f.; B. 
Seath, lb.; LeQuesne, p.; S. Kerr, l.f.
Umpires: A. E. James, for bases and 
strikes. J. N. Cushing, on bases, ,
Elks ....... . 0 1 2 4 0 O-r-7
Glenmore ........... 0 0 0 4 1 0—5
Milk
In
Candy
LE H E R S  TO THE EDITOR
THE S.K.L. WATER SYSTEM
East Kelowna, B.C.,
J u ly  16th, •1923.
To the Editor, _
Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir, . .,
Referrin- to the letter m your last 
week’s issue re the S.K.L. water sys­
tem, I desire to say that had it been 
over any other signature than that of 
Mr. Eric Dart, it might have ’ tak­
en more'seriously.
Yours sincerely.
D. S. JONES-EVANS
We know a candy manufacturer 
who prefers Pacific Milk to fresh 
cream, because, he says, it gives a 
rich flavor to his chocolates. And 
they stay fresh for a longer time. 
Many cooks write us that Pacific- 
keeps better than fresh milk in the 
summer.
P n̂ilk Go., Limiteil
Head Office: Vancouver, B.C. . 
Faefories af Ladner and Abboteford, 6,C»
[Editorial Note: As this correspond­
ence is degenerating into a personal 
wrangle, no further letters will be pub­
lished upon the subject.]
throws by T. Free^elpcd them to gath- 
I. In the fifth and sixther in seven runs.
crop yet harvested in the Okanagan, 
both as to quality' and quantity. Thin­
ning has been more extensively prac­
ticed this season than during any pre­
vious yeai", and as a consequence the 
quality of the crop should be above par 
and there should be a rel^ively low 
percentage of cull fruits. The grow­
ing conditions have been ideal for 
apples as well as for all other fruits, 
and should the season remain normal 
until harvest time, the growers of the 
Okanagan will harvest far the best 
crop in the history of the district.
Hyslop crabs are showing more hea­
vily than Transcendent. Pears are cre­
dited with an 8% increase and the 
qualify should be excellent. Plums and
fr  eaf ller i  ari s secu s, crease and they should size
hut^hb m a i^ ity  of such damaged fruit drop, particuLarly on prunes has been but the m ajority oi sue M b Apricots and peaches,
erations Yellow T ranfpirenr aWles' while fewer in number, should be a bet 
will b . ready th , .last w eek;,. J.dy 'h"",rnd Duche\7'should move the -first has been'widely praetised this seaso.. ana uueness snuuiu^  ̂  ̂ on these fruits and owing to the grow-
T ^ n s p a r e n t^ S s  Ippelred for”S  Tng‘conditions"^ 
first'rime this season on the Vernon size should be well 
market on the date this letter goes to
A revision of these estimates will bepress. . , ■On the whole, it may be stated that aa. as,e.e..w.. --------------- -------.
the apple crop of this season promises made on the 15th
to be well above the average of any deavour will be made at that time to
A fact that is not generally known 
is that prospectors may now ship ore 
samples for testing purposes free to 
the Department of Mines, Ottawa, Mr. 
T. G. McBride, M.P., for Cariboo, 
having been instrumental in having 
legislation passed to that effect.^ 
the prospector, has to do is to ship his 
samples by any railway and the federal 
government pays, the transportation at 
the other end. This should prove of 
immense value to the mining industry 
in this province.
estimate the. probable tonnage of the 
leading varieties of apples. .
The Bing cherry harvest probably 
reached the peak the latter end of this 
week. Lamberts will njove next week.
The weather th^bughout the district 
now continues dr;J' and hot. j
A very considerable number of trees 
are showing a decidedly off-colcmred 
appearance throughout the cJrchards of 
the district, and there are in almost ev­
ery orchard trees of all varieties show­
ing a light green foliage. Growers 
would be well advised to examine the 
crowns or collars of all these^trees and 
in case any rot or discolouration is 
showing iip, it would be well to remove 
the soil well away from around the col­
lar and expose the crown of the trees 
down to the lateral roots. Leave the 
collar-exposed for the balance of the 
season in order that the sun and air 
can get at the injured parts of the 
bark and dry up any trouble. This 
condition in our orchards is a. result of 
winter injury to the bark of the tree. 
The off-colour in certain cases may be 
due to root injury or to terminal in­
jury on the twigs, but in the majority 
of cases it is traceable to trouble at the 
collar, and this should be attended to 
without delay if the trees arc to be 
saved. ’
T H E  K ELO W NA
Poultry Association
L I M I T E D
W e buy the Best Goods we can 
obtain.
W e sell at the Lowest Prices 
, we can afford.
W e do our utmost to satisfy 
our Customers.
W e are agents for “ OUR 
BEST” Flour—not only Best 
but Cheapest.
Open Saturday N ights 
Ellis St. Phone 354
CROP ESTIM ATE FO R OKANAGAN H O R TIC U LTU R A L D ISTR IC T—1923 (Boxes)
s
L IM IT E D
Phone 324 ,
General Hardware M erchants
CROCKERY 
W A L L PA PE R  
PA IN TS, Etc.
G ET OUR PRICES ON 
SEA LERS
Perfect Seal and Economy 
Also
TOPS FOR ALL JARS 
W e Deliver
District A p p les Crabs Pears Plums,prunes Peaches Apricots
Main Line ............-..............
Salmon Arm and Sorrento 
Armstrong and Endcrby ...
Vernon and Oyama ............
Winfield and O.K. Centre ..
Kelowna ........ -.....................
Westbank ......................... —
Pcachland......... ...................
Summcrland ........................
Naramata .............. ..............
Penticton .....-.......................
Kcrcmcos
32.000
190.000
35.000
930.000
160.000
1,000,000
60.000
45.000 
310,000
90.000 
■ 325,000
56.000
Totals 3,233,000 
4,620 cars.
—40%
-i-5% 
-H 7 %  
-h20% 
-h25% 
+  30% 
+  5% 
+25% 
+25% 
+ 20% 
- 1 0 %  
+20%
13.000
12,0)0
4.000
85.000
21.000
42,000
4.500
4.000
8.500
4.000
7.000 
400
205,400 
257 cars, 
+ 8%
400
2,200
1.500
9.500
6,000
28,000
3.000 
3,800
18,000
4.500 
15,000
3.000
7.000 
8,500
120,000
19.000
78.000
2.000
5,300
18.000 
3,700
22,000
4,000
I 94,900 
WZyi cars. 
+ 8%
287,500 
2 8 7 cars 
+ 10%
1,600
12,000
25.000 
17,500
78.000 
7,500
141,600 
1 4 1 cars. 
—30% '
1,200
1.500 
26,000
8,000
27,500
1.500
h&Jb&sSk]
mean good 
citizens of 
the future*
W hen mother^s 
m ilkfaik
65,700 
65j4 cars. 
—15%
\ '  ••
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i
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P r o f e s s i o n a l  & T r a d e s
DR. J .  W. H. SHEPHERD
DENTIST■ ’■ • ■ ' ,1
Cor. Pcndoxl S t wid Lawrence Avc,
BURNE & W E D D E L L
• Barrister, Solicltbra and 
Notaries Public 
Weddell John F. Butn« 
(Established 1903) 
KELOWNA, B. C.
NORRIS &  MCWILLIAMS
BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS, 
NOTARIES PUBLIC
(Successors to R. B. KerrV 
■ * ...................... 1, B.C.RoweliUe Block. Kelowna,
m  G. RiTcniE
BARRISTER, SOLICITOR, ' 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
Willlts Block Kelowna, B. C.
H E R B E R T  V / CRAIG
b a r r is t e r -a t -l a w
SOLICITOR, NOTARY PUBLIC
(late Registrar of Titles, Kam­
loops),
KELOWNA - B.C.
R  L. SHAW
BARRISTER. SOLICITOR and 
NOTARY PUBLIC
Leckie BU>ck 
’Phone 6'
Kelowna, B.C. 
P.O. Bon 254
MRS. A. J .  PRITCHARD
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M., Silver Medal­
ist (London, England). 
Studio: Pianoforte Lessons
Casorso Block Kelowna, B. C. 
Phone 464
WIHSTONE'S ORCHESTRA
“ GOOD DANCE MUSIC”
For Terms Phone 481
32-t£c
THE KELOWNA PLUIVIBING 
and SHEET METAL WORKS
W. G. SCOTT, Proprietor 
Phones; Bus. 164 R es.'91 
P. O. Box 22
VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Quarryi'g and Cut Sione Con­
tractors, Monuments, Tombstones 
and General (Cemetery Work. 
Designs and Prices may be ob­
tained from R. Minns, Local Agent
B A H ER IES
STC)RAGE OR DRY, of all sizca.
r e n t a l  b a t t e r i e s
a t your service.
BATTERY and IQ N ITIO N  
PARTS
MARKET PROPOSAL
IS DROPPED
(Continued from Page 1)
on the subject, Kelowna would go in­
to the proposed cciiftrcncc with a
better prepared ease and better b.'iek- 
thc
RADIO SETS AND RADID 
SDPPLIES
VVe wire any radio hook up you  
wish for your set.
COIL W IN D IN G  a Specialty/
THOMm scort
ELECTRICIANS
Phone 342
Pr<’\
m i
FO R T H E  BEST
Bread
AND
Pastry
IN  T H E  CITY, GO TO
SutherlaniTs Bakery
BERNARD A V EN U E 
Phone 121
SPECIA L $ 1 .0 0
Safety Razor
S S le t t tv
F. W . GROVES
M. Can. Soc. C. B. .
Consulting Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
Survejn and Reiwrts on Irrigation Works 
Applications loir W ater Licenses
KELOWNA, B. C.
ABBOTT &  McDOUGALL
B. C. l a n d  SURVEYORS AND 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 
Hewetson & Mantle Block 
KELOWNA
J O S E P H  R O S S I
CONTRACTOR
Plastering and Masonry
Office: - D. Chapman Barn
Phone 298 .
The Great West Life Assurance Co.
Head Office, Winnipeg, Man. 
Result, of Policy in Vancouver
A gentleman connected with 
the Bank of Commerce in Van­
couver, on Sept. 1st, 1908, had a 
20 Payment Life policy issued 
to him by The Great-West Life 
Assurance Co.
The quinquennial dividends 
were accumulated to lessen, the 
number of payments.
On Sept. 1st, 1922, fourteen 
years from the date of the policy
It was fully paid up, and he re- 
shceived in ca  $20.65.
It was really a 14 Payment 
Life.
He will receive dividends on 
this paid up policy as long as he 
lives. ,
CHARLIE FOWLER 
Kelowna • Agent.
HAVE YOUR
SITTER WRAPrERS
Beautifully Gold Plated and 
complete in neat leatherette 
case. Ju s t the thing for the 
summer camp or to take along 
with you on the next car trip. 
In fact all the Razor that any 
one would desire.
A  real Man’s Razor. Former­
ly sold for $5.00.
SEE DISPLAY IN  OUR 
W IN D O W
T H E  JE W E L E R
^ ^ ^ ------------------
NOTICE OF REMOVAL
SIN G  L E E
Shoe Repairer
Begs to inform his patrons that he 
has removed to new premises on 
LAWRENCE AVENUE 
next to The Oil Shop, where he will 
be pleased to receive the continued 
patronage of old customers and al­
so welcome new ones. Large stock 
of high-class Shoes at reasonable 
prices. P.O. Box 56
LAND REGISTRY ACT 
(Section 160) .
IN THE MATTER OF Lot 47, Map 
1037, City of Kelowna.
PROOF having been filed in my Of­
fice of the loss of Certificate of Title 
No. 27410A to the above mentioned 
lands in the names of Mary L. Rolen 
and Caroline Young, and bearing date 
the 30th of August, 1913, I HEREBY 
GIVE NOTICE of my intention at the 
expiration of one calendar month uom 
the first publication hereof to issue to 
the said Mary L. Rolen and Caroline
Young a^rovisional certificate of title
in lieu of such lost certificate. Any 
person having any information with 
reference to sUch lost certificate of title 
is requested to communicate with the
ing, uud ere was hope of permanent 
heucficial results.
Reports Of Committees 
For the Roads and, Transportation 
Committee, Mr. Rccs reported inter­
views with Hon, Dr. King, Hon. Dr, 
MacLean and: • D r,' K., C. MacDonald, 
M.L.A;; last week, yrheh the main sub­
ject discussed was improvement of the 
road to McCulloch and its extension 
to Carmi. Dr. MacLean, who was 
strongly in favour of some means of
communicjition being opened up, said 
the difficulty wAs that an engineer’s 
report put the cost of a standard road
at a figure that rendered it impractical 
at present, hut he would give every 
assistance in his power to secure con­
struction of a "get-by” road.
For the Finance Committee, Mr. H. 
V. Craig stated that Mr: W. M. Craw 
ford, who had been collecting member 
ship subscriptions and arrears, hai 
turned in to the Secretary $360 for ar 
rears and $105 for new members, a to 
tal of $465, and he hoped to make sornc 
further collections and secure addit 
ional members.
three miles long by two miles wide.. 
Four men were employed, who used 
some 3,OQ0 gallons of oil. Id the Ke­
lowna district, he believed; a few hun­
dred dollats, properly utijized, would 
go a long way towards mitigating the 
pest. In conclusion; he advised that 
Mr. Arthur Gibson, Domiilion Ento
mologist, Ottawa, be rccjucstcd to have
The chairman of the Publicity anc
,bl
undersigned. *
DATED at the Land Registry Of-
Printed at The Courier Office
c
fice, Kamloops, B.C., this loth day of 
June, 1923,
E: S. STOKES, Registrar. 
Date of first publication
June 21, 1923. 44-5c
Rcctiption Committees were una e to 
he prcscrtt.
President Stirling stated that he hac 
been ,asked by Mr. McAdam, recently 
appointed as secretary to the Agent- 
General for British (^olumbia in Lon­
don, to supply him with a collection o: 
views of Kelowna, district and all in­
formation possible, and he requestcc 
the PubJicity Committee to take the 
matter in hand. ,
A Pubhc Market
A number of replies were read in 
regard to queries and requests for ex­
pressions of opinion upon a public 
market for Kelowna, sent out by the 
Secretary in accordance with a resolu­
tion passed at the June meeting.
The City Clerk of Kamloops repliet 
to the effect that there is no market in 
that city at the present time, the one 
established several years ago haviqg 
died a natural diath through lack of 
support both by the producer and the 
consumer.
Penticton’s answer was that the mar 
ket there was not being carried on un­
der ideal conditions, but it was suc­
cessful in so far as that was possible in 
a limited way and with entirely inade­
quate quarters for the number of pro­
ducers who Would use the market dur­
ing this season of year. As to the 
attitude of local merchants, a few were 
decidedly opposed to ‘ the market, but 
the rest seemed to accept it as an in­
stitution/ and, while not assisting it. 
did not actively oppose it.
The City Clerk. of Vernon repliec 
that the Vernon market so far has been 
a success, both consumer and producer 
seemiiig perfectly satisfied, while there 
has been little or no complaint from 
any business men but the retail but­
chers, and even in their case not of a 
serious nature. He considered that the 
market had done good for the con­
sumer.'-' '  ̂ ■ ' *'
A reply was received from the Kel­
owna City Council stating that, while 
no request had been received for the 
establishment of a public market, the 
Council would be Willing to pass the 
necessary : regulating By-Law, should 
there be a sufficient demand from .the 
ratepayers to ensure the success of 
such an institution.
The Kelowna Retail Merchants As­
sociation expressed the view that, as 
the producers are now fairly well or­
ganized, the question was one for them 
to decide rather than either the Board 
of Trade or the Retail Merchants As­
sociation. While the Association was 
in sympathy with any movement that 
would give better returns to the pro­
ducers, being cognisant of the fact that 
their interests were essentially identi­
cal, they questioned whether the time 
was ripe for the establishment of a 
public market in Kelowna, and they 
poin^d out that, to ensure its success, 
it would be absolutely necessarv to 
conduct it along the most sanitary 
lines, \vhich would entail considerable 
expense.
The sole reply received from, a far 
mers’ organization came from the Rut­
land Local of the United Farmers of 
B. C., and it was bV no means of a 
sanguine character, as it stated that 
only six members attended a meeting 
called to discuss the question, and only 
one of those present stated that he 
would use the market. Personal en­
quiries also had shown a lack of in 
terest in the proposal.
Mr. Rees said that, in view of the 
lack of interest in the matter of the 
principal parties concerned, the pro 
ducers, it did not seem worth while 
going any further with it at present, 
hut he suggested that the copies of mu­
nicipal by-laws and other information 
secured be kept on file for future refer­
ence. Agreed.
Tourist Camp
The President brought up the ques­
tion of camping facilities for tourists. 
It was most unfortunate, he said, that 
the high lake level had rendered the 
site prepared by the City unfit for use 
at present. It had also offered a han­
dle upon which to hang unfriendly 
tales, such as; were told to tourists at 
southern points, about the lack of ac­
commodation for motor tourists at Ke­
lowna. At Penticton it was common 
to enlarge upon the mosquito plague 
at Kelowna, but in his own experience 
of a w eek ago he had found the mos­
quitoes at Penticton just as active and 
numerous as here. He understood the 
City Council would take measures to 
raise the level of the camp site and ob­
viate flooding another year, and it was 
equally important that something 
should be done towards mosquito con­
trol. In this connection he read a letter 
received by the chairman of the Pub­
licity Committee from Mr. Eric 
Hcarlc, Entomologist in charge of 
Mosquito Control, Dominion Depart­
ment of Agriculture, who is now en­
gaged on this work at Banff, Alberta. 
Mr. Hcarlc expressed the belief that 
control by oiling would give good re­
sults hefc| from what he had seen of 
the ' Kelpwna district, and should not 
be at allxostly, as one or at most two 
applications would suffice. Last sea­
son, at Banff, control of mosquito pest 
was effected for about $1,300, oiling 
being necessary over flood areas about
a survey.made of the district.
During discussion of the subject, Mr. 
W. M. Crawford said the mosquito 
plague was gradually diminishing and 
would soon be a thing of the past. He 
was daily meeting tourists and giving 
them all the assistance and informa­
tion in his power and, Vhilc the regu­
lar camp site was untenable at present, 
he had secured accommodation for A 
number of them in bad weather. Cars 
were coming through from all parts of 
the States, and it was'lmpoftaiU that 
they should be* made welcome, as the 
ti âvcllers appreciated any little atten­
tion shown them and told others they 
met about the kindly reception they 
got.
It was agreed to write to Mr. Gib­
son, asking that a survey for, mosquito 
control purposes he made here.
Mr. Rees expressed pleasure that it 
had been definitely decided to retain 
Mr, Crawford’s services to meet tour­
ists and assist them. Such was a move 
in the right direction, aa Kelowna had 
for years past been much too indifferent 
to tourist traffic, which meant a great 
deal to the community. He suggested 
that any unfriendly statements made 
by people south of Kelowna, could be 
counteracted by the use of signs be­
low the international boundary telling 
tourists of the attractions of Kelowna 
and of camp sites available, and that 
information as to the placing of such 
signs be requested from the Chamber 
of Commerce of Victoria, which had 
been instrumental in wide use of the 
famous “Follow The Birds To Vic­
toria” signs in the States.
'The suggestion was agreed to, as 
was another by Mr. G. C. Rose, who 
advised that the feasibility be investi­
gated of placing signs on the public 
'highway , immediately adjoining the 
(i;ustoms office at Osoypos, where all 
who, cross the border have to stop for 
report and clearance and must nec­
essarily see the signs.
Mr. Rees drew attention to the fact 
that the Weekly News Letter of the 
'District Horticulturist for several is­
sues had contained no report from Ke­
lowna, an omission .of which complaint 
had already been made. ' ,
It was decided to ask the Provincial 
Horticulturist to issue instructions that 
regular reports from Kelowna be in­
cluded in the New Letter, especially in 
view of their value to absentee owners.
. Mr. Rees; also brought up the matter 
of organizing the Board upon the 
bureau system, which was not proceed­
ed with last spring, owing to the inabi­
lity; of certain Board of Trade officials 
experienced in the work to carry out 
their intention of visiting Kelowna and 
addressing the Board upon the ques­
tion. He suggested that Gapt. Bro\yn, 
of Winfield, who had intimate know­
ledge of the workings of the system, 
be invited to address the Board some 
time in the fall. Agreed, .
The President invited an ppression 
of opinion upon the desirability of hol­
ding an August meeting, and, upon 
motion of Messrs. Rees and Haug, it 
was decided that the next meeting be 
held at the call of the Executive.
The proceedings then terminated.
Grocery Specials
Beef Steak and Onions 
large tins ....... . 25c
Clark’s Jellied Veal, rcg.
70c tins for 50c 
(ilark’s Sliced Smoktid 
Beef in glass jars 3Sc 
Clark’s Ready Lunch 
Beef Ham Leaf,
tin .........................28c,
Colgate's Dental Cream, 
rcg. 3Sc :for .... 29c
Free Delivery
THE BEST FOR LESS
W E  SELL FO R LESS 
Grocery Phone, 35 Dry Goodo Phone, 58
, Grocery, Specials
Dainty White, the great 
French wash day aid.
Special ................ 29c
Largo Glass Jars Lamb’s 
.Tongues, jar, ...... 59c
Post’s celebrated Bran,' 
la^c packets, 2 for 35c 
R. CJrown Naptha Soap
each ............     5c
New shipment of Quak­
er Corn Flakes.
2 for ................. .....25c
Free Delivery
y .
W e ha've planned T H R E E  BIG DAYS for the Children. Special preparations have been 
made all through the store so th a t there will be great shopping interest, specially in boys* 
ahd girls’ summer apparel. W e have also planped a wonderful programme ,of Cleairance
Sale Bargains, for th e : grdwn ups.  ̂  ̂ ^
Seasonable Bargains 
For Children
“ O U R  B O Y S”
PARENTS W ILL s a v e  MONEY HERE  
IN  BOYS’ WEAR
LOCAL MEMBER ON
POLITICAL PILGRIMAGE
(Continued from Page 1)
to their homes and Messrs. Bowser, 
Jones and' Morrison, motored on to 
Spokane by way of Kingsgate and 
Bonner’s Ferry, the journey being con­
tinued on south through the Palouse 
country till Lewiston, Idaho, was 
reached on the'evening of the 7th. The 
travellers, Mr. Jones states, were great­
ly struck with the evident prosperity oi 
the towns and villages traversed and 
at the excellence of the highways, »dso 
at the immense amount of motor traffic 
encountered. From Lewiston they 
journeyed on to Walla Walla, and from 
that city by way of Pasco and Sunny- 
side to Yakima, which was reached on 
the evening of the 9th, having made a 
run of 252 miles that day. On this 
portion of the trip tivo big bridges 
were crossed, one at' Pasco, and the 
other at Burbank, both of which are 
toll bridges, i.e., they were built by 
companies, under sanctioii of the. State 
Legislature, the companies being al­
lowed to charge a toll on each car 
traversing them. Some idea of the rates 
charged can be gathered that Mr. 
Jones’ car with three passengers had 
to pay sixty cents to cross on the 
Burbank bridge and ninety cents for 
passing over'’on the one at Pasco, the 
latter being an immense structure 
which cost $480,000 to build.
While at Yakima, the time was spent 
in inspecting the irrigation system., 
and securing data on operation charges 
and development costs in connection 
with irrigation schemes. All were very 
much impressed at the magnitude _ of 
the irrigation systems in that district, 
miany of which cover stretches from 
thirty thousand to one hundred thou­
sand acres, the cost of water to the 
grower running from $5 to $10 per acre. 
These undertakings have rendered the 
country prosperous, and, in spite of low 
prices for farm produce of all kinds, 
the growers are enjoying good times. 
Many of the individual farms arc A'ery 
extensive, much larger in,fact than any 
found under one management on tins 
side of the line.
While at Yakima, Mr. Jones was 
"ortunate in getting in touch with se­
veral prominent men, who like him­
self, were there to gather information 
on irrigation problems, being interes­
ted in the development of other dis­
tricts, and in meeting the principal au­
thorities of Yakima. Senator (aardner, 
of Utah, spent some time with Mr. 
Jones, collecting the same _ data and 
information. The Yakima district has, 
this season, marketed over half a mil- 
ion dollars worth of cherries, which 
vvill net the growers between nine cents 
and ten cents per pound. Yakima itself 
is a place of some twenty thousand in- 
labitants ancTis enjoying good times, 
;hough little property is changing 
lands.
Leaving Yakima, the party procccd- 
1 on their way back to B. C. by way 
Ellensburg, and over the Blcwctt 
Pass to Wenatchee, passing through
U P AND DOW N T H E  STORE
Children’s Mercerized Sox in a wide range of 
colors; some are all plain, others have col­
ored turn-down tops.
Sizes to 6  ................ . 25c per pair
Sizes to,7j^  ...................35c
Sizes 8 to ........................ .......50c
C H ILD R EN ’S HATS all marked down for 
these Three Days for Final Clearance
Children’s Hemstitched and Picture A  
Handkerchiefs, each ............ ..............
Children’s white Cambric Nightgowns,
2, 4 and 6 years, each .......... .........
Children’s Patent Belts in black, red
Dresden H air Ribbons, pretty designs, ^  
5 inches wide; yard .......... ................ O O C /
(Children’s Underwaists, all sizes;
Children’s Day Special, each ........
Children’s Cotton Knit Bloomers in Q O if»  
black, pink and white; pair ..... .
C H IL D R E N ’S EM BROIDERY, from 9 to 27 
inches wide, .in the Children’s Clearance Sale.
S T O F FE L ’S ORGANDIE, in all colors for 
children’s dresses ; requires no starch.
Priced special for Children’s Day, yd. § O'
Infants’ long white Muslin Dresses ^  "i 
$2.50 value; on sale .... ..........
Boys’ Silk Knit Ties in a wonderful 45crange of colors; special ....................
BOYS’ W AiSTS; 95c
Tooke W aists for hoys in a big range of pat­
terns. These waists have the latest 95c
style fasteners. Children’s Day price 
BOYS’ H A N D K ERCH IEFS, 12 for 95c
Boys’ soft laundered and ready for 95c
use Handkerchiefs; 12 for ,
BOYS’ COTTON JERSEYS, 50c
Boys’-' summer Jerseys, made from extra strong 
cotton, colors navy and khaki, short and
long sleeve. 50c
Children’s Day Special ..............
EN G LISH  BELTS, 50c,
Boys’ Belts, made in England, from , strong
elastic and co tton ; assorted colors; 50c
each
Shoes for the Children
H E R E  A RE RECORD VALUES IN  G IRLS’ 
GINGHAM AND CHAMBRAY DRESSES
Mothers will recognize many dresses in this 
lot as easily worth double the price. A choice
of this seasoji’s newest styles, 6 $1.98
to 14 years. Children’s Day ........i
Bathing Suits for boys or girls, “Zimmerknit,’ 
with colored trimming, all sizes; 22 
to 32; Children’s D ay; any size ...:
Fancy Silk Garters for the kiddies 
wearing sox ; pair
Children’s Coverall Play Suits, all sizes in
khaki or blue stripe ; any size. $ 1 .0 0
Children’s Day, per s u i t ..........
Patter, patter all the day. The little feet of 
children are never still. Shoes have to have 
nine lives to stand the hard wear and look well. 
Here are a few of our Specials for Children’s 
Days. :
Solid leather Barefoot Sandals, sizes 4 to I  C
7Ĵ , for, pair ....
8 to 10J4 for $1.25 pair. 11 to 2 for $1.50 pair
Patent Leather Strap Slippers with extra heavy dou­
ble sole; will stand extra hard wear; Q K
sizes 4 to 7 for, pair .............. .
8 to 10)4, pair, $2.25. 11 to 2, pair, $2.50
Children’s Barefoot Canvas Sandals, with heavy rub­
ber soles and double toe caps; sizes 4 to 10 at 95c 
per pair; 11 to 2, at $1.10 per pair 
Boys’ tan, or black Running Boots or Oxfords, of 
first quality, double toe caps; sizes 11 to 13 for 
$1.25 pair; sizes 1 to 5 for $1.35 per pair.
BOyS 1 Here’s a substantial saving bn solid leather 
shoes. Solid leather counters', muleskin tops; sizes 
11 to 13, at $2.95 per pair. Sizes 1 to 5j4 at $3.25 
“Classic” Shoes for Boys in sizes 11 to 2)4, of fine 
gunmetal leathers. C Q  QFC ■
Children’s Day Special, pair ................
Children’s 'White Canvas Strap Slippers with leather 
solds; hizes 4 to 7)4 at $1.50; 8 to 10)4 at $1.75;
11 to 2 at $1.95 per pair. '
Dryden and Cashmere, traversing many 
miles of fruit-producing territory. At 
Wenatchee the day was spent in in­
terviewing the taxation commissioners 
and irrigation authorities on matters 
dealing with their respective depart­
ments and a great deal of valuable in­
formation was secured. They then 
motored on to Penticton, where the 
Western Canada Irrigation Conventimi 
was taken in, arriving there on the 11th. 
Messrs. Jones and Morrison afterwards 
motored home to Kelowna. ■
Speaking of his impressions; gleaned 
bv travelling on both sides of the line, 
Mr. Jones stated that what impressed 
him immensely was the excellent con­
dition and first-class grades of the 
highways in Idaho and Washington, 
and the prosperity of the places visited. 
As regards the political mission un­
dertaken in the Kootenay district, he is 
confident that it has been an entire 
success from the point of view of the 
Conservative opposition in the Legis­
lature. , . . .Mr. R. F. Morrison, on being inter­
viewed as to his personal impressions 
on the trip taken by him with Mr. 
Bowser and Mr. Jones, stated 
what had struck him most \vas the 
much superior system of handling road 
work in general which prevails across 
the line. There there are three grades or 
classes of roads: first class highways, 
second class highways and county 
roads. The two classes of highways 
arc built by the federal and state gov­
ernments, while the variô us county 
commissioners look after the roads, 
which, in many instances, arc no bet­
ter than our own. The highways on 
the other hand arc in excellent shape, 
cither paved or highly surfaced with 
fine rock. This applies to both Wash­
ington and Idaho. Another thing which 
might well be copied here is that it is
GHARLIE FOWLER & GO.
Water Street Phone 116
REAL ESTA TE AND INSURANCE 
FIR E , L IF E , ACCIDENT, SICKNESS AND 
A U TO M O BILE INSURANCE
W e have a very good buy in fully equipped farm for cash.
Also two Lots and small Building, $250 Cash.
Several good buys in City and Orchard Property. Also 
Houses to Rent. See us before ,bu3dng.
48-2c
K H A K I KNICKERS, stoutly made straight 
knee pants, in a strong wearing khaki drill.
Sizes 4 to 12 yiearp ....$1.12
to Ih j^ears ............................................ $1.25
BOYS’ S IL K  K N IT TIES, 45c
easy there to follow any desired route 
as signs are on all the roads and cros­
sings. These are of different colours, 
each route having its own distinctive 
sign, so that one gets, to know the 
signs easily, which arc not only placed 
in the country districts, but on the 
telephone poles in the cities.
Mr. Morrison stated further that the 
trip through the Palouse district to 
Lewiston, Idaho, was a great revela­
tion to him, the country being an open 
rolling prairie, every aerc^of which was 
either in grain or summer fdllbvv. 
Teams of sixteen horses were not an 
uncommon sight, and every acre seem­
ed to be put to good use. This district, 
Mr. Morrison states, has quite recov­
ered from the financial depression 
which overtook it recently.
Referring to the roads on this side 
of the line, Mr. Morrison stated em­
phatically that the one from Creston to 
Yak is a disgrace to the province, num­
bers of tourists on their way to the op-
from Yak to Kingsgate, advertised as 
part of the “Loop’’ connecting with the 
new inter-provincial* highway is in an 
extremely poor;. shape, and, at the 
present rate of rciJair, will take at least 
two years before it can be travelled in 
any comfort. Ais to the reception given 
Hon. W. J. Bowser in the Kootenays, 
Mr. Morrison expressed himself as ex­
tremely satisfied. At each of the main 
points visited the meetings were 
packed, and, what is very unusual, no 
disturbances of any kind took place, 
not even nlild heckling. This was par­
ticularly noticeable at Fernic, where 
political feeling generally runs high.
The present phenomenal lumber 
trade done by this province with for­
eign countries shows that B.C. hqs 
entered a new. age in, commorco. Jh 
1911, according to federal trade statis* 
tics, we exported forty-seven million 
feet of Douglas fir, and in 1922 wc
shipped no less than two hundred and 
cning of the Banff-W indermerc high- eighty-five million fect^ of. the sanic
 ̂ . .. ... I4. .AM Aa. ^ A t • M A «■«Away refusing to travel it; also the road ^variety of timber to foreign countries.
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t h e  KBLOWNA COURIER AND OKANAPAN ORCHARPIB^
p a g e  f i v e
;Rirst inocrtion: IS
, ^c»ch odditiorial
per lino, Minimum charge pcsr 
week, 30 centfl.
I' In dfltlmhtinK the coat of
abbreviation or group of figures not 
Ixcccding five
‘And five 'Words count as one Imc.
■ Tf so desired, advertisers may have 
replies ad d rS s^  to a box numb®n 
icarc of The Courier, and forwarded 
S  their private address, or delivered 
<m rauV oB Ico. For th l. a o rv i^  »dd 
10 cents to cover postage or filing.
ppR  8ALB-^MisceMancottS
__  - '....- ' " - ' ..........*........ , I I w
FO R  SALE—Fifty-eight acres, ^Rut- 
' ^ n d  district, part of the North-West 
quarter of Section 23, TownshiR^2fi^^
price, $1;300. Apply, NO, 379, Cour ^
‘S N A P —Evinrude engine, »«9“irc 
Spurrier’s.,
®  Spdn’icli:$^ eacS. Phooc
PO R  ' S A L E — First-class shorthorn
a te  price. a pp». 
Missioh Ranch.
f o r  ^ A L & ^ C h e y r ^ , 490 in firs  ̂
;, .'class :'fcbndit,ion.■ Apply,
m
are held by contract. C. W. 
Okanagan Mission.
t o r  S A L E --F o rd l^ n g  car in good
C ondition . Enquire, W. R. gp
Son.
t o r  SA LE-N eat. b«le Pleasure^bw^
with perfect ru n n m g (_ ^  g^^j^g^p
i f  l i o T  f “ 1 '  Shiphord, Okanagan
fis s io n , B. C- - ■“V̂Xiag*vra*» Y -- -
438.
|"oxriage, large Enghsn styie,
J316, City.
W ANTED—Bearing orchard to lease, 
^W ith oDtion of purchase preferred, byreSons?ble and. experienced orchardist..
■WrHe, No. 382, Kelowna Courier.
h e l p  w a n t e d
■ "^ o r^u fn ess  vSith^$2o!oo'o'annual turn- 
Kelowna Courier
'W ANTED—Teamster (married), for
f # S R a n c K
■fo R o l’BoTsdK MoSn^^ 48-10• V̂. JL»V->. ■ ■ • • --
NTED—An elderly woman ^ s  
r>k-ceneral; good salary and corn
W  a n t e d —P robationers for the Fall 
^^class in Kelowna Hospital. App ŷ  
Mrs. Wiliriot. matron.
L O S T
L O S T —Tw o -tires on rims, with part 
^ o f  carrier broken off. Reward. J. 
XTrquhart, Armstrong. •̂ e p
r O^^T—On Sunday, 8th inst., brown 
‘'H arris tweed” sport coat between 
town and Cedar Creek. Finder please
-eturn to Poole’s Bakery. 48-1 p
LOST—A lady’s gold wrist watch, oc­
tagonal shape. Finder_ please leave 
at Knowles’ Jewellery. Reward 48-lc
TO RENT
l a k e  s h o r e  camp to let. Pho«c 
395-R4.
FOR RENT—8-roomcd house.  ̂ partly
■ furnished or unfunnshed. WilKscll
.at sacrifice. P.O. Box 155. * 48-lp
F O R  RENT—Two modern houses, 
and one furnished modern house. G. 
A. Fisher, Real Estaite and Insurance.
Announcements
Fiftech cents per line,, each Inacf- 
tion; minimum charge. 30 cents. 
Count five words to line. Each
in itia l ' and group of not m ore.. J!*than ) five figures counts as 
word.
,, E. J. PETTIGREW , Painter. Phone
431; Box 316. 36-tfc.■ , m * *■ '
Vox The Best,
Oo To AlsgordV
•  ♦ •
4S-tfc
Dr. Mathlson will be out of town 
until July 15th. 44-lc
If you arc visiting Vancouver, write 
to Camden Lodge, 1216 Albcmi Sfc 
for reservations of furnished rooms, in 
nice West End locality. Well furmshiid 
and spotlessly clean, with baths aild 
hot water. Rates reasonable, Mrs. 
Harold Johnston, late bf Kelowna. ,
, I , < 48-4p
Golf clubs I'cpaircd, golf .balls re­
painted and golf lessons can be had 
from J. Gourlay, 707 Richter St. 48-lp
Raspberries at Campbell’s green
house for 12c per lb. Phone yoiir orders 
in advance and he will have  ̂them 
picked when you calk Phone 449-Ll, 
Harvey Avc., East Erid. 48flp
V - ■ Plan to mce^
I your friend^at
CHAPIN’ii; 20-tfc
CHURCH NOTICES
The religious services continue each 
ing ill the tent, on Sutherland Avc.(eveni , i,it tkv. -
Meetings begin 8 p.m, Speakers: h,. 
;Ashman| A. Scott. Come and bring 
other's. ■ ■■
WOOD FOR SALE
Pine arid Fir. QdMity and quan­
tify iguaranteed.' Price, <3.50.
J. W. C. THOMPSON 
Phone 3154
Mr. and Mrs. A. H, Kayll, of Win­
nipeg, are guests at the Palace and in­
tend making a prolonged stay here.
TO
FARMEIIStlUNCHEflS
Have Your
FLOUR, BRAN & SHORTS 
From your own wheat milled
■ ' a t "
The Okanagan Farmers 
Milling Gempany
VERNON
‘ • - ■ • t*; •
At a charge of 40c per bushel. 
Bring your own flour sacks.
47-4c
W ANTED
FURNISHED HOUSE  
from . Y
OCTOBER to APRIL.
Must be two or three miles 
< outside of City.
McTavish & Whillis
Insurance Real Estate
Come and Pick your own
r a s p b e r r i e s
iO pounds for $1.00
I t’s a Picknic ! /  ^
G. HUNT, Okanagan Mission.
47-2p
PUBLIC NOTICE
Any person or persons allowing ir­
rigation •water to escape on to_ the 
public roads after this notice, will be 
prosecuted without further warning.
By Order, _
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 
Kelowna, May 23, 1923. 40-tfc
FOR SALE
Selected flock of White Wyandottes, 
April hatched pullets and cockerels, 
one-year hens and two-year hens; any 
one taking the lot of 120, One Dollar 
each for cash.
General purpose team, will work 
single or double, both good drivers; 
$200 cash.
Timothy and clover hay for sale.
Will sell the farm with stock and 
crops as a going concern; 19 acres, 
good truck land, all in first-class con­
dition. .
A. COOKE 
R.R. 1, Kelowna. 48-2c
REGISTERED SILVER FOXES
Are you ••• -------
ffood bMc line for the f.irmer. A kiknI '•\vcsvni<‘n t 
• fot jtnvboily* Let hr tell you nbout It. CsuuuKt
Wc« ? W T ;  *tho B est,••■w rite to<lAy.
KELOWNA REGATTA
8th and 9th August
eCanada West Silver Black Fox Co., Ltd.
345 aim ersct JJlh. Wln«ii»tr. M an.
TENDERS for two refreshment con- 
ccssioris will be received by the 
undersigned up to Tuesday, July 31st. 
• H. G. M; WILSON, Secretary.
48-2c
Local and Persbnal
Miss Johnston left on Sunday for a 
holiday at Vancouver.
Mr. R. K. Robertson, of Kalcdcn, is 
staying at the Palace.
Mr. W. Palmer, of London, England, 
is A guest at the Lakeview.
Mr. H. Douglas-Comptoiij of Dun­
can, is a guest at the Lakeview.,
Mr. E, W. Wilkinson returned from 
the Coast on Monday evening.
Mr. W. V. Tait, of San Francisco, 
spent the week-end ; in the city.
Mr. J. E. Elliott, of Calgary, was a 
visitor to the city last week-end.
Mr. Clarence Power, of Penticton, 
was a visitor to the. city op Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Cunliffc, of Ver­
non, Were visitors in town on Friday 
and Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leopold Hayes and 
family returned on Sunday from a visit 
to the Coast cities.
Mr. J. F. Kustcr, an insurance in- 
spcctor, of Spokane, Washi, spent the 
week-end in the city.
Mr. J. GouVlay returned from the 
Coast on Tuesday arid will spend the 
summer months, here.
Mr. J. S. Carter, District Passenger 
Agent for the 'C. P. R. at Nelson, 
spent Monday in the city.
Mr. M. H. Ruhmanri, entomologist 
of the B. C. Department of Agricul­
ture,' Vernon, is staying in town.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Adamson and Miss 
Heaton, of Penticton, took in the cele­
bration held here on the 12th.
Mr. and Mrs, Norman Phinney, of 
Vernon, spent Monday in town, trav­
elling on south next day by cat.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Adams, accom­
panied by Mrs. Adams, sr., l®h o** 
Tuesday for a motor trip to Wenat­
chee. .
The Hon. Justice F. M. Tweedie, of 
Calgary, who was a guest at the Lake- 
view Hotel, left on Monday for Al­
berta.
Mr. and Mrs. D. Bristow, of Cam­
eron Point, and Mr. J. R. Ewing, of 
Okanagan Landing, are guests at the 
Lakeview.
Mr. and Mrs. Treadgold and family 
returned on Tuesday from their motor 
trip to Seattle, Vancouver aind other 
Coast cities.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Osborne, of Cali­
fornia, who were staying at the Pal­
ace, motored south on Monday on 
their way home
Mr. D. Safford left on Monday for 
the Old Country. He sails on the Em­
press of France, from Quebec to Liver­
pool, on July-21st.
The Associated Growers have filled 
their contract with the Dominion Can­
nery at Penticton for the delivery of 
110 tons of cherriesj^
Mr. C. E. Morris, of Calgary, ar­
rived in town on Saturday to spend 
three weeks with his'wife and son, who 
are staying at the Palace.;
Small quantities of semi-ripe torrta- 
tdes are being brought into town for 
shipment and are being handled' at 
the various packing houses.
During the past week the Kelowna 
Growers’ Exchange has been employ­
ing about seventy-five packers, sixty at 
East Kelowna and fifteen in tow n.^^
Mr. H. M. Walker, editor of the 
“Okanagan Commoner,’’ Enderby, mot­
ored down on Thursday last to enr 
joy the lake breezes for an afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Cowen and Mr. G. ,C« 
Pearson, of Kamloops, who were stay­
ing in the city, motored on to Pentic­
ton on Tuesday, and returned here'to­
day.
Major and Mrs. J. B. Collyer left 
for Vernon on Monday, on their way to 
England. They sail,^on the s.s. “Aus- 
onia’’ on the 21st from Montreal for 
Liverpool. .
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Prosser, Miss 
Constance Thomas and Miss Ida 
Johnstone, o f, Vancouver, who were 
staying at the Palace, motored north 
on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. McLennan, of 
Vancouver, who have been motdrmg 
around this district and making the 
city their headquarters, journeyed on 
to Oliver on Tuesday.
Mr. L. A. Davidson and Mr. and 
Mrs. C. W. Barker and family, of Oro- 
ville. Wash., visited the city on Mon­
day on their way home from a car trip 
through the Okanagan.
Miss R. Grant, of the teaching staff 
of the Penticton High School, who 
was paying a visit to Mr. and Mrs. 
D. K. Gordon, returned bn Monday 
to her home in Vancouver.
The independent shippers who sold
out their land and shipping houses to 
Associated Growers of B.C. expectthe
to be paid very shortly for the prop­
erty transferred to that corporation.
Kelowna friends of Mr. L. St. M. 
DuMoulin were glad to his name 
included amongst the lie* of law stud­
ents successful in passing the recent 
Intermediate examination at the
Coast.
Through a typographical error in the 
advertisement issued by The McKenzie 
Co., Ltd., in last week’s Courier, the 
price of Lemonade Powder was quot­
ed at fifty cents instead of twenty-hve 
cents.
Miss Bertha Ellis Depew, pianist 
and teacher of New York • City, is 
staying with Mrs. A. H. DeMara. Miss 
Depew is on her way to Seattle and 
Tacoma, where she has to fill several 
professional engagements.
Mr. and M*"®’ L. Boot, of Orlftnd, 
Cal., were in town on Monday on uicir
way tb Oyama, Where they 'vviU spciul 
some weeks with friends. Mr. Hoot
has a large dairy ranch and an exten­
sive almond orchard at Orland.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Mack and family 
of Cocur D'Alene, Idaho, arc camp­
ing near the mouth of Mission Creek. 
They arc taking in the Penticton. Kel­
owna,'Vernon, Kamloops, Prmcirton 
loop and arc motoring home m a few 
days' time.
The directors of the Kelowna Gen­
eral Hospital Wish to gratefully ack­
nowledge receipt of thd following dona- 
tionst Messrs. Win. Hau^ uiul SOn, 
$25; Mrs. Wm. Glenn, five dozen eggs; 
Mr, Paul Knippcl, cauliflowers; and 
Mr. Heard, two boxes of cherries.
Dr. and Mrs. J. W. N. Shepherd and 
Master Kenneth left on Sunday on a 
motor trip Which will take them to the 
main points in Washington, Idaho and 
Montana. They will take in the YeL 
lowstonc Park before rcturnmsj 
which will not be before the middle of 
August.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hilborn, who 
arc leaving Sylvan Lake, AUa., and 
taking, up their residence m Los An­
geles, paid a short visit to the Okan­
agan valley this week and wcrc^ the 
guests of-Mr. and Mrs. A. H. DeMara. 
They Were accompanied by their chil­
dren and a maid.
Mr. J. F. Johnston and family, of 
Newberg, Ore., passed through the city 
on Monday cn route by car to Kam-- 
loops and northern points. They intend 
to camp here on their return trip. Mr- 
Johnston is a prominent lumber rner- 
chant. Traveling with them were Mr. 
and Mrs- J- Morris, also of New­
berg.
A reader draws attention to the prac­
tice of loading fruit upon lake steam­
ers in close proximity to tlie boiler, 
and asks whether there is any reason 
as the temperature cannot be conduc- 
ive to keeping the fruit in the best con- 
dition. If no one' can^ suggest any
feasible explanation, perhanc the Hoard
of Trade might take the matter np.
Two young adventurers in the perr
sons of Harry Mantle and Hugh Mc­
Kenzie set forth on Thursday last, injv ^ dcl i v n . * * vaaa — . - - . - . w — ^  '
a Ford of somewhat ancient lineage, 
upon a tour of, adjacent regions of 
Uncle Sam’s domain. The lads, who 
are little more than half iway through 
their teens, intend to spend several 
weeks upon the trip before returning 
home.
Mr. W. Pearce, superintendent of 
the Natural Resources B ranch of the
e.P.R. service at Calgary, was a gue^ 
at the Lakeyiew Hotel at the latter 
part of last week. He was accbm]^n- 
ied by Mr. H. A. Howard, ^ so  Cal- 
erary Both visitors expressed them­
selves as delighted with the country 
around bere and astonished at its 
fertility.
Mr. W. A.. Me Adam, of Penticton, 
who has been recently appointed secre­
tary to the Agent-Gener^ for B. C. m 
London, was in town on Thursday and, 
while here intervie\yed Mr. Grote btir- 
Hhg in reference to securing inf<^ma- 
tion regarding the resources ^̂ Bd_ in­
dustries in this district, •which mi^ght 
be of service to him in his new ofhe- 
ial duties.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Everett^ ^ d  Mr. 
E. W. J. Haley, of Okanogan County, 
Wash., were visitors to the city on 
Monday, on their way home from ^n 
extended motor trip through B.C. Both 
Mr. Eyerett and Mr. Healey are con­
nected with large fruit firms m Bos­
ton and New York. They stated that 
they intended to return here for the 
Regatta and bring a number of friends 
with them.
Mr. F. W. Fraser, of Osoyoos, spent 
a portion of Friday in town on his 
way norths having been called to Kam­
loops to attend the funeral of his 
daughter, Kathleen, whose death oc­
curred there bn the lOth mst. The de­
mise of this young, lady will be sincere­
ly regretted in Kelowna, many havmg 
known her when quite a child, and Mr. 
Fraser will have the sincere sympathy 
of his many friends here
Three cars of Lambert and Bing 
cherries were shipped trom Kelowna 
on Saturday by the Kelowna growers 
Exchange, and seven m all left toat 
day from the whole Okanagan.^ One 
car went to Vancwver tour^ to the 
prairie, one to Minneapolis, and one to 
Chicago. The two cars sem to the 
United States were loaded at Penticton 
and Kelowna, the cherries being pack­
ed in the American 16 pound, faced, 
lugs.
-^'i'he boarding house at the Occiden­
tal cannery has been thoroughly re­
modelled this year and made into very 
comfortable premises for occupation 
by additional help which may have to 
be employed, this se a so i^  I t has been 
newly plastered throughout, and laid 
off into twenty bedrooms, with a large 
dining room and kitchen. Electric 
light, water, stoves and all convenien­
ces have been placed in the building, 
so that the employees at the cannery 
can live in comfort.
^ h e  electric storm which struck 
the city during the early hours Oi 1 ucs- 
day morning is. stated to have done no 
damage to any*' crops in this vicinity 
but can certainly claim one vKtim in 
the person of Constable G. Chaplin, 
who suffered a very severe sh(Kk while 
on duty on Abbott Stoect at ^15 a.m. 
On recovering consciousness, -he man­
aged to stagger to the City Cafe, 
where a taxicab was ordered to take 
him to his home. We are glad to 
state that he has now fully recovered 
from his distressing experience.
Mr and Mrs. Trummell and family, 
of St.' Mary’s, Idaho, and Mr. ^ d  Mrs. 
J. H. Hard and family, of Oroville; 
Wash., spent last Thursday in town on 
their return from a trip by car to al­
most all B.C. points. They p v e  a 
great “send-off’ to the tourists camp 
at Vernon stating that it was by far 
the best equipped of any they had 
struck in their travels aiul had the ad­
ditional aidvantage of being free from 
mosquitoes, a pest which had caused 
them to vacate camp sites in other 
places and take refuge in hotels.
. Mr. Douglas A Shclbr, manager of 
the Automobile Club of Washington,
T H IS  W EEK wo arc continuing our Summer Sale with many bargains,ami 
special olTerings that we have •fountl on going through the stock. There arc 
still many dearihg  lines that it will be impossible to replace at the prices
charged.
Values in our Shoe Department
Corsets at $ 1 .9 5
Children’s Leather Slippers and Sandals in; 
, Brown Calf, Black Patent Leather and Smoked
There were so many of these Corsets at this 
price tha t there are still a great rriany bargains. 
Also we have found other lines that we have 
not all sizes in and added them to /^ is  
ment.
See these a t   ......... —- ........—■
Elk, all have leather soles, and a $1.50
•rOcil cit
I rnis abbui l-
$1.95
Children’s W hite Canvas Oxfords, Strap
Slippers and High Shoes; all have 95c
leather soles. To clear
House Dresses from $  1.50
M any Gingham, P rin t and Crepe House 
Dresses are marked at exceptional low prices. 
These are all on the racks and well worthy of
inspection. ... _
Prices a t .......... -............$1.50, $1.95 and $2.95
W omen’s Black and Brown Calf and Kid 
Oxfords. These are Shoes made by some of 
the best makers in Canada. ClPft
Reduced to ............ ..........................
SUITS, COATS, SILK and SERGE DRES­
SES are d l  marked at clearing prices. These 
are all in plain figures and the large reductions 
are seen at a glance.
Children’s Cotton Dresses 95c
A  large assortment of Children’s 
Dresses in Ginghams, Crepes and 
Prints are on sale at ...:....... ..................
Cotton
95c
Hats a t H a lf Price
The time is now to make a g re i t , saving pn 
your Millinery. W e have an extensive assort­
ment of trimmed' and untrimnied H ats which 
are all half the usual price.
Make your selection now.
Silk Hose $1-50
Dress Materials 50c yard
Materials which come 36 inches to 44 in ^ e s  
wide are on sale, at this very low price.^ The, 
assortment includes, Serges, Gabadines^J’laids 
and Tartans.
Your chance is here to purchase good quality 
Silk Hose dt a saving from 25c to 75c per pair. 
A large assortment of colours and qualities 
will be sold at this price. They include such 
makes as Venus, Niagara Maid and Holeproof. 
Some come with embroidered side clox and 
are all splendid value at this low price.
Note the price, per yard
Materials Reduced to 50c yard
Buy two or three pairs at 
per p a i r ......................-.............. $1.50
Many materials are on sale at this price ^ d  
include Lingerie Cloths in fancy designs, Or­
gandie, Silkolines and Curtain 
Materials. Per y a i;d ..... ......... -......... ..
A BARGAIN IN WHIT  
TOWELLING.
Per yard .........—....... f TURKISH15c
PHONE 361
A / A / /  T £ 0
KELOWNA; B. C.
made a short stay in town bn Tuesday 
on his way north ..to Vernon, Kam­
loops, Merritt and Princeton, and 
thence back home. He recently made 
the trip over the 'Windermere-Baim 
Highway to Lake Louise, and the ob­
ject of his present tour of this part of 
B. C. is to gather information about 
the Okanagan and Yale districts for 
the members of his club and tourists 
generally. He was supplied with all 
possible data regarding this district in 
the limited time available by Mr. W. 
Crawford.
Hammond; O.G., Mr. Covclh_Ch^- 
lain, Mrs. Cunningham;. R.S.N.G., 
Mrs. Richards; L.S.N.G., Mrs. Coydl; 
R.S.V.G., Mrs. A. Simth; L.S.V.G., 
Miss Ella Patterson.
W HY NOT HAVE CREAM 
W ITH YOUR BERRIES ?
It is reported at the office of the 
Kelowna Growers’ Exchange that there 
is expected to he an exceptionally 
good market for McIntosh apples Ibis 
year in the United States, with a pos­
sibility of a similar market for Extra 
Fancy” Jdnathans. Apples sent to the 
States market, however, must be cf 
large size as well as Extra Fancy , 
there being no market for Jonathans of 
smaller size*and lesser quality. In 
this connection it is also stated that 
observation has shown_ that many of 
the growers in this district arc not thin­
ning sufficiently heavily to produce the 
grade of fruit suitable for the Ameri­
can market. _ . f crThe semi-annual installation ot olti- 
cers took place at the Kelowna Rc- 
bekah Lodge on Wednesday evening, 
July 11, Mrs. J. Richards, acting D.D. 
P., and Mrs. H. Blair acting as in­
stalling officers. The following were 
installed as officers for the coming 
term: P.N.G., Mrs. G. Pettman; N.G., 
Mrs. Dorc; V.G., Mrs, George Ander­
son; Recording Secretary, Mrs. A. Fra­
ser; Financial Secretary, Mrs. M. 
Alsgard; Treasurer, Mrs. H. mair; 
W3r<lcn,. Miss Marion A* Smith; Lon., 
Miss Jessie McMillan; I.G., Mrs. Geo.
On Friday, 13th, Mr, E. Weddell, 
Stipendiary Magistrate- and Coroner, 
held an enquiry both at Kelowna and 
East Kelowna into the circumstances 
attending the death of Chen Cham, a 
Chinaman, who for the past five years 
had been in the employ of Mr. George 
Allan. The evidence taken proved 
that the deceased had been quite well 
the previous day, when he had been 
pickinf^ cherries, but Jn the evening 
had complained of being tired on ac­
count of the heat. On being awakened 
early on the day of his death, he had 
asked to be left to sleep longer and on 
being visited again had been found 
dead. The medical verdict was acute 
dilatation of the heart He was buried 
next-day at the Kelowna cemetery.
For a limited time we will sell 
AT THE DAIRY
our regular line of Heavy 2 5  c
Cream at, per p in t.......
Enjoy it while iPs cheap. 
Your Own Container—'PLEASE I
KELOWNA DAIRY CO.
Stockwell Ave. Phone 151
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Tenders For Nurses’ Home, General 
Hospital ,)
'''T h e  canning of cherries is practic- 
ally completed at the Occidental can­
nery and raspberries arc now being
put upy^These berries, like the straw- 
berried arrive from all • directions jind
in various states of perfection, 
dentally berry growers are not all alike 
in their ideas regarding the class of 
fruit which Okanagan canneries ■win 
accept, some evidently still thinking 
that any kind of fruit can be marketed 
there. Such, however, is not the case, 
and many crates have had to bc dis­
carded as utterly unfit for canning pur­
poses. the berries arriving in a poor 
condition. Beans have also commen­
ced to reach the cannery and will be 
put up this week. Over seventy-five 
people arc on the payroll therC' at th.c 
present time.
The Kclownq Hqspital Society are 
prepared to receive tenders for thb 
crcctioii of a Nurses’ Hptnc (frrime 
construction) for the, Kelowria Geniw’al 
Hospital.
Plans and Specifications m.ay be ob­
tained at the office of the Gkanagaii 
Trust Co., after 9 a.m. on' Monday 
next, July 23rd.
All tenders arc to be signed and en­
closed in a sealed cover marked "Ten­
der” and .addressed to the Secretary of 
the Kelowna Hospital Society at the 
Okanagan Trust Co.’s office, Kclown.a.
Tenders must be iri by'noon, Tues­
day, Jidy 31st, next.
The Society do nqt bind themselves 
to accept the lowest or any tender.
G. R. BINGER,
48-lc , , ,„.Sccrct,ary.
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U T U A L  I n a n r a n c c  l 0  d i r e c t  to s u n im :® , 
N fo  i n t c r e s t a  c a m o  t>etv9<een t h e  am tpaay  
a n d  tb«> p o l i c y h o l d e r .  T h e r e  o r o  n o  o h a ro *
hoSU teni a n d  n o 's l W e h o l d e n i ’ d i v i d e n d s .  
(T h e  p o l i c y h o ld e t B  o w n ;  a n d  c o n t r o l  d x o  
c o n q p O n y . T h e r e  a r e  ' n o  ^^m idd lem en .**  
! ^ | n r o i ^  p a i d  t o  t h e  p o l i c y  h o l d e r s .
T h e  D i r e c t o r s  a r e  r e s p o n s i b l e  t o  t b o  
p o l i c y h o l d e r s  o n l y ,  a n d  ,t|bdo n a l r u s l l y  
l e s n l t s ' i n  e x c e p t i o n a l l y  c a r ic f o l  a d m i n i s -
T h e  M u t u a l  L ifc ^  o£, C a n a d a  i s  t h o  
p r o d u c t  o f  o v e r  h b l f  a  c e n t n r y o f  g r o w t h ,  
i t  i s  f o u n d e d  o h  t h e  p r i n c i p l e  o f  direct 
i n s u r a n c e — m u t u a l  c o n f id e n c e ,  m u t u a l  
h e l p .  I t  p r o v i d e s  i n s u r a n c e  a t  n e t  c o s t .
W h y  d o n ' t  y o u  t a l h  t o  o u r  a g e n t  a b o u t  
d i r e c t^  n e t  c o s t  l i f e  i n s u r a n c e ?  O r  w r i t e  
o u r  h e a ^  o f f i c e  a n d  l e t  u s  s e n d  
H t e r a t n r e  t o  e x p l a i n  i n  d e t a i l  t h e  p r i n ­
c i p l e s  o f  t h e  c o m p a n y .
»*MUTUAL1JFE
-  -  H F  C A M  A H A  8 W a t e r l o o , O i i t e r i o < t  -
**Tbe Net Cost Life Insurance Company*
____I Mod m« detafled Inrannctloa as to Uio Wotnsl UTs Sbntaa '
losanuitw  a t  Cost, psxttcnlsrlr c«noeraia« th« p lan  o f  psDcr 1 b a  
■podfled below.
Mrs. D. Scxsniitli left on Saturday 
for Vancouver. « « «
M rs,. \V. McDonald aud Mra. W. 
D. Quigley and son left on Saturday 
for lirandon, Man. ,
, * • •  '
Mr. and Mrs. D, B. McClcmcnt mov­
ed to Kelowna on Monday, Mr. Mc­
Clcmcnt having obtained a position
in the office of the K. G. E.* • ♦ ‘ .
Miss McRobbic and Miss Nellie Mc- 
Robbic, of Vancouver arc visiting Mr. 
and Mrs. Geo. Schofield.« •  »
Miss A, Hunt, of Calgary, and Mr. 
and Mrs. J. Brown, of Nakuspj^
arc visiting Mr. and Mrs, W. T. Bar­
ber.
* « n
Miss Eileen ClaXton arrived last 
week froili Calgalry to join her father 
and her brother, who arc at present 
residing on tlic old Stafford place.
Mifls Dorothy Churchill who has 
been visiting at the home of Mr, and 
.Mrs, ;,E. Dennis, for the past fortnight, 
’returned to her home at Oyama last 
Saturday.
Miss Evalcen Harrison returned 
home last week, from Vernon and will 
reside at home for the summer months.
,Mrs, John Potter and Miss Clacy, 
who have been visiting Mr. and Mis. 
A. H. Marchant, left on Tuesday for 
the Coast. ♦ ♦ ♦
,, Mrs. J. Wanless and Miss Ruth 
Wanlcss, of Fort William, arrived on 
Tuesday to visit Mr. and Mrs. L. M: 
Wanless. * « «
F ruit Lad<;ilet*sl
We
Invite
Comparison
Manufactured
IN THE OKANAGAN
. for
OKANAGAN GROWERS
by
AN OKANAGAN FIRM 
ARE YOU USING THEM ?
Light
Strong
Rigid
S. M. SIMPSON
SASH AND DOORS and MILL WORK 
Phone 312. Abbott St., opp. City Park. P.O. Box 452.
Rutland put a senior-junior team in 
the field on Friday evening last against 
the Kelowna Elks. Considering^ the 
team fielded by Rutland, the issue 
ought not to have beeti long in doubt, 
ibut as a matter of fact it hung in the 
balance until the last inningl It was 
aa exciting contest, and, although not 
expecting at first to have a look-in, it 
was very hard to see our boys lose 
,out after getting a lead of three runs 
over ' theiS opponents. Quigley,. for 
the country team, pitched a good game 
and deserved to win and, although a 
little wild at times, would haye un­
doubtedly won out with even fair sup­
port. Four of Rutland’s team were 
juniors and, although showing much 
promise, were with one exception un­
able to overcome their nervousness. In 
addition, only one regular infielder 
was in his position. So much for pur 
alibi! Luck undoubtedly favoured Rut­
land up until the sixth inning when 
the fickle goddess _ smiled upon the 
Elks and left the Rutlanders in the 
lurch. The long hits of the game were 
made by E. Fleming and E. Buse, 
both of whom obtained three-baggers. 
Fleming’s was converted into a homer 
by an overthrow, while the latter, en 
deavouring-to stretch his to four bases, 
was caught out at home.
The batteries were: Elks—Kincaid,
, DeHart and White. Rutland—Quig­
ley and A. Dalgleish.
association were increasing faster than 
its receipts; that some revenue had 
been derived from the advertising col­
umns of the Irrigation Review, and 
that more is expected to be derived 
from this source m the future; and that 
the association is looking forward to 
an augmentation of its subscription 
list this year. ,
During the afternoon session the 
questions raised in Major MacDonald’s
fiapcr were discussed, some of the de-c.egates favouring a system under which 
growers would be given a greater lee­
way in regard to the payment of taxes, 
while others did not agree with this 
point of view, one stating that there is 
too much farming with coats on going 
on in' irrigation districts and that gro­
wers did not take advantage of oppor­
tunities to pay off their taxes. No 
resolution was passed on this subject.
Mr. O. W. Moore, Assistant Super­
intendent of Operation and Maintcn 
ance on the Eastern Alberta Irriga 
tion System of tho C. P. R. Jaiids, ^ol
lowed with an addyess on “Somc^C^ 
crations and Irrigation Problems. H(C, '«l
stressed on the fact that “service
should be the watchword in all irriga­
tion projects, stating that it is essen­
tial that the members of an organiza-
C 0 ii
B A C K E D  B Y
"̂ Service and QualityCOAL
YOUR ORDERS W ILL BE APPRECIATED AND  
GIVEN CAREFUL AND PROMPT ATTENTION
W m. HAVG (SI SON
Dealers in Masons’ Supplies and Coal
P h o n e  6 6  P - Q .  B o x  1 6 6
JhSeerWAoutaBesr'
The Home Beverage
ever w elcom e  
fr ien d  in the hom e.
— S A T I S F I E S  T H I R S T  
^ E N C O U R A G E S  A P P E T I T E  
— A I D S  D I G E S T I O N  
— P R O M O T E S  G O O D  C H E E R
B o t t l e d  a t  t h e  b r e w e r y  a n d  
s e a l e d  i n  l i g h t - t i g h t ,  s t e r i l i z e d  
b o t t l e s ,  i t  i s  a l w a y s  ,  i n  f i n e  
c o n d i t i o n  w h e n  you  o p e n  i t .
Demand ^Cascai/e Beer^ 
—all governm ent 
Vendors supply it.
O rder a  case today .
V A N C O U V E R  B R E W E R I E S
LIMITED
This advertisement is not published or display^ by the 
Liquor Control Board or by the Government o£ British 
Columbia.
THE COURM MAKES RUBBER STAMPS
About sixty ratepayers and ratepay­
ers’ wives attended the annual school 
meeting on Saturday evening last. Mr. 
A. W. Dalgleish occupied the chair, 
.while Mr. E. Mugford acted as sec 
retary.
The two most important matters 
were the passing of the estimates for 
the ensuing year and the election of a 
Trustee to succeed Rev. C. A. Camp­
bell, whose term had. expired. The 
former was considered first, and the 
various items were discussed pro and 
icon. There was a considerable section 
anxious for the cutting down of ex­
penses but they were of different 
minds upon which branch or depart­
ment the cut should be made. Reso­
lutions were introduced aiming to re­
duce of entirely wipe out almost eyery 
item except the teachers' salaries, blit 
all were defeated. The only resolutions 
passed were to increase the assessment, 
one by a $200 grant toward the main­
tenance of a District Nurse, another 
by granting a bonus of $50 to the jani­
tor, in recognition of his services. Fin­
ally, estimates totalling $7,120 were 
passed, ai reduction of about $1,000 
from last year’s figures.
The election for Trustee proved a 
very mild affair. Mr. W. G. Gray was 
nominated and Mr. J. W. Anderson 
also, but the latter refused to accept 
the nomination, Mr. Gray in conse­
quence being elected by acclamation. 
Mr. E. S. Bush was re-elected Auditor 
for the ensuing ye^.
Mr. C. H. Bond raised the question 
;Of the player-piano which w »  until 
recently in the School and is now in 
the Community Hall. The chairman 
ruled the matter to be entirely out of 
order and would allow hp discussion 
on the subject, thereby spoiling the 
chances for a really good scrap.
The meeting adjourned about 10.30 
p.m.
Some comment has come to our 
ears upon the fact that no vote of 
thanks was extended to the retiring 
Trustee. The fact should cause no 
surprise; Rutlanders are too apt to 
forget such courtesies, we have no­
ticed in the past. Those who serve in 
honorary capacities in our district 
must not expect even thanks!
tion responsible for the operation of 
an irrigation system have that word 
ever before them, and pointing out that 
it is always through the • operating or­
ganization that the ; building of any 
system will be justified or condemned, 
because through it water is made eith­
er available for'the land, or not. He 
showed how important it is to haye 
efficient ditch riders, also touched on 
the fact that irrigation varies in differ­
ent portions of the West, in some of 
which the work of providing water for 
crops has to be crowded into a  few 
sumiqcr" months. H e  explained the
special difficulties to be encountered in 
the prairies, siich as the presence of 
immense quantities of weeds, mostly 
dried Russian thistles, which greatly 
increase the cost of operation. ^
Professor Boving, of the University 
of British Columbia then read a very 
interesting paper on seed production, 
stating that there were differences of 
opinion as to whether the production of 
seed had or had not been successfully 
carried on in this country hitherto. 
Dealing with the large percentage of 
failures among seed growers he brought 
out the point that seedrgrowing is ap 
art in itself, and requires more time 
and personal attention than the aver 
age farmer can give to it. It .also re 
quires reliable seed stock, skilled lab 
our, the backing of the public authori 
ties and the good will of seedsmen 
While hitherto the growing of see( 
had not been an unqualified success, m 
this part of Canada at least, he declar­
ed that it would be- foolish to suggest 
that we should drop out ’ of the race on 
that account. While there was httle 
prospect of Canadian seed being able 
to undersell the foreign product, there 
waŝ  the alternative of improving our 
production. - , ,
A brief discussion then took pl^C; 
during which Mr. Lionel Taylor,  ̂Ke­
lowna, pointed' out that 'the Dominion 
Seed Commissioner had informed him 
that our worst difficulties in seed pro­
duction are now overp'and that we can 
anticipate better results in the future.
The first day’s proceedings were 
closed by the reading of a paper by 
D r. F. B. Linfield, Director of the U 
S. Agricultural Station at Bozeman 
Montana, who presented a picture 
what has already been accomplished by 
irrigation in the United States and who 
also dealt with land settlement projects 
in Wisconsin and California. From 
the experience of ■ the pioneers in the 
movement in the States, he stated, he 
was inclined to the belief that old-fash­
ioned methods and hap-hazard systemS; 
without definite land settlement plans, 
had never been and could never be, a 
success, and further that all land settle­
ment projects should be made a matter 
of thorough enquiry before being em­
barked on. Settlers should be frankly 
informed as to the liabilities they would 
have to incur. There should be State 
aid and supervision during the first 
few years and the settler should have 
opportunity, under a. system of defer­
red payments, to deal with his main 
indebtedness. Under the old systems
Bings arc*comlng iii slowly and sliould 
be moving freely next week. A few 
Lamberts have been picked but in 
most instances arc not matured.
Peaches arc sizing rapidly and El- 
bertas in many instances arc almost
as large as a hen’s egg.
pieA very good sam l  of apricots is 
coming in from Osoyoos.
Sununerlond
Bing and Windsor cherries arc mov­
ing this week in considerable volume, 
but many growers arc over-anxious 
in picking these varieties, as many 
^nmaturc cherries arc ,to be seen m
the ptteking houses. 
Th;_.ic early vegetables arc forging 
ahead now, and all plants arc in good 
healthy condition.
Grand Forks
The frequent showers of late have 
been of great benefit to the orchards 
and cover crops. All tree fruits arc 
sizing up rapidly arid the stand of 
Hairy Vetch, with 'which a jarge num­
ber of the .orchards are now sown, 
is most luxuriant. It is a pleasure to 
be able to report that morc_ thinning 
of fruit is being done in this district 
than ever before, although not nearly 
cnougk attention is being paid to this 
important operation.
Small fruits arc looking well but 
market conditions are not at all sat­
isfactory. This in the case of straw­
berries is due to the fact that there 
inis been an increased acreage planted, 
with the result that the local demand 
has b(?en over-supplied, and there is 
not yet a sufficient quantity grown to 
provide shipments large enough to 
warrant L.C-L. rates., This is also the 
case with Other small fruits. At the 
present rate of planting, however, it 
will not be long before this district 
will be shipping out strawbeiries.
raspberries and other small fruits in 
carload lots. All field crops are in ex­
cellent condition, although the. fre­
quent shotvers have made it difficult to 
harvest alfalfa hay in good condition. 
There is considerable increase this 
year in the acreage of grain, and the 
yield of rye, oats and wheat promises 
to be abundant.
Compared with last season the 
acreage of potaoes planted is not much 
more than half, but the crop promises 
to be excellent.
Creston
Raspberries are commencing  ̂to 
come in daily this week in increasing 
quantities, the first crate handled by 
the Union w 3 on Monday, July the 
2nd. Strawbei 'ies are on the decrease 
and next week will see the finish of the 
carload shipments from Duck Creek.
Many growers are busy thinning 
tree fruits of late in ^he orchards, the 
drop in winter varieties is not over 
.'yet. Hay crops are heavy but the rain 
has interfered, with operations. The 
Hairy Vetch cover crop is now in 
full bloom and is much later this cool, 
wet season in maturing pods than last 
year. Cane and tree fruits^ will bene­
fit largely from the continued rain, 
but tomatoes, peppers and cucumbers 
will be delayed by the cool weather 
in maturing.
1923 Crop Estimate,  ̂Kootenay And 
. Boundary Districts
West Kootenay, West of Kootenay 
Landing: Apples, HO,000 boxes; crab 
apples, 3,000 boxes; pears, 3,000 box­
es; plums and prunes, 10,000 crates; 
peaches, 3,500 crates; cherries, 14,000 
crates; strawberries, 25,500 crates; 
raspberries, 7,000 crates; gooseberries, 
2,225 crates;' currants, 6,500 crates; 
blackberries and loganberries, 775 
crates.
West Kootenay, Creston area: An- 
ples, 150,000 boxes; crab apples, 2,500 
boxes; pears, 4,2O0 boxes; plums and 
prunes, 5,000 crates; peaches, nil; cher­
ries, 2,500 crates; strawberries, 17,000 
crates; raspberries, 7,000 crates; goose­
berries, 850 : cra^s;;. currants, 1,500 
crates; blackberries and loganberries, 
550 crates.
Grand Forks: Apples, including
crabs, 93,750 boxes; pears, 2,250 box­
es; plums and prunes, 18,000 crates; 
peaches, nil; cherries, 3,000 crates; 
strawberries, 2,500 crates; raspberries, 
1,000 crates; gooseberries, 700 crates; 
currants, 500 crates; blackberries and 
loganberries, nil.
LEGISLATION CONCERNING
AGRICULTURE
(Continued on Page 8)
REPORT ON CROP AND
W EATHER CONDITIONS
(Continued from Page 1)
By Horticultural Branch, Provincial 
Department of Agriculture
IRRIGATION CONVENTION
AT PENTICTON
(Continued from Page 1)
allowed to escape.
After a discussion on matters of min­
or importance, Mr. James Colley, sec­
retary of the association, read the an­
nual report, which covered the follow­
ing points: that the association keeps 
an account of its activities, which are 
published every month in the Irriga­
tion Review; that the resolutions pas­
sed at last year’s convention were for­
warded to the proper people to be dealt 
with; that construction and recon­
struction work has been steadily carried 
on in B. C. and that steps arc now be­
ing taken in Saskatchewan to form the 
first irrigation district; that three new 
irrigation systems, covering areas of 
4,500, 25,000 and 105,000 acres res­
pectively, have been completed in Al­
berta; that the expenditures of the
Vernon, B. C., July 14, 1923, 
Vernon
The weather during the past week 
has been exceedingly hot and in con 
sequence the soils are now losing moj. 
sture very rapidly. Growers would be 
well advised to watch the needs of 
their orchards and apply their irriga­
tion water before there is any serious 
depletion of the moisture content of 
the soil, it being far easier to main 
tain the present excellent moisture con 
ditiqns by timely irrigation than it is 
to supply the needs of the soil when 
it has become sadly depleted of mois 
ture before irrigation is applied.
All varieties of fruit are sizing in 
good shape, and generally throughout 
the district good commercial thinning 
is in progress. With proper cultural 
and moisture conditions for the jaal- 
ance of the season, this ;district should 
harvest • some of the best fruit in its 
experience. There is promise at the 
present time of an increase for the 
district in the total tonnage over last 
year’s production, unless the same is 
cut considerably during the next two 
months by the severe spreading of 
Apple Scab which, we are sorry to say, 
is prevalent in the Vernon district this 
year. 'The spread of this disease will 
,be governed to a great extent by_ wea­
ther conditions from now on, but it has 
been noted there is already, a consider­
able amount of injury in the McIn­
tosh variety in quite a number of or­
chards.
All ground crops are in excellent 
shape. The cutting of fall wheat is in 
progress and it is noted there are very 
heavy crops, although the quantity 
be affected by the attacks ofmay
rust and smut, considerable of which 
has been noticed.
Penticton and Keremeos 
The sweet cherry crop is moving 
rapidly. Royal Annes will probably be 
finished about the end of the week.
Embargo, which came into effect April 
1st of this year.
There is not a live stock man in 
Canada but recognizes clearly the tre- 
mendqus advantage it would have been 
to have, had this market last fall, and 
what a calamity it would have beer 
were it not available this year.
Mention might also be made of the 
granting of a certain bounty on twine 
and cordage made from hemp, for the 
purpose of establishing a hemj) indus­
try in Western Canada—a movement 
well worthy of a moment’s consider 
ation.
Canada last year became famous _bv 
having arrived at the stage of being 
the largest exporter of wheat in the 
world. In the face of this it 4oes seem 
a mistake to longer continue to depend 
upon foreign countries for the twine 
with which to tie nine-tenths of this 
crop. Hemp is a product that can be 
grown successfully, almost luxuriantly, 
in many parts of the West and East, 
with or without irrigation. It grows 
Teely in this country, and should sup­
ply unlimited quantities of raw mater­
ial for the successful establishment of 
a hemp industr” the future production 
of which for both home consumption 
arid export no man can estimate. As 
important as this should be to every 
Western man, strange to say, only 
three Western members supported it.
Following the reduction of freight 
rates by the restoration of the Crow’s 
Ĵest Pass Agreement, important legis- 
ation has been passed designed to con­
trol and regulate lake rates, which 
soared to such alarming proportions 
ast fall.
The personnel and work of the new- 
y-appbinted Royal Grain Enquiry 
Commission, presided over by Mr. Jus­
tice Turgeon, is another indication of 
the desire of the present Government to 
serve agriculture faithfully and well.
The increase in the Estimates of 
aver half a million dollars for the er­
adication, of bovine tuberculosis, twen­
ty-five thousand for further experi- 
mcnt3 in the exportation of chilled 
beef and ten thousand for experiment­
ation with the dehydrating of fPuit, all 
speak for themselves and indicate a
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Okanagan Loan arid Investm ent 
Trust Company
$12,000
$ 1 0 ,5 0 0
F O R  S A L E
Eighteen and onc-half acre Orchard, 16 of which arc 
planted with choice varieties of trees. 14J4 acres arc 
ten year old trees, I acre seven years old, balance 
three years. Elcvci^thousand would be accepted 
for cash. , , ,
buys a forty acre ranch situate on the benches, with 
a modern six roomed bungalow, garage and chieken 
house. Seventeen acres arc planted to orchard, three
years old, the varieties being: Duchess, Wealthy,^  ----------- -------
$2,000
$ 1 ,6 5 0
For Pt^culars
..Icintosh Red and Delicious. The balance of twen­
ty-three acres is first class truck land. This is one 
of the most attractive propositions in the Valley 
and should rapidly increase in value, 
will purchase, a two storey residence with bathroom 
and half acre of land divided into two lots, in a 
most desirable location. This property was sqld a 
short time ago for over $3,000.
Well planned bungalow in North end of town, near
packing house, on easy terms,
of CITY-̂----- LOTS^TRACKAOE L ^
PROPERTIED STORES, BEARING ORCHARDS, TRUCK 
< AND FARM LANDS, consult oufw
REAL ESTATE DEPARTM ENT
PHONE 332. KELOWNA, B.C.
" bCp HONE 86
m ca D I
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, JULY 20 and 21
B9 19 ■  m m
MANAGER'S RESIDENCE. 472 
Bl ra a  ra l i  B O 0  O SB D I
4 h
“The Man Next Door”
A heari-f iShing comedy drama of .a “tomboy’’ girl reared by 
hard-handed cowpu'nchers in the Far West, daughter oLa cat­
tle king; petted and pampered, but never spoiled ! Bonnie 
Bell finds riches no key to Society in the city, Society whose 
heart is colder than her hativ'e blizzarcl swept hills. She solves 
her problem and wins her heart’s desire by ̂ sacrificing wealth 
for a little home in her'^ own native prairie land. Also the 
Comedy: “FAIR ENOUGH.”
Saturday Matinee, 3.30, 10c and 25c. Evening, 7.30 and 9,
20c and 35c
MONDAY AND TUESDAY, JULY 23 and 24 
An Allen Holubar Production
“Slander The W oman”
A really gripping story of the Canadian woods, with a notable 
cast headed by DOROTHY PHILLIPS and LEWIS DAY- 
TON. Adapted from “The White Frontier,” the story by 
Jeffery Deprend. s :
Sharp tongues had sent her, a social exile, across “The White 
Frontier,” but a woman’s courage brought her back. A play 
with a court scene that will make you wish you were just 
such a woman of courage yourself.
0 .
Also News Weekly and “DOG SENSE.” 
Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c
.0.
D _0
OZO
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, JULY 25 and 26
ANNOUNCING T H E  FIR ^T  OF BRITISH
IGTIObPRODUC NS
“Diana of the Crossroads” A
-m
SPECIAL ENGLISH PRODUCTION.
THIS ONE
WATCH FOR
Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c
M e  A Kodak With You!
/
/
Then Bring Us Your Films to be Developed and Printed.
P . B . W IL L IT S  S , C O .
, DRUGGISTS AND STATIONERS 
“ YOU W ILL GET IT  AT W IL L IT S ”
I
a!
further desire to grapple with first 
things first in the solution of Canada s 
many agricultural problems.
Live stock men generally wilLgreat­
ly appreciate the valuable importation 
of the various purebred breeding ani­
mals imported and selected personally 
by Mr. Archibald. Director of Experi­
mental Farms. These animals arc 
intended for distribution among the 
various Experimental Farms, from 
which farmers may replenish their 
breeding stock to advantage as desired.
A question of more than usual sig­
nificance to Western agriculture was 
the threC-year Canadian National Rail­
way Construction programme, passed 
by the House of Commons and ap­
proved of by the country generally,, 
more particularly by the West.  ̂ Imag­
ine with what consternation it waa 
learned that the irresponsible Senate 
stepped in and thwarted the will of the 
people by giving this railwav program­
me the six months’ hpist. As if to add 
insult to injury, some Western Sen­
ators have the audacity to say (as per 
Senate Debates) that the Government 
so enacted this legislation that it would . 
court the disaster that befell it. How 
false this statement is, nobody knows- 
better than the ones who make it.
iS T O
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ricfl, B.C., 2 cars; Apples (Wash,), 
Fruit, (Caf.), 1 car; Mixed
Vegetables (B.C.)» ,1 car; Mixed Ber 
rics and Cherries (BX.), 2 cars.
There have been considerable L.C.L, 
shi^micnts of Cherries and otlnfr sinal 
fruits.'
Swift Cutfent 
July 11 tli, 1923,
-  „  . . I The growing weather for the past
•Current Prices ond Market Conditions weeks has been excellent in this 
(From the Weekly Bulletin issued by district, warm, with plenty of rain, 
Jf, A. Grant, Fruit Markets Commis-j (̂ |.Qpg never looked better at this time 
^eioncr, Calgary.) " of the year.
— I ,j} fruits moving freely with quite
Calgary. Tuly 14, 1923. a demand for raspberries and cherries 
The Week in Calgary and a little demand for strawberrie
Calgary this week is in the midst 6f for table use only.
Its big Stampede, and in the minds of Car arrivals from July 4th to July 
the thousands of out-of-town visitors 11 till One car bananas and one car 
the best ever witnessed in the West, oranges and lemons,
'The weather has been perfect, any| Several L.G.L, shipments strawber
iainfaUs occurring 
)crformanccs, Th'^crtor a xnc Stampede Is being 
ncld in conjunction with the annual
before or after thc| rics, raspberries, 
rics, black
Fair, and the exhibits and entries in| 
ithc latter arc jntuch in excess of pre-
to da
cherries, gooseber 
currants and red currants. 
Winnipeg
Winnipeg, July 11th, 
The fruit; and ycgctable market is 
(vious years; ' The' attendance te j fairly active wUh. supply equal to the 
3ias broken all previous records, offic- demand. The first car of raspberries 
|al figures showing a> total of 100,000 'from British Columbia arrived here 
•paid admissions during the first four on Monday. Some of the berries were 
.•days. I quite soft.
■ It is a regrettable fact that nearly Car receipts since July 4 thr From 
iflll the berries, 4joth Rasps’and StrawsJ British Columbia: 3 cherries, 7 straw-
.!gre arriving here showing mould and 
vconscqucntly are being jobbed to mar- 
t whatever they will, bring.
berries, 4 .raspberries, 4 potatoes. 
Manitoba: 1 potatoes. Imported: 8
Itct men a they iU bring. I tomatoes, 4 deciduous fruit, 7 veget-
■Thc returns to the grower, vve are a- ables, 1 potatoes, 1 onions M canta-
fraid, will be very small. loupes and 3 apples.
'? Fruit is moving, very slowly in the Wholesale Prices:
•jpctail stores and merchants arc very British Columbia-^ '
•Oautious abbut the quantity they buy. Strawberries, crate ........... .
Gooseberries arc not moving this Raspberries, per crate, $4 to
^ear. , Red Currants, per c ra te .......
. Calgary Wholesale Prices: Cherries, Bing, per crate ....
.Strawberries, Nq, 1 3,00 Cherries, Windsor^ per crate
.Strawberries, No. 2 ........      2.S0 Cherries, Royal Anne, crate
Raspberries, NO, 1 ........,.,-4.00 Potatoes, ; new, cWt. 1...........
Rasps, No. 2. ............................ . 3.00 Ontario—
■Gooseberries, 4 bskt. 2.50 Cherries, spur, 6-qt. bskt .....;
‘Gooseberries, 24 bskt. . i . . . . . . 3.00 Blueberries* 11-qt. bskt. ......
I'fGherrics, Royal Annes, $2 to ........ 2.50 Imported —
2.00 Plums, Wickson, Tragedy,' Burbank,
4.00 Diamond, 4-bskt. erate $2.25 to 3.00
________  , 2.50 Peaches* St. John, box, $2.25 to 2.50
Roaehes, peach crate ..... .•.....   2,75 Pears,: Bartlett, box    ......*. 6.00
J^ipplcs, apple boxes .............   4.00 Apples, Astrachan, Gravenstein,
Plums, ,Bjk., Diamond 3i50 per box ...................................... 4.00
Sugar' ..i............i...,..;.....;..........,.. 3.25 Tomatoes, Mississippi, flats.
3.00
4;50
3.00 
3.75 
3.25
3.00
5.00
.85
2.50
If Black Tartarians 
Bings .....................
^.Apricots, 4-Bskt;, Cal.
'Tomatoes, B.C., H.H.
V ' • 'IrfOeal, per lb.
Rhubarb, Local, per lb. ...........
Gantalbupes, Standards ..............
Potatoes, B.C;, (new) per ;lb. .. 
Carrots,' B.C, . (new) per, lb 
• Cabbage, Walla Walla, small, lb. 
Cabbage, B. C., large, per lb. 
T ’urnips, Beets, Carrots, dozen 
bunches
4,50 $2.75 to ..... :..... ............ .......... 3.25
;20 Cantaloupes, flats
.02}  ̂ Cabbage, per cwt. ............. .
7.00 Retail Prices:
.03;^ Strawberries, pint box, 15c to 
.04 'Raspberries, pint box ...............
.07 Plunis, per basket
.061 Tomatoes, per lb. ................
Apples, 3 lbs. for ............. .
,401 Peaches, ■ per doz...................
2.50
5.00
Lettuce, Radishes, Onions ..........  .20 .Pears, per doz......... ..... ............ .75
,‘Celery, per lb. ......................... .... , .10 Cherries, per. lb., 25c to 35
Head Lettue^ per crate —...
Cauliflower, 2 doz. ................
Cucumbers, doz., $1.00 to .......
Green Beans, per lb.
1.50 
2.75
1.50
IS, ID............................ 20
Green Peas, lb., 5c to ..............  .06
Cabbage, per lb. ...........................04Ĵ ^
Turnips, per sack .:........ ........... ,2.25
Beets, per sack ......................   2.00
Carrots, new* per sack ........... . 3.50
Onions, Cal., per sack ............. . 4.50
Onions, green, doz. bunches ..... .20
Young Beets,, doz. bunches ....... .20
Young Carrot’s, doz. bunches ...... .20
New PotatdcB, sack.....................  1.50
Old Potatoes, Yakima, Gems;
per ton; ...................    25.00
Old Pojfatoes, Local, per ton ..— 15.00
Peppers, Green, per lb ...................  .45
NOTE—The last sentence of last
week's report should have read: “The 
egg market has dropped off under
heavy production. Butter has dccliu' 
cd an equal amount.”
Eggs’to producer, eases returned— 
B.C. Fresh Standards, 23c; B.C. Fresh 
Pullets* 20e. .
Wholesale—B.C. Fresh Standards, 
25c to 27c; B.C. Fresh Pullets, 24c.
Veal—Country dressed, top to ship­
per Vancouver: 12c to 13c. Wholesale 
14c to 15c  ̂ ^
Hogs—Prime light, country dress­
ed, to shipper Vancouver, 12c. Whole­
sale, 12ĵ ĉ. ' - .
Poultry, live to producer—Light 
h(‘ns, 12c; Heavy hens, 18c; Light 
Springs, 20c; Heavy Springs,^ 30c; 
Stags, 10c; Old Ducks, 15c; Young
Ducks, 20c. , , T . . XPoultry dressed, wholesale—• Light 
hens, 20c; Heavy hens, 25c; Light 
Springs, 32c to 35c; Stags, 17c.
Butter, wholesale—Alberta Specials 
(prints) 37c; Seconds, 34c.
F.O.B. Shipping Ponit Prices 
Peaches, Cal., Elberta, per bax ..$ .70 
Pears, Cal., Bartlett, per box ....
Apples, Cal., Gravenstein, box ....
Apples, Wash., wrapped. Yellow
Trains.,, per b o x ........
Apricots, Wash., 4-bskt. ...........
Apricots, Wash., suit case..........
Prunes, Tragedy, 4-bskt. ...— -
Prunes, Tragedy, suit case .....
Peaches, Wash., Triumph ..........- .65
Peaches, Dewey ...........-............- -'S
Peaches, Early Elberta ....-----   ..80
Pears, Wash., Clapps ................  1.25
Plums, Peach, Wash. ................  1.25
Onions, Walla Walla, cwt. .......... 2.25
Cherries, _B.C„ Bing, Lbskt...:... 3.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.75
1.35
1.00
1.25
1.00
2.25
3.50
1.50
Calgary Car Arrivals
July 5th to 11th ^
From B .C .-^ strav^berries, 2 cher- Cabbage, per lb.
Blueberries, per lb............ .... ...... .25
B.C. Potatoes, 4 lbs for ........__ .25
.07
-iries, 4 mixed vegetables, 2 mixed cher- Red Currants, pint box ..... ......... .15
-ries and berries, 1 H.H. tomatoes, 1|  ̂ . Vancouver
-cabbage. With the exception of heavy rams
• From California—1 cantaloupe, 1 .on Friday night and Saturday, the 
^deciduous fruit weather has been clear and waim.
From Florida—1 watermelon. The week-end rain had the effect of
L.G.L. Shipments—1200 strawber- checking Monday deliveries of straw- 
-ries, 700 rasps, 764 cherries, 100 tom- berries and raspberries and'as a result 
iBtoes, ( the market was rather bare. There was
'' ' Raspberries. . no reflection in the price, however.
Car No. 5531 heavy to rasps arrived The price on , raspberries declined 
rin Calgary this morning with about 138 rapidly during the week until on Fri- 
;logans and some cherries. Every pack- day it reached- the present level of 
age examined showed mould, includ- $1.50. The quality and pack is gener- 
-ing cherries. Curiously enough, the ally good.
“Jo'gans were in better condition than Early apples of the Yellow Trans- 
-the rasps. Wires from Edmonton and parent and Liveland Raspberry variet- 
-other points east state that rasps are ies have been imported from Washing- 
.;also arriving in bad condition. V ton during tl’'" week. These are the 
>r It is our opinion that berries packed first on the i..arket in an'r quantity, 
.iafter rain, quite ripe and still wet, Winesaps are off.; V "
^should not be shipped to the prairies. Imports of Bing and Lambert cher- 
Unless berries in condition above men- ries continuef, but are expected to drop 
tioned can be thoroughly dried by off heavily during the coming week, as 
fanning, it would be much better to the Washington season is now well ad'i- 
;jirocess and hold, providing a jam or variced and the fruit is losing its firm- 
canning market is not immediately ness. ~
*available. Keremeos, Okanagan and the Lower
• Edmonton Mainland are now sending in cherries
July 12, 1923. in quantity. Roval Anhes* Bings and
‘ There have been quite a few straw- Lamberts are the foreriiost varieties, 
'berries on this market since our last The prices vary greatly, being govern- 
;,repqi:t, but they have generally been in ed by quality.
Very, very, poor shape, and it has been It is noticed that the upper country 
Impossible to realize any sort of a shippers favor the 4-basket crate, while 
reasonable price for them. There have the Washington shippers favor the
;,also been, sey.eral part cars of cher­
ries during the past week—the sale, of 
-.them has been pretty fair except for 
oone or two of the poorer varieties 
-vvhich came in in bad shape. The first 
•California Bartlett pears of the season 
rmade their appearance* this week. Durr 
•ing the week there have been several 
rmore cars of new B.C. vegetables on 
the market and potatoes are now sell- 
ving pretty well. First new B.C. celery 
for the season made its appearance 
here on Monday. The weather has 
been better during the past week and
• crops are looking splendid. Follow- 
::ing are approximate wholesale prices:
Cal., Tomatoes, lugs, .case ..........$ 5.00
•Tomatoes, H.H., case, $4.50 to .... 5.50
• Cucumbers, per doz............. ........ 3.00
:Lcaf Lettuce, per doz..... — .. .75
;Radishes. per doz. ....„......... . .60
<.Grcen Onions, per doz................. .40
Imported Onions, per lb. ............ .08
Cabbage, per lb., Sc to ...................... 06
•■.̂ ârrots ................................................ .04
Beets ................... - .... .............. .........04
New Potatoes, 3ĵ ĉ to .04
.Strawberries—according to quality. ,
Rasps, per case ......   4.00
‘Gooseberries, 4-bskt., per case.... 2.50
Cantaloupes, Standards, case ..... 6.50
Blueberries, per basket ....... .
Cherries, 4-bskt., Bings, case.....
•Cherries, Lamberts, per case ......
Royal Annes, per case ............-
Tartarians, per case .....— ......
'Sour Cherries—^ âccording to quality.
B;C. Celery, per lb. ..........................12
Watermelons, per lb...................  .06
Apricots, per case .......... ........... 2.75
Peaches, per case .......     2.50
■ Plums, per case ............ . 3.50
Apples, per case .......... ............. . . 4.50
Bartlett Pears, per case _ ____  7.50
• Old Potatoes, per lb. .OlĴ a
Regina
July 11th, 1923. , ^
The market has not yet fully recov- 
, ered itself after the rattier dull period 
/ caused by the unsettled weather ex­
perienced throughout the. provinces. 
Raspberries arc on the market in fair 
quantities but are not moving any too 
freely, some arrivals have been in poor 
condition and have been sold at low 
' prices. Loganberries sell very slowly. 
The first straight car of new apples 
arrived from Washington and arc mov-
■ ing rather freely. 'Cherries, mostly 
Bings and Windsors, are arriving in 
good condition and prices are keeping
ifirm. :
Car arrivals, July Sth to Itth : Chcr-
4.50 
4.00
3.75
2.75
2.50
25-lb. lug. It would be interesting to 
know which is the cheaper package.
Black and red currants move slow­
ly, but fortunately the supply is light 
and the price holding fairly steady.
Local vegetables are considerably 
lower than previously quoted, supplies 
being more liberal.
Hothouse tomatoes have declined 
heavily, as will be noted in the price 
list. Under liberal offerings of new 
.stock, old potatoes have slumped and 
no chance of a sale is passed up, price 
being very little considered. New 
potatoes are sold from d«pr to door 
at $1.50 per sack. The thmd carlof of 
the season leaves today for the prairie 
market. This will probably be the 
last, as the Okanagan is almost ready 
to ship. '
The following produce was import­
ed during the week ending July 9th: 
Apples, Wash., boxes .............156H
Lemons, Cal., cases
Oranges, Cal., cases ....    356
Peaches, Cal., boxes ....    292
Plums, Cal., crates .............. .....  355
Peppers, Cal., crates 11
Grapefruit, Florida, cases ............ 40
Cherries, Wash., boxes arid lugs 1328 
Apricots, Wash, and Cal,, boxes 3122
Yakamincs, Wash., crates ........... 41
Yams, China, 100-lb baskets ..... 13
Onions, Cal., sacks...............    325
Cantaloupes, Cal., crates ........... 1177
Watermelons, Cal.,carlots(1678) 1
Celery, crates .....        17
Cabbage, Wash. ...................   68
Turnips, sacks .........     70
Squash, China, icratcs ................  1
■Vancouver Wholesale Produce^
Apples, Yellow Trans, box ..... 2.25
Liveland* Raspberry, bOx .....  2.25
Plums, Cal., 4-bskt. crate, $2.25
t̂ i ..........................................H.... 3.00
Yakamincs, 4-bskt. crate ..........  3.50
Peaches, Cal., per box, $1.65 to.. 2.25
Apricots, Wash., per box ......... 2.25
Cherries, Wash., Bing, per lb. .... .22
Cherries, Lamberts, per lb.......  .22
Cherries, Local Bing ....... .—.. .15
Cherries, Okanagan Bing 16-lb
box ...........    ...
Raspberries, per crate .....
Strawberries, per c ra te ....... .—
Black Currants, per lb .....--------
Red Currants, 15*lb. cra te-------- 1.50
Rhubarb, 40-lb b o x .....................  1.25
Cantaloupes, Flats ------    2.00
Standards .................   ...» 4.50
Gooseberries, per lb .......— ------  .10
Watermelons, per lb .--- ------------  .04
Tomatoes, H.H., crate, $3.50 to 4.00
3.25
1.50
1.50 
.15
Cherries, Windsor, 4-bskt.
Cherries, Blk. Republican ........
Tomatoes* B. C., H.H., 4-bskt 
Cucuriibers, B. C., per box .......
Cabbage, B. C.,_per to n ............. . 45.W
Jects and Turnips, B.C., per ton 25.00
Carrots, B. C., per ton -----—— 30.W
Potatoes, B. C., per ton ............
Celery, B. C.,, per lb., ............ -05/a
Peas, B. C., per lb. ....——- -63
Loganberries Tb Be Left On Viiws
As the result of a conference the 
latter part of last week between can- 
ners and growers of loganberries in the 
Salem district, it has. been decided to 
leave'the greater portion of this year s 
crop on the vines and take their loss 
at the present time. _
This will meari. a loss of approxi­
mately $200,000 to Oregon growers 
this season, but in view of the heavy 
carryover from the 1922 pack, it was 
decided as best to take the loss in a 
lump now and haye a prospective good 
demand for the start of the 1924 sea­
son.
The canneries are to handle only 
such berries as they already have un­
der contract, and of the remainder of 
the crop drily such stock as can be 
rnoved in the open market^ without too 
seriously breaking prices will be picked.
Cannery operators, held that to add 
to the already large holdover stock 
of loganberries would be fatal to their 
industry, and would mean that nexi 
season , they could not handle what 
crop the growers rilij;ht have to offer 
then.
STORY OF TOMBOY TOLD IN 
PICTURE “MAN NEXT DOOR’
Women Find New Vitagraph Special 
of Unusual Interest Because of 
Drama Centering About Girl .
One of the most interesting comedy 
dramas that has been offered here will 
be shown a t the Empress Theatre 
next Friday and Saturday. I t  is a 
picturization of “The Man Next Door,” 
by Emerson Hough, author of “The 
Covered Wagon,” and shows with ex­
ceptional fidelity life on a great ranch 
in Wyoming contrasted with the shal­
low life of society in a great city.
There is in this picture a remark­
able variety of scenes and sets, an in­
timate picture of life on a great ranch, 
with its frolic and fun, incli/ding 
sweeping scenics of the great West, 
while the investures showing the mag­
nificent mansion built bv the million­
aire cattleman for his daughter in the 
city, reveals some of the most lav’sh 
studio sets ever built*
Women will be exceptionally inter­
ested in “The Man Next Door.” It 
tells the story of a girl reared among 
the hard riding cdWpunchers until she 
is sixteen and her transformation into 
a young debutante. Alice Calhoun, 
who plays Bonnie Bell Wright, wears 
some of the most magnificent gowns, 
that have been seen on the screen.
The story tells of this wealthy 
3'oung girl’s effort to find friendship in 
a great city, and the heart interesc in 
this comedy drama lies in the strug­
gle of this girl for happiness. She 
learns that riches are no guarantee of 
love.
David Torrence plays the wealthy 
cattleman, who is the father of Bonnie 
Bell. Frank Sheridan plays Curly, the 
inimitable character so beloved by 
readers of Emerson Hough, and Jim­
my Morrison plays the hired “man 
next door.” The production was dir­
ected by "Victor Schertzingcr, to whom. 
Vitagraph gave unlimited expense.
The channels through which plant 
pests and other harmful have
reached the Coast of B.C. from the 
Orient and South Seas have been ef­
fectually blocked, according to Mr. L. 
S. McLainc, Chief of the Foreign Pests 
Division, federal Department of Agr 
culture, by the construction at Vancou­
ver of the most thoroughly up-to-date 
fumigation plant in the Dominion. 
This has been put up jointly by, the 
provincial and federal governments at 
a cost of $20,000, and has been in full 
operation during the past month.
Summer
This is our Semi Annual Clearance when the first consideration is to
Suits, Hats, Footwear, Baggage, etc. Cost is not considered as this Sale is a GENERAL CLEAN UP event with only one
object to get ready for-—Fall Lines that arc now being invoiced.
Every article in our entire stock, with the exception of contract lines, will bear at least a 20^? reduction. Itpms on this p ^ c  
and many others throughout the store bear no relationship whatever to cost. VVe mean to clean up summer merchandise. 1 ms 
s a le  is for C A S H  only. Out of town customers will receive the same consideration as if purchased in person.
Saturday, July 21st, Until The End of The Month
Women’s Suits, Goats, Dresses, and Skirts
, priced up to
$32.95
9 only Suits,  
$52.50; all 
one price..
6 only Suits $22.95
up to 47.50 for
q u a l i t y  COATS
That Go On The Table
The entire stock is all new 
and excellent style. 13 only,
These include values to $40.
VOILE, MUSLIN AND  
ORGANDIE DRESSES. ♦
Also some Ginghams trim­
med organdie; all real, classy 
and fresh at 1-5 off the re­
gular selling price.
ALL SKIRTS are subject 
to 20 per cent discount. 
Flannels, Serges, Silks and 
Homespuns
j ! 0
SILKS, SATINS, CREPE DE CHINES—All go on Sale
regardless of cost.
There are 18 in this collection; all go_ on $18.75
Sale at one price ; many are worth $40.00;
Women’s Silk Hose
Women’s Silk Hose, with clox, 
black with" white, brown with
fawn, white with black and faw,n 
with self clox; special; all sizes, 
Sy2 to 10; ( £ 1  9 K
for, per pair ..........  ^JL»4SaftJ
Penman’s Pure Silk Hose in black 
only ; sizes and ; regular 
$2.25;  ̂ f i K
Special for ......... . V  A
Kiddies’ Sox, white with assorted 
colored tops; also plain colors;
sizes S y  to S y ; very 25c
special, per pair ................
M EN ’S SUITS M iddies
PRICED TO SELL AND SELL FAST
6  only Suits, sizes: 2 36’s, 1 37, 1 39, 1 40, 
1 3k These were good val- (P *| jS? A A  
ue at $30 and $35; on Sale
Girls’ Middies in plain white, col­
ored collars; also flannel $1. 00
15 only YOUNG MEN’S FIRST LONGS
Sizes 33 to 35. These are wonderful cloths 
and will surely walk out quickly. 
SPECIAL, 25% OFF.
collars, to sell at ........
A lovely range of Georgette and 
Crepe de Chine Blouses, CP yfl 95 
up to $9.50; to clear ....
6 ONLY PALM BEACH SUITS
N
I
Sizes: 4 40s; 1 28; 1 36. These ajre good 
plain conservative styles and 
just right for hot weather. $18.95
EXTRA SPECIAL ! I !
Boys’ Blouses; all sizes, 11 to 14; plain 
tan, plain • white, cream, light stripes 
and dark stripes. All clear- i 
ing at one price ........... $1.35
ALL WORSTEDS, SERGES, TW EEDS, 
ETC., not specially priced will bear a 
straight discount of 20%
EXTRA VALUE IN RUGS
These are a lovely all wool Rug, fringed; colors, 
brown, blue, and green. These were a left over'line 
from a house discontinuing rugs; ' were originally 
sold at $12.50. (P /J  p j A
July Clearance Price .....  ..........
MEN’S STRAW HATS 
Marked For a Clearing
These include Panamas, Boaters, Sennets,
etc. ,
Regular $2.50 lines for ............. ...........—$2.00
ONE REAL BARGAIN in Men’s high cut Boots, 
black and tan; also some Oxfords, priced up to 
$10.50. This entire series will go $4.95
$2.75
$3.25
$3.50
$4.00
$5.00
___ . . . . . . ____. . . . __ $ 2.20
................ *........ $2.60
.......... ...............$2.80
...... ...................$3.25
WOMEN’ S WHITE CANVAS FOOTWEAR
AT UNHEARD OF PRICES
1409
HOUSE DRESSES
High cut, low cut Oxfords 
and Slippers up to $4.50 
values 
fo r .......... . $1.00^
A lovely range of gingham in plaids, stripes and $2.95
chambrays; good styles; reg. to $5.50, for .
Little boys’ and girls’ Wash Dresses and Suits in good 
quality repp and pique.
All for, per garment ...... ........................
M isses’ White Canvas Oxfords, with tan strapping; sizes,
11 to 2; leather sole and welted ; $1.95
at
This same range in'Women’s, also with rubber
dieel and sole, at ......  .......... ......... ......... —
The entire range, other than those specially priced, m 
Misses’, Children’s and Women’s will be cleared at
20% Discount.
Misses’ and Children’s Patent Leather Slippers; heavy 
soles, quilted insoles. Girls’, 8j4 to lOj/̂ i per pair, $2.25
Misses’, 11 to 2, per pair .... $2.75,
10 DOZEN MEN’S NEGLIGEE AND COLLAR AT­
TACHED SHIRTS
Men who wish their wives to buy these Shirts cannot possi­
bly get in wrong. These Shirts are in nice spots and
stripes, 14 to 1 7 $1.50
All at one price .
A TICKLER FOR THE BOYS
Boots that will wear some. These are broken
sizes but regular selling stock. July Sale ....$3.95
These come in sizes 2}4, 3, 
3J^, 4, 6J^, 7.
SEASONABLE WASH GOODS REDUCED  
Women’s Cotton Night Dresses in white and colored. These 
come in nainsooks, madapolams OK
and mulls. Two prices ................■
White Cotton Wash Skirts in palm beach cloths, pique and 
repps. These-are values up A A
to $7.50. Two prices .......... . .tp A * v !u ' &
A counter, of Wash Goods in which will be Ginghams, 
Prints, Crepes, Muslins and Galateas;
at, per yard ........ .......... ............... .........................
White Voiles and Fancy Voiles in all patterns 
and designs; to clear at, per yard .... .*....
Dress Silks, also trimming Silks, in plain colors $1.65
mm
and fancy, at, per yard
ALL OUR CHILDREN’S HATS TO CLEAR 
AT HALF PRICE
Women’s Knitted Combinations, with tight and loose knee, 
cumfy cut and opera top; 00
_  Special^ a suit 
/omen’s Summe
and opera top; 35c each or 3 for*
TABLE OF CORSETS, all good styles and‘< g -| f J A
all sizes; Special ......... .................... . tp  v
W er Vests, with sleeve, cumfy. dut $1.00
Phone 215 K e l o w n a P . O .  B o x  20 8
i-
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THE KELOWNA COUKIBE AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDIST THURSDAY, JULY I9th, m i
Is A Great Appetizer!
We Have the genuine old Calcutta Chutney in four 
different kinds. Bengal Club Chutney, Col. Sldnner’s Chut­
ney, Sweet Sliced Mangoe Chutney, Mangoe Hot Chutney— 
any one of the above are a welcome addition oh a dinner 
pr supper table.
When making your Salad Dressing add a few drops o l 
LEA AND PERRIN'S SAUCE. You will be very much 
pleased with the result.
C. C. C. SARDINES.—A very nice small sardine put 
up with the finest Olive Oil at Stavanger, Norway. Replly 
a superior sort of fish, don’t you know, 25 cents a tin.
When you don’t know what to do about meat for 
supper or cold lunches, ask the boys to tell you all the differ­
ent kinds o f CANNED m e a t  we sell at 35 cents a tin. 
Some one o f them will surely fill the bill. ^
Besides all the other cooling drinks we sell TILLEY’S 
GINGER ALE, GINGER BEER, ORANGE SQUASH, 
and LEMON SQUASH.
’A-k;
T H E  GROCERS 
Phone 214
QUALITY and SER V IC E  
Our Motto
RED MITES
To Egg Production 
------- —  and -—-T— HEN LICE
Rid your birds and hen houses of these pests by using:—
CREOLA, ROYAL PURPLE DISINFECTANT  
or PURITOL
• The snow white paint (dry powder).
Buy your requirements from us and save 25% on uptown
prices,
We have practical poultrymen on our Staff who will gladly 
assist you to solve your poultry troubles.
We are now BUYING SEMI-RIPE TOMATOES
CASH PRICES
at
Free City Delivery Daily Phone 672
OCCIDENTAL FRUIT CO., LTD.
K ELO W NA, B. C.
place and play is now at Kelowna’s end 
of the field, Toolcy draws a 3-minute
* > ^ ^ * * ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * *
1̂  '
♦  IN  THE REALM ♦
♦  OF FIELD SPORTS ♦
♦  ♦
LACROSSE
Kelowna 4, Armstrong 4
For tlie second,time this season the 
Armstrong and Kelowna teams have 
played to a draw on their home 
grounds. The first tie was on June 7th 
at Armstrong, when overtime failed to 
, break a two-all score. Then on July 
12th, at the local Athletic Park, neither 
of these two teams managed to get a 
win.
There was a fairly good turn out of 
spectators, the fact that the Orange­
men of. the Valley were holding their 
celebration here helping to swell the 
receipts.
The ‘game was billed for 4.30 p.m,, 
and the local boys were all on hand at 
the advertised time, but it was 5.15 
before the Armstrong team were ready, 
trouble on the road having delayed 
their arrival.
Oil the face off the visitors got the 
ball but it was soon returned to their 
territory. Kennedy getting the ball in 
front of goal, whipped it in past the 
Armstrong goalie about one minute af­
ter the opening of the game. This was 
shortly followed by a similar , shot on 
Kincaid by Urquhart but it was nicely
stopped. Play of a give and take sort 
followed, neither home being able to 
gef through the defence. In an at­
tack on Armstrong goal Kennedy is 
hit with the ball, temporarily delaying 
the game. There is more end to end 
passing and a vigorous attack on the 
local nets by Armstrong is repulsed. 
McCulloch, who is always a dangerous 
man near goal, gets the ball on a nice 
pass and sends it past Kincaid like a 
flash, equalizing the score. The end of 
the first period comes with the play 
around Kelowna goal and the score 
one goal each.
At, the opening of the second period 
MePhee goes on instead of Kennedy 
and Gordon in Wilson’s place. The vi­
sitors get away on the face-off and 
have a shot at our goal which Kincaid 
clears. The ball is returned and Ur­
quhart getting it whips it into our 
net in about one minute after the open-
penalty. Shortly afterwards Bernard 
Raymcr conics off for a 3-minutc rest. 
A short spell of passing up and down 
the field without either liomc being 
able to overcome the defence ends in .a 
concerted attack on Kincaid. Caldwell 
and Jim Phillips arc sent off for a in>«- 
or penalty and tlie whistle stops hos­
tilities with the visitors trying to over­
come our defence, the score being: 
Arin.stroiig, 2; Kelowna, 1.
Resuming after the usual 10-mmutc 
half-time rest, Kelowna gets the face- 
off and the ball passes quickly towards
the Armstrong net, Murray clearing.
end.Tlic play was then carried to our  
the defence stopping the attack and 
forcing the play buck to the visitors 
territory. Through a nice manoeuvre by 
our home Lloyd Day bulges the net, 
having received the ball on a pretty
pass from Angus McMillan. It is but 
a short time that tlie score, thus equal­
ized, remains at two all, for the visitors 
conic riglit back with an attack on our 
goal and a short period of strenuous 
play and severe passing to Jim Phillips, 
who is not coveted, and the latter 
scores goal number three for Arms;
trong. For the remainder of this per
ipd it was a repetition of attack and 
TCpulsc by both teams, neither being 
able to make much headway against 
the defence. The whistle blows with 
the Kelowna honic forcing the pace 
around Armstrong goal, the score now 
being: Armstrong, 3; Kelowna,
Just as the teams are lining up for 
the final period, Shillingford returns, 
smiling and seemingly fit, and receives 
quite an ovation ad he goes to his place 
on the field. Getting .the ball at_ the 
face-off, the local, team fight gri^mly 
for a tally and the Northerners fight 
back just as doggedly. After about five 
minutes of hard playing there is _a 
short, swift assault on our goaL in 
which Urquahart succeeds in beating 
Kincaid' for Armstrong’s fourth tally. 
With only a short time left and two 
goals down, quite a few spectators lett 
the grounds evidently concluding that 
it was all over. So it was as far as 
Armstrong players were concerned. 
The possibility of defeat spurred our 
team and they set up a fast pace in 
which all of the defence men took a 
hand, repeatedly going down to help 
the homo and the score was soon chan­
ged to 4—3, DeHart notching the 
third goal for. Kelowna. . With stiU a- 
bout five minutes to go the pace is 
fast and the visitors are plainly showing 
signs of distress in face of the terrific 
attacks of the whole Kelowna 16.1111. 
Spear goes up to the attack, Kennedy 
dropping back. With about half a min­
ute still to go, Lloyd Day, on a pass, 
from McMillan, shoots so hard a«d 
swift that the ball bounds out of the 
net, causing this goal to be disputed 
by Armstrong. It was a perfectly good- 
goal and as the teams again line up 
and face-off, the final whistle blows 
with the game a tie, 4 all. .
I t is almost a sure thing that, had 
the teams lined up immediately, the 
locals would have won. However, one 
or two of the visitors got into a ciar and 
left the field arid it was a full twerity 
rhiiiutes ere the teams lined up lor the 
overtime, this gave the tired visitors a 
rest they badly needed and an advan­
tage they were not entitled to besides 
the delay had a bad effect on the spec­
tators who were in ignorance of what 
was happening. The fault was entirely 
with the action of the visiting team.
On the opening of overtime play 
Armstrong get the face-off arid the 
battle wages around Kincaid but is 
soon transferred to the other end of 
the field with'keen play, and the spec­
tators are treated to an exhibition of 
vigorous and fast lacrosse. Changing 
ends at the end of five rtiinutes Kelow 
na get the face-off and a shot by Angus 
McMillan is cleared by Murray. G. 
McMillan is penalized, thereby weak­
ening the team. Soon afterwards An­
gus McMillan and Hammill are sent 
to th e , timekeepers’ bench. Time is 
soon up, neither team getting a win­
ning tally, and the game ends in a 
draw.
While the locals fought with the 
score against them most of the game, 
the first three spasms were fairly even, 
but in the last quarter and overtime 
the visitors were played off their feet.
The teams were:—
Armstrong
goal 
Pt.
c.pt.
1st def.
2nd def.
3rd def. 
centre 
3rd home 
2nd home 
1st home 
ins, home 
o.s. home 
spares
and play till the end of the sixth, when 
three runs by the Elks tied the score. 
In semi-darkness the Elks succeeded 
in scoring two more runs, thereby ear­
ning their right to play off with Glen- 
more for the finals of the Morrison cup.
Kincaid started in the box for the 
Elks, the Rutland batters hitting him 
freely. At the opening of the fourth 
innings DeHart pitched and he .was 
lucky enough to get througii without 
a rini being scored off him, Quigley 
pitched all the way for Rutland and 
experienced rather tough luck in scc- 
ag the game «lip away from him right 
t.' the finish •'•f 1 lay.
1 here was the usual small attendance 
of fans, noticeable among them being 
llie genial Mr. A. W. Dalgieisli, three 
of whose boys were on the Rutland 
line-up—Bert, Allan and Kenneth. A1 
Ian was catcher and for a sixtccii-ycar- 
old boy played very well indeed. A- 
bout half the team were juniors and 
they certainly threw a scare into the 
aspirants for the league championship.
Tile game was not a very brilliant 
exhibition and was void of any spec­
ially bright features. Fleming for Rut­
land in the third inning got a hit, scor­
ing two men on bases and completing 
the circuit himself before the ball 
reached the plate. Unseemly disputes 
between some of the Elks and Umpire 
Sparks marred the game toward the 
end. ,
The umps. were: Sparks, behind the 
bat; and Thomson on bases.
Score by innings:—
Rutland   ............  1 1 5 0 0 0 0—7
Elks  ................. 3 1 0 0 0 3 2 -9
The line-up was:^—
RUTLAND. Dow, s.s., K. Dalglcish 
c.f., Barber, l.f., Nott,lb., Fleming, 2b. 
A. Dalglcish, c., Garthorne, r.f., B
20 ACRES, 13 under cultivation, bal­
ance in pasture; free irrigation; 
small house, stable and U A H
shed. Price .....................
Yj cash; balance in three equal annual 
payments. A.l land for truck, close to 
school, 2 miles from town.
11 ACRES, more or less, ajpplcs  ̂ pears, 
and prunes; clear title;
school; rural mail dcliv-
close to
cry. On easy terms -----  $3,000
20 ACRES. 15 under cultivaticyn, 10 in 
orchard (planted 1912); varieties: 
Macs., Newtowns, Spitzs, Spys, R. 
Anne Cherries, Bings, Lambert, Weal­
thy, Plums, Peaches; 5 acres in alfalfa. 
Small house, 2 rooms; stable holds 3 
horses; chicken house (P I O  K A A
Price, on terms ..........
15 ACRES, all under cultivation, free
irrigation, small bearing orchard, 
soil, ridn black loam; close in. Two
storey frame house, 8 rooms, bathroom, 
hot and cold water, back and front ver­
andah. Silo, hay barn, stable, cow sta­
ble, chicken house. (PQ K A A
Price, on terms wOytN W
$3,000 cash; balance to orransje.
L  W . W ILKINSON & C O .
EstabUahed 1893.
Corner Bernard Ave. and W ater S t 
Phone 254
Dalglcish, 3b., Quigley, p.
ELKS. Reed, 3b., Buse, s.s., McCly-
moiit, lb., DeHart, 2b., Kincaid, p 
Hill, l.f.. White, c., Lewis, c.f., Spur­
rier, r.f.
“ played under good weather conditions 
"Dut 1
Kelowna
Kincaid 
Spear 
Neill 
B. Raymer 
Caldw'ell 
DeHart 
McMillan 
L. Day 
Shillingford 
E. Wilson 
Kennedy 
W. Raymer 
McLennan 
MePhee, Gordon, 
Caldcr, A. McMillan
Referee: G. Redgrave, Vernon. 
Timekeeper for Kelowna: Eddie
Pettigrew.
League Standing
D. Murray 
F. Murray 
London 
Hallam 
C. Horrex 
T. Phillips 
Tooley 
Lingings 
J. Phillips 
Urquhart 
McCulloch 
Art Horrex 
A. Phillips 
Watson
Armstrong..............  3
Kelowna ................  1
Vernon ...................  14> *
Won Lost Tie
0 2
2 2
3 0
Tliere is only one more league game 
due to be played here, when the Ver­
non team are due here on August 9thl
Elks, 7; Glenmore, 5
On the Glenmore diamond last Tues­
day evening,. in a reversal of form 
from their last two games, the Elks 
handed a defeat to the league leaders 
in the' first of the final play-off bet 
ween the two top teams. The next 
game is billed for Friday evening at 
the Kelowna Athletic Park and shoulc 
prove a good drawing card. If the 
Elks win they will retain possession 
of the Morrison Cup (which they won 
last year) for another twelve months 
Should Glenmore win Friday’s game 
then another game will have to be 
played next Tuesday.
Rain in the city on Tuesday after­
noon and showery looking prospects 
indicated that there might not be 
game at ,Glenmore. However, they die 
^ t  have the showers and the game, was
rathfer poor light, the sun hardly 
breaking through the clouds
It was a good snappy ball game of 
six innings duration. In some in­
nings the pitchers’ curves and breaks 
were too much for the batters while 
in others the batters found the pil 
easy Enough and errors in the field 
helped along the.score column, and this 
applies almost equally to both teams. 
DeHart in the box for the Elks pitched 
a good steady game and rieceived good 
support with occasional errors, one in 
particular at first base when, with bas­
es full in the fourth inning, McClymont 
missed the ball and three runs were 
the result.
LeQuesne, pitching for Glenmore, 
had some very bad and some very good 
innings, his team mates loyally suppor­
ting him. Timely hits by the Elk bat­
ters when hits meant runs were the 
saddest part of the fracas for the Glen­
more crowd. ,
The game was fought put good- 
naturedly and was nicely, handled by 
the popular “father,” Mr. A. E. James, 
and Mr. J. N. Cushing.
Tfie teams lined up as follows: 
ELKS. Reed, 3b.; Kincaid, s.s.; Me 
Clymont, lb.; DeHart, p.; Lewis, 2b.; 
White, c.; Hill, l.f.; Spurrier, r.f.; 
Wyrzykowski, c.f.
GLENMORE. T. Free, c.; D. Al­
exander, S.S;; A. Free, 2b.; R. Watt, 
3b.; D. Whitham, r.f.; J. Vint, c.f.; B. 
Seath, lb.; LeQuesne, p.; S. Kerr, l.f.
Umpires: A. E. James, for bases and 
strikes. J. N. Cushing, on bases
Elks ......... . 0 1 2 4 0
Glenmore ............ 0 0 0 4 1
Final League Standing
Team Won
Glerimore ..............  6
Elks ...................... 5
R. M. R. .......  4
Winfield ..........   4
Rutland ...........  0
Pet,
.857
.625
.500
.500
.000
IRRIGATION CONVENTION 
AT PENTICTON
(Continued from page 6)
ing of the second period. From now on 
tilt almost the end of the game the lo-
'cal team arc fighting uphill battle with 
the score against thicm, and warming 
up, they force their opponents’ de­
fence to the limit, the Armstrong goal 
being the centre of attack, but none of 
the shots on it going home at the out­
set. In the midst of a scramble near 
Armstrong goal Shillingford gct.s a 
nasty cut over the left eye, delaying 
play. He trots off the field, his face 
smeared with blood but sniiling. The 
services of Dr. MacEwen are required. 
Kennedy goes on in Shillingford’s
The Kelowna lacrosse team are due 
to .play at Vernon today and arc being 
transported there in autos furnished 
for the trip by Messrs. Graham Kin 
caid. Rod Watt, Roy Haug and Stan. 
Wade.
Those who have not yet this season 
helped out with their cars would theer 
the hearts of the team by volunteering 
the use of their car for the following 
Thursday to Armstrong. Word should 
be left with either Mr. Geo. Tutt or 
Mr. A. D. Weddell.
BASEBALL
Rutland 7, Elks 9
At the Athletic Park on Friday ev­
ening, the 13th, Rutland, running true 
to form, dropped their game to the 
Elks, and the general expectation of a 
win by the latter was it .ilizcd. BU T-- 
it was a close call. The Elks got away 
with four runs to Rutland’s two for 
the first two innings, then Rutland pil­
ed up a score of five for the third in­
ning an I held the advantage of run.s
at least fifty per cent of the people who 
took up lands in irrigation districts 
were failures.
On the following day, Thursday, 
Hon. W. J. Bowser addressed the de­
legates, stating that after a trip made 
through adjacent districts across the 
line it was apparent to him that natur­
al conditions there are more favourable 
to irrigation projects than here, the 
Columbia river especially lending it­
self to easy methods of irrigating large 
.tracts of land. Nevertheless, there was 
no reason to be discouraged, as here 
had the fertile bench lands, thewe
sun, and also the water. He hoped, he 
stated, as the result of the journey he 
had recently made, to be soon in 
position to decide on an irrigation po­
licy, which his party would support.
An interesting discussion next fol­
lowed the reading of a paper by Mr. 
Walter Packhard, Superintendent of 
the State Land Settlement Project at 
Delhi, California, in which he demon­
strated the tendency of the irrigated 
farm to decrease, while the unirrigated 
farm is gradually getting to be of larger 
isizc. •
Before adjournment three resolutions 
were dealt with; one recording the ap­
preciation of thfc association of the 
efforts of the Dominion and Provinc­
ial Forestry Departments, for the con­
servation of our natural forests, and 
other expressing appreciation of the 
demonstration work being done by the 
Dominion Reclamation Service, and 
the-third asking for an extension of the 
field work being carried out in the Cy­
press Hills district of Southern Alberta.
On resuming on Friday morning the 
session was opened with an address by
Mr. Ronald Buckle and Mr. Pau 
Vroom, of the Entomological Branch 
of the federal Department of Agricul­
ture, are camped at Oliver in order to 
make an examination into the possibil­
ity of ridding that portion of the South 
Okanagan of the grasshopper pest 
These insects have done considerable 
damage to the young trees in that sec­
tion, and at the request of the prov­
incial Department of Agriculture, the 
Canadian Government has sent its two 
liest authorities on grasshoppers to look 
into the whole situation.
An outbreak of Codling Moth has 
been detected at one of the orchards 
on Skaha lake, south of Penticton* ant 
the immediate area has been quaran­
tined.
The camp site for tourists at Pen- 
ticon has recently been ehlarged ant 
improvements for the comfort of visit­
ors provided.
Professor A. M. Shaw, of the Uni 
versity of Saskatchewan, on “Live 
Stock on Irrigated Farms,” who con­
trasted the difference in the respective 
positions of the wheat growers on 
prairie farms and the fruit g:rowers in 
B. C., and stated that they were both in 
trouble because they were each trying 
to do a very difficult thing, viz., to 
make: a living by specializing on one 
kind of crop. The-professor then made 
some interesting and pointed refer 
ences to conditions as he had seen 
them ! at Oliver, arid expressed grave 
doubts a s , to the wisdom of planting 
the whole acreage there in fruit. He 
did not wish to pose as a critic, but he 
wished to point out that live stock 
would provide the best means for the 
settlers to pull out of their present 
difficulties. He favoured, he stated, 
small-sized farms, because small flocks 
and herds'give the best returns and can 
be handled with little hired help.
A discussion then ensued in which it 
was pointed out that all the experts 
who had inspected the Oliver district 
had come to the same conclusion, 
namely, that settlers there would- be 
wise to keep live stock and grow alfal­
fa, as well as planting some of their 
land in fruit.
Various resolutions were then passed, 
among them being, that the Dominion 
Goverriment be urged to construct ad­
ditional reservoirs in. the Rocky 
Mountains; that the Government of 
B. C. be asked to grant a committee 
of enquiry into irrigation matters, 
which shall include in its membership 
a fair proportion of irrigation farmers, 
a lawyer, an irrigation engineer and 
others interested in the operation of 
the present provincial Water Act.
Some pertinent observations on the 
Soldier Settlement at Oliver were the 
feature of the closing day of the con­
vention, Friday. These were made by 
Mr. Walter Packhard, Superintendent 
of the State Land Settlement, at Delhi, 
California. This gentleman, who had 
paid a visit to the Southern Okanagan 
Irrigation Project the previous day 
with the rest of the delegates, showed 
from his remarks that he was not al­
together favourably impressed by what 
he had seen there. He considered it 
essential, he stated, that the settlers 
there be given practical advice by ex­
perts, and that the present terms of 
payment for land be greatly extended, 
as it would not be possible for them to 
repay the government for their hold­
ings in ten years’ time. The govern­
ment would either have to make the 
terms of payment easier or “carry” the 
settlers there, and the former plan 
would be the best. He had noticed a 
great deal of land there, he said, which 
had not been properly levelled before 
planting, which was a great mistake, 
also too many men working with hoes, 
which was also a mistake, as it is not 
possible for a man to make a living 
working with a hoe. In closing his 
remarks he asserted emphatically that 
dairying is the real basic industry which
makes for prosperity on any farm, and 
le advocated the introduction of plen­
ty, of livestock at Oliver.
The proceedings were then closed 
by the election of officers for the en­
suing year, which resulted as follows:
Honorary President—Hon Charles 
Stewart, Dominion Minister of the In­
terior.
President—^Hon. Geo. Hoadicy, Al­
berta Minister of Agriculture.
Honorary Vive-Presidents—-Minister 
of Agriculture, Saskatchewan; Minis­
ter of Lands, British Columbia; Hon. 
Senator Bostock; William Pearce, Cal­
gary; Grotc Stirling, Kelowna.
Vice-Presidents—G. H. Webster, Cal­
gary; S. C. Charlesworth, Edmonton.
Executive—A. S. Dawson, Calgary; 
E. M. Carruthers, Kelowna; E. J. 
Chambers, Penticton; T. W. Crofts, 
Lethbridge; F. W. Hanna, Medicine 
Hat; G. S. Herringcr, Maple Creek; 
H. A. Howard, Calgary; V. Meek, Cal­
gary; F. E. Wollaston, Vernon.
It was decided that the next annual 
convention should take place aL Cal­
gary, Lethbridge and Medicine Hat 
withdrawing their claims for that dis­
tinction.
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THE SOLDIER SETTLEMENT BOARD OF CANADA
Will Hold An:
Of STOCK AND FARM IMPLEMENTS 
on the Premises Opposite the Rutland School, on
Thursday, July 26th
At 2 p.m. Sharp
Comprising in part as follows:
One Jersey Cow, One Jersey Heifer; Two Wagons; Two One- 
Horse Cultivators; Two Planet Junior Seeders; Two- Sets of Drag 
Harrows; One Spring Tooth Harrow; One Hoover Potato Digger; 
One Hillside Plow; One Furrower; One Weeder; One Set Team 
Harness.' .
TERMS STRICTLY CASH 48-lc
COVER CROPS IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA
(Experimental Farms Note)
Cover crops are now almost univer­
sally recognized as soil builders and 
as an economic orchard practice. 
There exist, however, .certain condi­
tions in several sections of British 
Columbia’s dry belt where very dry 
conditions prevail and water short 
ages occur, and where cover crops 
must of necessity draw too much 
moisture from soils that bake or are 
sandy and gravelly.
To break up the stiffer clay and 
silt soils, start the work by using 
rye sown in the fall and ploughed 
under as early as possible in _ the 
spring, when a fair stand is obtained, 
never allowing the rye to dry out the 
land or grow too much and become 
strawy. A green succulent crop of 
rye soon heats up when ploughed un­
der, and rots; whereas, a heavy fibrous 
crop stays in the land and takes 
much moisture to rot it.
When ploughing under cover crops 
do not plough the whole orchard at 
once but do it by stages, discing and 
harrowing as you proceed. This 
crumbles the soil well and helps to 
preserve nMisture. When your land 
is in such condition that vetches may 
be used, during the spring—say April, 
May and June—if there is any doubt 
that moisture is not good, disc in the 
vetch' even if only a small stand is 
available. The trees cannot be per­
mitted to suffer one hour in order to 
help the cover crop. It will take 
longer to build soil and it costs more 
jy this method, but trees must have 
moisture and lots of it. So watch 
)Oth crops and remember that it is 
off the fruit trees that you will har­
vest your cash crop; they must re­
ceive the first moisture consideration.
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Breakfast
Cover crops are substitutes for barn 
yard manure, with some advantages
such as shading the 5 ground, and 
some disadvantages such as compet­
ing for moisture whilst growing. 
■Therefore study the moisture condi­
tions and destroy the competition bc- 
1 ore it becomes too keen. Rye, vetches, 
rape and such crops lend themselves 
to this practice very well; clovers and 
alfalfa, on the other hand, do not, as 
they arc more difficult to get rid of at 
short notice during hot weather.
R. H. HELMER,
Superintendent, Experimental Station, 
Summcrland, B.C.
In hot weather we turn to 
package cereals, for break­
fast. They ' are convenient, 
palatable and less heating to 
the blood than oatmeal..
Our assortment is com­
plete—
25c
B
Corn Flakes, 2 for .... 
Shredded W heat, 2 for 35c
Grape Nuts, each .... ... 20c
Post Toasties, 2 f o r ....... 25c
Puffed Wheat, each  ...... 20c
Puffed Rice, each .......... 25c
Shredded Krumbles
2 for 35c
Post’s Bran Flakes, each 20c
"Health Bran, each 30c
nd
A report recently published h- the 
Minimum Wage Board shows that the 
wages paid to the women employees in 
this province arc well in excess of 
those prfpscribcd by the Board, 8,989 
employees averaging over $17 per 
week. Similarly, with reference to the 
hours worked by women, the average 
is 43.28 per week, though 48 hours 
work per week is permitted. Under 
the present regulations employers arc 
permitted to engage inexperienced help 
at a rate of pay lower than the official 
minimum wage, to the extent of 35 per 
cent of the total number employed, but 
the average in B.C. is less than 12 per 
cent of the total. /
:  Holmes 
Gordon, L td .;
> Family Grocers Phono30” .
Quality up to a standard 
—not down to a price
At a conference of city officials and . 
representatives of the Great Northern 
Railway it was settled that the Grand 
Trunk Depot at Grand Forks will not 
be'moved from that town before 1925, 
•  •  «
Contrary to popular opinion,
:d ■
there
is a largc'acrcagc plante to potatoes 
this-year, the estimate being 18,000' 
acrc^ or nincty-ifivc per cent of tlio-' 
provincial acreage last season.
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